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MAGNETIC FIELD AND PRESSURE EFFECTS IN A 
SATURATED GAS LASER AMPLIFIER 
Theoretical and experimental studies of a gas laser amplifier 
are presented, assuming the amplifier is operating with a saturating 
optical frequency signal. The analysis is primarily concerned with the 
effects of the gas pressure and the presence of an axial magnetic field 
on the characteristics of the amplifying medium. Semiclassical radia-
tion theory is used, along with a density matrix des~ription of the 
atomic medium which relates the motion of single atoms to the macros copic 
observables. A two-level description of the atom, using phenomenological 
source rates and de cay rates, forms the basis of our analysis of the 
gas laser medium. Pressure effects are taken into account to a large 
extent through suitable choices of decay rate parameters. 
Two methods for calculating the induced polarization of the 
atomic me dium are used. The first method utilizes a perturbation 
expansion which i s valid for signa l intens ities which barely reach 
saturation strength, and it is quite general in applicability. The 
second method is valid for arbitrarily strong signals, but it yields 
tractable solutions only for zero magnetic field or for axial magnetic 
fields large enough such that the Zeeman splitting is much larger than 
the power broadened homogeneous linewidth of the laser transition. 
The effects of pressure broadening of the homogene ous spectral line-
width are inc luded in both the weak-signal and strong-signal theories; 
iv 
however the effects of Zeeman sublevel-mixing collisions are taken into 
account only in the weak-signal theory. 
The behavior of a He-Ne gas l aser amplifier in the presence 
of an axial magnetic field has been studied experimentally by measuring 
gain and Faraday ro tation of linearly polarized resonant laser signals 
for various values of input signal intensity , and by measuring non-
lineari ty - induced aniso tropy f or elliptically polarized r esonant laser 
signals of various input intensities . Two high-gain tra n sitions in the 









) transition. The input 
signals were tuned to the centers of their respective resonant gain lines. 
The experimental results agree quite well with corresponding 
theoretical expressions which h ave b een d eveloped to include the non-
linear effects of saturation strength signals. The experimental res ults 
clearly show saturation of Faraday rota tion, and for the J = 1 t o J = 1 
trans ition a Faraday rotation r eversal and a traveling wave gain dip 
are seen for small values of axial magnetic field. The nonlinearity in-
duced anisotropy shows a marked dependence on the gas pressur e in the 
amplifier tube for the J = 1 to J = 2 transition; this d ependence 
agrees with the predictions of the general perturbational or weak sign a l 
theory when allowances are made for the effects of Zeeman sublevel-
mixin g collisions . The resul t s provide a method for measuring the upper 
(neon 3s
2
) leve l quadrupole mome nt decay r a t e , the dipole moment decay 
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CHAPTER ONE - - --- ---
1.1 Introduc tion ----
In a medium which h as an inverted population with r espect t o 
t wo of its opticall y conn ected a tomic or molecular energy l evel s , an 
e l ec t romagne tic f i e ld which has a fre quency r esonant with the trans i tion 
fr equency b e tween these t wo l evels will induce a l arge r number of stim-
ulate d emi ssion proce sses than absorption processes : hence the e l ec t ro-
magneti c signal gains i n strength. A resonant traveling e l ectromagne tic 
wave pass ing through a medium s u c h as this will increase in inte ns ity 
expone n ti a lly wi th distance until t h e rate of stimul a t e d emissions b e-
comes l a r ge enough t o influenc e the populations of the ene r gy l evel s . 
This satura t ion of the me dium by t h e e l e c tromagnetic signal affe c t s the 
signal in turn, so that nonlinear processes come into existence . 
We are interes t ed in gas e ous media, wh e re the atoms h ave a 
d istribution of·velocities; h ence the re is a distr ibution of r e sonance 
fre que nci e s. We sha ll study the ef f ec t s of a n ampl ify ing gaseous me d i um 
on a monochroma ti c reson ant sig na l which i s tra veling t hrough the medium, 
assuming the signal stre n g th is l a r ge enough to s a t u r a t e the me dium. 
Nonl inear e ff e cts s u ch as h a rmonic gen e r a tion, compe t i tion b e t ween t wo 
fr e quenci es in t h e input sign a l, and combina tion tone g ene ration wil l 
not be discu ssed . At ten t i on wi ll b e give n to gain a nd Fa raday rota tion 
o f a linearly polar i zed input signa l wh i ch i s tune d to the c e nte r of 
the Do pp l e r b r oa de n ed r e son ance o f th e me dium , v aryi n g t he app l ied a x ial 
magne tic f i e l d from z e ro t o a v a lue "~h ich is small enou gh so that we 
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are always in the weak-field Zeeman effect regime (F is assumed to be a 
good quantum number). We will also study the effects of a saturated 
medium on an elliptically polarized signal tuned to the center of res-
onance. As such a signal passes through the amplifying medium, its 
ellipticity can change as it saturates the medium, due to nonlinear 
effects. This effect is called "nonlinearity induced anisotropy" (1). 
These phenomena depend to varying degrees on the gas pressure used for 
the amplifying medium and on the values of the total angular momenta of 
the energy levels involved; a discussion of these effects will be pre-
sented as we compare results of experiments on two high gain 3.39-µ 
transitions in a He-Ne system with the appropriate theory. 
The basis of our calculations is semiclassical radiation 
theory, as formulated by Kramers (2), along with a density matrix des-
cription of an ensemble of atoms, which was developed by Lamb (3) and 
is used to calculate the induced macroscopic polarization of the medium. 
The polarization is then used in Maxwell's equations to determine the 
behavior of the electromagnetic fields. 
Armstrong, Bloembergen, Ducuing, and Pershan (4) treated the 
nonlinear interaction of traveling waves in dielectric media using a 
similar formulation and the method of selecting partic ular Fourier 
components of the response. Damping terms were not included in their 
analysis, and Dopple r effects were not cons idered. Bloemberge n and 
Shen (5) added damping t e rms to this formalism . The polarization 
character of the waves was not treated in either of these papers. 
Bennett (6) evoked the concept of "hole burning" in his 
description of the saturation process in Doppler broadened gas las ers . 
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Since a las e r oscillator cavity acts as an extremely narrow-band 
filter, only those atoms whose velocities cause their r esonant fre-
quencies to be within a natural linewidth of the cavity resonance 
frequency will interact with the electromagnetic signal which exists 
in the cavity; hence only these atoms are saturated.by the signal, and 
a hole is burned in the Doppler gain curve at this cavity resonance. 
(When certain allowances are made for effects of gas pressure on the 
decay rates, the term "homogeneous linewidth" is used instead of natural 
linewidth.) The concept of hole burning will be useful for a physical 
understanding of several res ults in this ·work. 
Gordon, White, and Rigden (7) discussed gain saturation of the 
3 . 39-µ laser transition in a He-Ne amplifier. Their ~palys is was based 
on rate equations for the two energy levels which participate in the 
laser process. The electromagnetic signal was assumed to be a scalar 
monochromatic traveling wave . 
Lamb (3) treated nonlinea r effects in laser oscillators in 
detail, including Doppler effec ts in his density matrix description 
of the atomic medium. Most of his results were good for the case of 
strong Doppler broadening only; i.e ., the natural linewidth was assumed 
to b e very much smaller than the Doppler width . The induced polarization 
of the medium was cal culated in the form of a truncated perturbation 
series, valid for the mildly saturating signals that exis t in a laser 
which is oscillating near threshold. The electromagnetic signals were 
treated as scalar waves ; no polarization effects were treated. The 
effects of lower leve l ex ci t a tion by spontane ous emission from the 
upper level were tr e ate d only in a rate e qua tion approximat i on i n which 
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the atomic motion was ignored. Pressure effects were not considered. 
A number of interesting results were obtained which included mode 
pulling, mode competition, combination tone generation, and frequency 
locking phenomena. 
Close (8,9) used a similar approach for an arbitrary number 
of monochromatic traveling waves passing through a laser amplifier. He 
studied effects of intermediate Doppler broadening and integrated the 
equations of motion for the macroscopic density matrix to study special 
solutions which were valid for arbitrarily strong signals. The genera-
tion of combination tones was examined in detail. An attempt was made 
to treat polarization effects by using vector fields and a method of 
averaging over possible atomic dipole orientations. 
In order to properly account for the effects of polarized 
signals, it is necessary to consider the degeneracy of the levels. The 
above references did not treat level degeneracy effects on the polari-
zation properties of the electromagnetic waves. In atoms which have no 
nuclear spin, such as Ne
20
, the levels should be described in terms of 
their values of J, the total electronic angular momentum. For atoms 
which have nuclear spin, the total angular momentum F is pertinent. 
Since the level degeneracy is removed by the application of a magnetic 
field, it is natural to discuss magnetic fields when considering arbi-
trarily polarized signals. 
A great deal of attention, has been given to this field of 
study in the past few years. Culshaw and Kannelaud (10,11) made a 
detailed experimental study of the output of a He-Ne laser operating 
at 1.153-µ (J = 1 to J = 2 transition) in the presence of an axial 
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magne tic field and analyze d th~ir r esults by applying Hanle effec t theory 
to the laser. Their t h eoretical analysis did not s uitably describe 
many of the ir observations , however. 
To study the nonlinear properties of Zeeman l aser oscillators , 
the theory deve loped by Lamb was extended to include v e ctor e l ectro-
magnetic signals int e r a cting with atomic l e vels which are total 
angular momen tum eigenstates . Fork and Sargent (12) considered 
competition and b eat frequencies betwe~'.1 two _opposit;:e circularly 
polari zed standing waves operating at a single cavity resonance, assuming 
a J = 1 to J = 0 transition in a n a pplied axial ma gnetic fi e ld. 
Culshaw and Kannela ud (13) considered beat frequency effects a nd the 
behavior o f th e output polarization for a J = 1/2 to J = 1/2 trans i tion 
mode l in an axial magnetic fi e ld, inc luding e ffec t s of cavity anisotropy . 
They compared resul ts of this theor y with more experimenta l obs e r vations 
on a single mode planar type He-Ne l aser o scillating at 1.153-µ in an 
axial magn e tic fi e ld (14). La t er t hey extended their results to cover 
the J = 1 to J = 0 trans ition in both axial and t ransverse magne tic 
fie lds (15). 
Heer and Gra ft (16) cons ide r ed an arbitrary Ja to Jb trans i-
tion, arbitrary direction of the magne ti c fi e ld, and b o th standing and 
traveling waves . Althou gh the fundamental approach was very gener a l, 
actual results were ohtai n e d only for th e case of a single wave of 
arbi tra.ry polarization for special cases. For the case J 
a 
Fa Fb, when th e signal was at lirn~ cent er and the magn e tic f ield was 
zero or very we<1k, t hei r results indic<1te d stable so lutions only for 
circular l y polarized components . Recen t l y a ttem;; t s were made by Heer 
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and co-workers to apply this theory to an explanation of polarization and 
signal strengths of cosmic OH radiation (17-19). Howeve r, their results 
are rigorous only for weakly saturating signal strengths. 
D'yakonov (20) analyzed the polarization and beat frequency 
behavior of the output of a laser in a weak axial magnetic field when 
a linear absorption anisotropy exists in the laser cavity. D'yakonov 
and Perel'(21,22) develop e d a general theory of a single-mode gas laser 
in a magnetic field b ased on Lamb's theory (3),_expressing the density 
matrix of the atomic levels in terms of multipole moments of the levels 
and including effects of a nonzero branching ratio for spontaneous 
emission from the upper laser level to the lower l aser l evel. Output 
power and polarization properties were discussed for special cases. 
The case of a single mode laser operating on a transition 
between levels of arbitrary J values was also studied by de Lang and 
Bouwhuis (23), and by Polder and van Haeringen (24), who showed that the 
polarization of the output in zero magnetic field depends on 6J for 
the transition. Further experiments (24) verified these results. 
Doyle and White ( 25 ) also analyze d the polarization and beat frequency 
properties of the output of a l aser oscillating on a genera]. J to Jb a 
transition in zero ma gnetic field. Their discussion included two-mode 
ope ration, and combination tone gene r a t i on was bri efly considered . 
Recently Sarg ent, Lamb, and Fork (26) present ed a comprehensive 
theory of a "Zeeman laser oscillator" based on the general theory of 
Lamb (3), v a lid for we akly satura ting signals, includin g the effec ts of 
level deBe ne r a cy and a magne t i c f~ eld in an a r bi tra ry di rection. Re sults 
f or a n arb i tra r y amount of Dopple r broa d e ning wer e ob taine d. Exc e pt f o r 
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references 8,9 and 25, the theoretical calculations previously had been 
done assuming "strong Doppler broadening", as was the case in (3). This 
analysis also handles multimode operation in the laser oscillator for a 
general Fa to Fb transition, and it includes linear phase and absorp-
tion anisotropies due to the laser cavity. 
During the same period of time Dienes (27) analyzed the be-
havior of a saturated gas laser amplifier in the presence of an axial 
magnetic field. His analysis was valid for a general Ja to Jb transi-
tion and an arbitrary amount of Doppler broadening, and he treated the 
case of bvo arbitrarily polarized signals passing through the laser 
medium. The special case of a J = 1 to J = 0 transition was treated 
in detail, both for weakly saturating signals and for arbitrarily strong 
signals. More recently Dienes has produced results applicable to a 
general Ja and Jb transition for both weakly saturating signals (28) 
and for strong signals (29). The strong signal res~lts yield tractable 
solutions only for the zero magnetic field case or for the case when the 
Zeeman sublevel splitting is large compared with the power broadened 
homogeneous linewidth of the transition. Measurements of gain saturation 
and nonlinearity induced anisotropy for a He.,-Ne 3.39-µ (J = 1 to J = 2) 
amplifier operating in zero magnetic field are in good agreement with the 
strong-signal theory (1). 
Extensive experimental work done by Tomlinson and Fork (30) 
and by Settles and Heer (31) on gas laser oscillators has been compared 
with theoretical predictions based on the theory of Sargent, Lamb, and 
Fork (26) with generally good agreement. 
Two major sources of difficulty in comparing experimental 
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results on laser oscillators with theories are gas pressure effects and 
cavity anisotropy effects. Anisotropy effects are most plausibly due 
to the mirrors of the laser oscillator, and detailed comments concerning 
anisotropy effects have been made by van Haeringen (32,33), Tomlinson 
and Fork (30,34), and Greenstein (35), in addition ~o authors previously 
mentioned. Theories allowing for absorption and phase anisotropies 
account for many of the puzzling experimental observations on the output 
of a gas laser oscillator. However, the complicating effects of mirror 
anisotropies make quantitative comparisons of theory. with experiment 
difficult in some cases. The use of laser amplifiers operating with 
signals which were derived from laser oscillators, and whose input in-
tensities, polarizations, and frequencies can be determined and control-
led,can offer advantages of greater simplicity in comparing experimental 
results with theoretical pred{ctions. 
Pressure effects are evident in most experimental attempts 
to verify the existing theoretical predictions. Fork and Pollack (36) 
observed collision effects in a study of mode competition in a He-Ne 
0 
laser oscillating on the 6328-A transition. Studies made on the "Lamb 
Dip" (37) in the power output of a single-mode He-Ne laser have yielded 
information about pressure effects (38). 
Detailed theories involving the effects of collisions on the 
spectral characteristics of gas laser oscillators have been published 
by Rautian (39,40) and by Gyorffy, Borenstein and Lamb (41). These 
theories do not involve the effects of magnetic fields b~ing applied to 
the laser oscillator. By comparing these theories with experimental 
studies of the Lamb dip in the He-Ne laser, Gyorffy et.al. (41) have 
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obtained information about the effects of various types of collisions 
on the atoms which participate in the laser process. 
In most cases attempts to include pressure effects in compari-
sons with Lamb's theory involve the following basic assumptions: (a) 
the phenomenological decay rates assumed for the two laser levels are 
composed of spontaneous decay rates plus pressure-dependent decay rates 
due to effects of "hard" collisions terminating the atomic interaction 
with the electromagnetic signal; (b) the decay r~tei of the dipole 
m.oment of the atom is influenced not only by these "hard" collisions, 
but also by "soft" collisions which perturb. the energy levels slightly, 
resulting in a broadening of the atomic resonance and a shift in the 
transition frequency; (c) since at least one of the laser levels has a 
multiplet structure (which can be split with the application of a 
magnetic field), there exist collisions which mix the sublevel populations, 
and these lead to anisotropic relaxation of the mult~pole moments of the 
two atomic levels of interest. There is also some evidence of asymmetry 
in the atomic response curve due to certain pressure effects (36,38,40, 
41)', but these effects seem to be quite small in the case of the He-Ne 
laser. 
Tomlinson and Fork (30) noted departures from theoretical 
predictions when they observed circular component coupling in single 
axial mode He-Ne lasers operating at 1.52-µ (J = 1 to J = 0) and at 
0 
6328-A (J = 1 to J = 2). They later used assumption (c) above and 
accounted for these discrepancies by using the theory of D'yakonov 
and Perel' (21) for laser oscillators and postulating different decay 
rates for the various multipole moments of the atomic energy levels(42). 
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Recently Wa n g and Tomlinson (43,44 ) cal culated expressions for the cross 
sections for collision-induced relaxation of the multipo l e moments of 
an excited atom in a state of a rbitrary angula r momentum J. Experi-
me nts we re then performed on a He-Ne laser oscilla ting a t 1. 52-µ (J 1 
to J = O) in order to obta i n numerica l values for certain collision 
cross sections . Decomps and Dumont (45) have also obtained values for 
multipole moment decay rates for certain excite d l evel s of neon by 
us i ng a l aser excited Hanle effect experiment. 
A recent paper by Berman and Lamb (46) discusses in deta il 
the effect s of reson a nt and non-resonant collisions on spectra l line 
shap es , including the multiple t structure of the p e rtine nt e n e r gy 
l evel s . The dipole -dipole interaction potentia l i s u sed , and v a rious 
d ecay rate parameters a r e computed numerically. The th e ory i s applie d 
to Hanle e ffect exper iment s ; h owever no explicit applications t o l aser 
phenomena are presented . Thi s paper i s quite comprehensive and contain s 
numerous references to previous works in the pressure broa dening field. 
In the work that follows we will derive expressions applicable 
to a l aser amp lifier in an axial magnetic fi e ld operating with.a s ing l e 
monochromatic input signal of arbitrary polarization. Our theory will 
b e b ased mainly on th e work of Dienes (27-29) and Wang a nd Tomlinson (44 ) . 
Dienes has obtained general expressions v a lid for the gas l aser ampl i -
fier but h as not included pressure effects or a complete account of 
spontan eous emission. Wang and Toml inson have d eveloped a theory 
applicab l e to weakly saturat ing sign a l s in a l aser oscillator , includ-
ing p r essu r e effects on the v arious decay rate parameters . We will 
derive a theory f or a l aser ampl ifier , ar;p l icable to weakl y sa turating 
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signals, and including press ure effects in a manner similar to that of 
Wang and Tomlinson . A strong signal theory wi ll also be utilized which 
will be the same as Dienes' theory (29). The results will be valid for 
an arbitrary amount of Doppler broadening. 
Our theoretical expressions will be used for comparison with 
experimental results obtained by using a He-Ne l aser amplifier and 





(J = 1 to J = 2 ) transition, and a 3.3903-µ signal 
operating on the neon 3s
2 
->- 3p2 (J = · 1 to J 1) transition . These 
are 'the most £avorable transitions to use for a laser amplifier study 
because both signals h ave high gains and easily reach saturation 
strength. A J = 1 t o J = 0 trans ition woul d be the l east compli cated 
and most interesting case to study for certain nonlin ear e ffects; how-
ever, there exist no readily availab l e transit i ons of this type which 
have a high enough gain to be useful for study using an amplifier. An 
amplifier tube of several meters length would be needed for a study of 
the neon 2s ->- 2pl (J = 1 to J O) t ransition at 1. 52-µ, for 2 
\ 
example . On the other h and , s ince t he two 3.39-µ signals reach, 
saturation strength so easi ly and normally operate under s trongly sat-
urated conditions in a l aser oscillator , a comparison of experiment with 
the perturb ational or weak-signal theory of the Zeeman laser oscillator 
would be difficult for these two cases . In addition, the " strong 
Doppler broadening" approximation cannot be made when discussing the 
3.39-µ transitions. Tl1e exac t treatment 6f Doppler broadening used 
by Dienes (27-29) for l aser amplifiers is appropriate here. 
Since cite experime nts relating the gain and Faraday rotation 
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of a linearly polarized input signal to theoretical predictions were done 
predominantly with an an1plifier tube at a total gas pressure of 1.1 Torr 
and agreed quite well with the theories which did not include modifications 
accounting for Zeeman sub level-mixing collisions, the general theory 
developed in Chapter 3 will not be used for quantitative comparison with 
these experimental results. It will become clear that these phenomena 
do not depend on gas pressure in an obvious manner after the theoretica l 
predictions are discuss ed. 
However, the nonlinearity induced anisotropy for an elliptic-
ally polarized input signal passing through the amplifier in zero mag-
netic field does show a marked dependence on pressure, and only the 
general theory including Zeeman sublevel-mixing collisions can account 
for experimental observations. Experiments were performed for several 
values of gas pressure in order to clearly observe this effect. 
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CHAPTER TWO ------ --
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter introduces the framework for treating the inter-
action . of a monochro.matic optica l frequency elec!=romag_netic wave, or 
signal, with a dilute gaseous medium which is "population inverted" 
with respect to two energy levels. We assume the electromagnetic signal 
is nearly resonant with these two levels of the me dium. This picture 
fits an experimental situation where an output signal from a singl e mode 
laser oscillator, which has a spectral width much narrower than atomic 
linewidth parameters, enters an amplifying medium of the same type as 
the l aser oscillator me dium. First we discuss the equations of motion 
for a system consisting of a single atom and an electromagnetic signal. 
The atomic motion will b e descr ibed by the Schrodinger wave equation, 
while the e l ec tromagn e tic fi e ld is treated classically. The atomic 
model is described in section 2.2, and the equations for the e l e ctro-
magnetic field are cove r e d in section 2 . 3 . The e quation of motion for 
the macroscopic d ens ity matrix, des cribing the atomic medium under the 
influence of an electromagn e tic signal, will be deve l oped in section 
2.4 . Collision processes which af f e ct the interaction of the atomic 
system with the clec tromognctic signal will be discussed in section 2 . 5 . 
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2.2 The Atomic Model 
We shall explicitly discuss an atomic system because the 
theory will be applied to the Helium-Neon laser medium in which certain 
excited levels of the n e on atomsrecome population inverted. However the 
theory can be applicable to molecular systems also, with suitable 
changes in the quantum number l abeling of the energy l evels . We shall 
also label the energy levels by their total electronic angular momentum 
numbers Ja and Jb.' We could just as well use the quantum numbe1:s 
Fa and Fb' where F denotes the total angular momentum including 
nuclear spin; howeve r the Ne
20 
atom used in our He-Ne laser experi-
ments has nuclear spin of zero. In any case the applied D.C. magne tic 
field will be weak enough such that the degeneracy of the atomic levels 
is removed according to the well known Zeeman formula: 
l\E (2 .1) 
where MF is the angular momentum along the direction of the magne tic 
field. \ 
For our purpos es we shall consider only two of the eigenstates 
of the atom; those which are population inverted a nd h ave a transition 
fr e quency nea rly resonant with the f r equency of the electromagnetic 
f ield. Let us consider an atom which is excited by some means to the 
upper excited state \a> at time t . Then the wave function des-o 
cribing the perturb ed excited atom at later times is a linear combination 
of the form 
-15-
ijJ (~_, t) 
-iE t/'h 
a a(t,t )u ( r ) e 
o a -





and b (t, t ) 
0 
(2.2) 
a r e wr itten 
where nVab(t) is the matrix e l ement for the transition b ~a due to 
the e l ectric-dipole interaction energy of the a tom and the classical 
e l ec tromagnetic signal, and w = wa - wb = l/b(Ea - Eb). The initial 
condit ion s are a(t , t ) = 1, b(t ,t ) = 0. The r adiative decay 
0 0 0 0 
r a t es ya and yb are phe nomenologically introduced here , but their 
form can b e jus t ifi ed b y a mor e r igorous treatment ( 47 ). Additions 
can be made to these decay rates in order to trea t c e rta in collision 
processes which induce t ransi tions to the ground l evel (48 ), and this 
will b e d one later. 
2.3 ~uations for th e Electromagnetic Field 
We shall assume t he e l ectromagne tic fi e ld to be monochromat i c 
traveling waves propagating in the direction of th e D.C. magnetic f iel d , 
which we shall c a ll the ~ direction . Th e . waves a r e considered to be 
transverse a nd n early plane , i . e . transverse derivat ives in the r egion 
of interes t are assumed to be neg l igib l e . This ass umpt ion i s r easonab l y 
well satisfied by a typical gas l aser signal which . falls off in intensity 
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gradually in the transverse direction over a dis tance of a few milli-
meter s , and which can be mad e to spread in diamet er n o mo r e than the 
diffraction l i mit would allow . 
The e l ec t ric fie ld of the traveli ng waves shall be wri tten 
i n terms of t he fo l lowing v ec tor basis : 
and 
whe r e 
~( z , t) ~ ~ E (z,t) L::d mm 
m=O,± 










A e z 
( 2.4) 
(The dot product convention for complex vectors is a . b = .E a.b . , whe re 
i l l 
* signifies t he comp l ex conjugate.) This b ase sys t em is convenient for 
late r calculation of matrix elements for atomic transitions . 
For a D. C. magnetic field in the axial direc t ion of the l aser 
ampl ifier , (i . e . t he direction of propagation of the sig~al) the co-
' 
ordina t e system of the a t oms (determine d by the magnetic fi e ld direction) 
and tha t of the signa l coincide. Fo r other direct i ons of the magne tic 
f ield a rotation matrix i s necessary to rotate the t wo coordinate 
systems . (Reference 26 discusses th e rotation in detai l . ) Assuming an 
axial magnetic fi e ld, we write the electri c field for several mono-
chromatic trave l i n g waves : 
~ (z, t) 
i (k . Z-\l. t+<l . ( z , t)) 
ft J J J IB e E . ( z t) e 




The electric field has no z-component, and E. (z,t) and <ji. (z,t) 
Jill Jill 
are 
slowly varying functions of position and time . Arbitrary elliptically 
polarized signals result by choosing the magnitude and initial phase 
of each circular component appropriately. 
The pos itive (m = +) and negative (m = -) helicity travel-
ing waves carry angular momentum in directions parall~l a nd a ntiparal l e l 
to their direction of propagation, res pectively . Consider an interacting 
atom at a certain point on the z-axis. If we describe the motion of the 
resonant electron in the atom as a h armonic oscillator which is driven 
into oscillation, by the electric field of the traveling wave, then the 
positive h e licity polarization causes the ~lectron to move in a circular 
path in the x-y plane wh ich has a counterclockwise sense to the observer 
looking in the neg~tive z direction. Thus, the a tom h as been given 
angular momentum a l ong the z-axis. Simi l arly a negative helicity polar-
ization would give the atom angular momentum in the opposi t e direction. 
(This topic is discussed in Chapter 17 of Reference 49). The positive 
helicity polarization is called l eft-circular polarization in optics (50). 
The electromagnetic field is gove rned by Maxwell' s equations, 
which for a nonmagnet ic medium can be written (in MKS units): 
'\/ x E _LB 3t -
2 
E: c '\/ x B 
0 
( 2 . 6a) 
(2.6b) 
£ V • E = - V • P 
0 




where P is the macroscopic polarization of the medium; and :l.. = oE 
is the macroscopic current due to free electrons and ions in the laser 
medium, which usually consists of the positive column of a glow dis-
charge (o has both real and imaginary parts). This form of Ohm's Law 
is not valid if a D.C. magnetic field B 
0 
is applied to the medium of 
strength such that (J.) 
g 
eB /m is comparable to th~ other frequencies 
0 
involved in the problem. However, we shall show in the next paragraph 
that the optical frequency is much larger than w • 
g 
These equations yield a wave equation for the electric field: 
2 
v x v x E + --0 - ...L E + __!. _a_ E 
£ c2 at - c2 at2 -
0 
2 
1 a · ----p 
2 2 -
£ c at 
0 
Since in our case .E:.(z,t) is transverse, we may set 
V x V x E = - v2 E 
and equation (2.7) can be written as 
2 
-V2E + ___g__ .1__ E + .L _a_. E = 
- 2 at - 2 2 -
£ c c at · 
0 
1 a2 -----p 
2 2 -






In Lamb's theory (3) the quantity a is considered to be an Ohmic 
conductivity which gives the wave a d amp ing, in order to account for 
losses at the mirrors of the laser oscillator without having to solve 
a bounda ry v a lue problem . Although Lamb did not explicitly discuss 
losses due to free electrons and ions in the gas laser discharge, he 
neglected their contribution to a . Free electrons provide both loss 
and phase shift to an e l ectromagnetic wave passing through them; due 
t.o the:j_r much larger masses. the positive ions have much l ess effect on 
the wave. The free electrons contribute to the index of refractidn of 
the medium through Thomson scattering (50) in the forward direction. If 
a weak magnetic field is applied in the direction of a linearly polar-
ized traveling wave (axial direction), the free e l ectron s produce a 
clockwise Faraday rotation. Loss due to·large angl e Thomson scattering 
of optical frequency waves is extremely small for normal gas discharges, 
which are weakly ioni zed gases (87); however loss due to collisions of 
electrons with neutral atoms should b e considered. 
We can ignore the fr ee ch arge contribution to a a ltogether 
in a gas l aser me dium such as the He-Ne system becaus e the fr ee charge 
density is low enou gh so tha t the electron and ion plasma frequ encies 
are very small compar ed with the optical fre quency of the wave. Like-
wise for th e low pressures used in the gas laser s the collision fre-
que ncies for the e l ectrons and ions are much lower tha n the optical 
frequency . For examp l e , in a He- Ne J. aser wi th a 10:1 r a tio of He to 
Ne and a tot a l gas press ure of 1.0 Torr, a di sch arge current of 10 
milli amps , 2cl.d 2 tub2 di. a'.!1et:er of ab ou t J mm , th e e l ectr on density is 
11 ··3 
app ro:d.mat e ly 10 cm (SJ) , and the collision frequency (wcoll) for 
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9 -1 
the electrons is about 10 sec (52). The electron plasma frequency, 
is about 9 -1 5 x 10 sec 
(2.10) 
If an axial magnetic field of 100 gauss is 
applied (maximum values used in the experiments described later were 
about 50 _gauss), the gyrofrequency of the electrons is of the order of 
-1 
sec This means the contributions to the real and imaginary parts. 
of £. due to the free electrons are of the order of 
2 2 
(w 11w /w )e: co pe o 
(53) respectively, for a 
wave of optical frequency. We shall see in the next chapter that even 






sition at 6328-A wavelength, whose linear intensity gain constant is 
typically .05 m-
1 (I =I exp(.05z)), the contribution of the resonant 
. 0 
neon atoms to the gain (or loss) and phase shift of the electromagnetic 
signal is more than 100 times the contribution from the free electrons. 
For this reason and for the reason that we do not need an effective 
conductivity of the medium to take care of mirror losses when discussing 
traveling waves passing through an amplifier, we will drop the .£. term 
from equation (2.9). 
We also neglect the possibility of plasma striations, or 
longitudinal electron and ion waves, occuring in the laser medium. 
Striations can effect the power and spectral character of the output 
signal of a laser, and their occurrence depends on both laser tube 
design and the external electrical circuit (54). We assume macroscopic 
charge neutrality in the las e r medium. 
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The polarization of the medium due to resonant population invert-
ed atoms will have both real and imaginary parts. The imaginary part is 
responsible for the gain in the medium , and the real part causes a phase 
shift or index of refraction. Accordingly we assume the following form 





i (k . z- \) . t+<j> . ) 





12 LL { i(k. Z-\). t+<j>. ) 
e (P - iP. ) e J J Jm 
m j cm JSm • 
j rn=± 
+ e~°' (P. + 
m JCm 
-i(k.z-v.t+<j>. )} 
iP. ) e · J ] JIB 
]SIB 
where the summation runs over the same set as for the expression (2.5) 
for the electric field; and Pjcm' 
functions of z and t. 
P. , and <j>J.rn are slowly varying 
]SIB 
\ Since the phas e <Pjm is assumed to be a slowly varying 
function of space and time , the complete nonlinear phase shift suffered 
by the jth wave as it trave ls through the amplifying medium can be 
accounted for by the i <ji . 
Jill 
term, l eaving k. 
J 
to be equal to the free 
space propagation constant v/c . We can use as an al t ernative a real 
index of refraction defined by 




The index of refraction is a convenient concept for a linear 
medium; however, for a nonlinear medium it is more advantageous to use 
the accumul ated phase ¢· 
The effect of the other, non-resonant transitions in the atomic 
medium, which we are not considering, is to contribute.a very small 
index of r e fraction which is constant throughout the small fr equency 
range of interest (about equal to the width of the resonance of the 
ensemble of atoms) . This can be taken into accoupt by 
constant t erm to 
If we 
equation (2 . 9), 
2 
l..t 2 E ~~ 
az az az ' 
n(v) . 
sub stitute equations (2 .11) and (2. 5) 
n egl ectin g transverse derivatives and 
2 2 
ClE L_tiE L~ ~ 
2' 2 ~ 2 '2 az cat cat at 
L a2E 
2 2 ' 
c at 
addine; a small 
into the wave 
the terms 
(the subscripts + and - have been dropped for simplicity) due to 
our assumption s of s low space and time variations for the quantities 
E and ¢, we obtain two equations by e quating real and imagin ary 
parts: 
[~~-!-_!_~~ +~ J " Clt ( nJ. n1 - l ) E . ~ c c Jill 
ClE. aE 
__ ...,,1m + .!. __jm 
(Jz c ()t 
\) . 
_ _,J __ p. 
2E: C J Sffi 
0 
\) . 
_ __.L p 
2s c jcm 
0 
(2 . 13a ) 
(2.13h) 
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Th 1 t k I and k 2-v2/ c2 e rep acemen-s -+ v c 
2 
->- 2 Y-(k-- ~-)= 2 Lcn-1) 
c c 2 
c 
were made in order to establish the form above for equations (2 . 13). 
Thes e results are also present i n reference (27), and similar equations 
can be found in r eference (3). Lamb (3) calls these equations the 
"self-consistency" equations because the time-varying induced polari-
zation of t he medium sus tains an electromagnet i c fie ld with the same 
frequency components , according to ( 2 .13 ). When one treats terms in 
_t~e expre ssion for P which are nonlinear with - ~espec_t t o th_e electric 
field, new fields at combination tone or harmonic frequencies can be 
obtained. We shall drop the summation over j and treat the case of 
only one tra veling wave passing through the me dium in futur e ana l ys i s . 
We sha ll not concern oursel ves with h a rmonics either . 
The inter action b e t we e n an atom and the e l e ctromagn e tic 
field is c0111monl y des crib e d in t e rms of the e lectromagnetic potentials 
in the quantum the ory of r adiation . In semi c l ass ical r a di a tion theory 
this inte ra c tion i s b es t express ed in t e rms of the ele ctric and magn e tic 
field streng ths . It h as b een s h m·:n by Fiuta k (55) tha t fo r class ica l 
fi e lds th e nonrelativ i stic inte r a ct ion: 
H' 
2 
e ( n · A + A · £_) + ~2 b:_ 2mc .r_ 
2mc 
A (2. lll) 
of a b ound e l ectron (sri:Ln neg lC' c t crl) wi t h a n e l ec tromagne t i c fi e ld c a n 
b e transf orn~2d c a uonic;:illy i n t o a n equi vci l e nt Hamil t onian i,,hich 
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er•E - L·~ - ,g,:~Jf_ + ...• (2 .15) 
We will use the long wavelength or dipole approximation and keep only the 
first term on the right-hand side of equation (2.15). 
2.4.2 A Hodel K£.E. Stationary Atoms 
Returning to the atomic model described by equation (2.3), we 
express the interaction matrix element Vab(t) more explicitly as 
ilvab(t) =(a I er• E(t)jb) eE (t) • (a l.!..lb) (2.16) 
The space dependence of the electric field does not enter here because 
of the assumption that the wavelength is much longer than the size of 
the atom. Proceeding in the manner of Lamb and Sanders (56), we des-
cribe the behavior at time t of an ensemble of atoms which were ex-
cited independently to state a at rate r 
a 
~
for all time t < t, 
0 






r f I a ( t, t ) 12 d t a o o 
-co 
t 




The diagonal element <J 
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(a) 
represents the population of state 
aa 
a at time t due to previous excitation of state a at rate 
while represents the corresponding population of state b. The 




aa r + r (d/dt) la(t,t )I dt I . 2 a a o o 
-oo 
(2.18) 
since a(t ,t ) = 1. The time derivatives of the other elements of the 
. 0 0 
matrix 
(a) 
a do not have the first term of the rig~t-hand side of 
equation (2.18). 
When we consider excitation of the atom to both states a 
and b, we can construct a total density matrix 
(2.19) 
Using equations (2.3) we can write the differential equations for the 
total density matrix a: 
(d/dt)o = r -iV ab0 ba + iVba0 ab - y a0 aa (2. 20a) aa a 
(d/dt)oba iwoba iVba (obb -a aa) 
1 (2.20b) = + - 2(y a +yb) 0 ba 
(d/dt)oab -iwo - iV ab (crbb -a aa) 
1 (2.20c) ab - 2(y a+yb)o ab 
(d/dt)obb (2.20d) 
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These e quations can be written in the form: 
(J -i[H, a ] (2.21) 
where H is the sum of the unperturbed Hamil tonion describin g the atom, 
and the interaction b etween the atom and the electromagneti c field ; r 
is th e diagonal matrix 
(2. 22) 
and the and + s ubscripts denote commutator and ant i conunutator 
respective ly . R is the di agonal matrix r epresenting the excitation 
pumping . 
2.4.3 h:_ Model for the Gas Las er Me dium, Including Collisions and 
In a description of a gas l as er medium the effects o f atomic 
motion must be taken into account , and collision effects mus t a l so b e 
consid e red . Lamb ' s theory (3), ( 26) of the l aser includes atomic motion 
by us ing a densi ty matri x p (.E_,y, t) whi ch describes a n ensemble of 
atoms whi ch arrive at position r with velocity v at time t re-




of excitation. It is assumed 
that the atoms maintain constant v e l ocities whe n they are in the e x-
c i t e d s t at e :=; cincl i nt: c r ac Uns \d.th the e l cctrom2gneti c field. 
Experiment a l ob s erva t ions of tl1e output of He-Ne laser s h a v e -
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generally supported predictions based on the Lamb theory; however 
noticeable deviations from theoretical predictions occur due to pressure 
effects. Studies of pressure effects have often involved the examina-
tion of the "Lamb dip" or the power dip in the output of a single-mode 
laser oscillator when it is tuned through line center. This method 
allows one to study collision phenomena at low pressures (.5 Torr to 2.5 
Torr), even though the Doppler broadening is much larger than the 
pressure broadening (38). Another method for studying collisions in 
the gas laser involves the application of an ax ial magnetic field. 
Collisions affect the coupling strength between opposite circularly 
polarized waves, and in certain cases this results in observable 
changes in the output pola rization (42,44). 
Realizing that some collisions will change the velocities of 
certain excited atoms participating in the laser process, we should 
first consider the constant velocity assumption which was made by 
Lamb (3,26) in order to greatly simplify the analysis. Interruption 
theories of pressure broade ning, which are applicable in a low pressure 
gas such as that found in a gas laser, commonly assume that an inter-
action strong enough to appreciably change the velocity of an atom will 
also destroy its cohe r e n c e (57). Using this assumption we shall consider 
an interacting atom whos e v e locity has changed due to a collision to have 
lost its coherence also, meaning that we can ass ume an equivalent pop-
ulation decay and a simulta neous isotropic pumping of the atom back 
into one of the "laser" levels for the purposes of our discussions. The 
atom after a collision of this type has lost memory of the past inter-
action with the electromagnetic signal, and it will b e tre ated as a 
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newly excited atom. 
In our theoretical formulation the interacting laser atoms will 
maintain constant velocities throughout the interaction, and pressure 
dependent additions to the atomic level and electric dipole moment decay 
rates will be made to account for the effects of velocity-altering 
collisions. Gyorffy, Borenste.in, and Lamb (41) studied this type of 
collision effect in detail and obtained expressions :for the intensity 
output profile of a gas laser oscillator. The major effect of velocity-
altering collisions was found to be a pressure-dependent increase of 
the atomic "homogeneous" linewidth. This is in agreement with our 
qualitative arguments above. The constant velocity approximation has 
been used in the work done in references (42)-(44). 
Collisions can produce many effects on the interacting laser 
atom, depending on the type of perturber and on the dynamics of the 
interaction. For the present we will account for collisions by making 
a symbolic addition to the equations of motion for the macroscopic 
density matrix. More de~ailed discussions concerning collision 
effects will be made in section 2.5 and in the following chapter, 
where a transformation to a different representation will .be made in 
order to account for most of the pressure effects. 
Effects due to populating the lower laser state by the 
spontaneous decay of the upper laser state will be included in the 
theoretical formulation presented. This means an additional phenomolo-
gical decay rate parameter y will be added to the basic model des-
cribed in 2.4.2. y will denote the inverse lifetime of the upper state 
relative to a spontaneous decay to the lower state. Lamb (3) treated 
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the effects of a non-z e ro value for y (or a non-zero "branching ratio") 
in the rate e quation approxi ma t ion for stationary a toms . The results 
were a l ower value for the linear gain cons t an t and a highe r value for 
the s atu ration intensity pa rameter. We shall obta in thes e results , and 
in addition we shall be a ble to see how a non-zero branching ratio 
affects the sizes of each of the t erms o f third- order' i n e l ectri c field 
intensity. 
Since the duration of a typical bina r y collision i s s hort 
compare d with the n a tur a l lifetimes of the atomic states , and since the 
interac t ion of the atom with the electromagn e tic signal is a smal l 
perturba tion on the normal Hamiltonian of the atom, the collis i on dynamics 
can b e considered independently of the l aser interactions. Thus we 
wiite the equ at ion of mo tion f6r the ma croscopic density matrix des-
cribing an ensemble of l aser atoms wi th velocity v a l ong the direction 
of the e l ectromagnetic signal ( cal l this t he z direction), at position 
z a nd a t time t, in an app l ied axial magnetic fie ld: 
p I ( z > V > t ) mm -(y + rn ,) p ,(z,v,t ) - t- """"·' ~, ( z ,t) p ,(z,v , t) a mm mm n L~"' L mp pm · 
\l 
- p ( z,v ,t) V , (z ,t)J 
Ill).! µ m 
+A ( ) o c· ( )) ( 2 . 23a) 
a z ,v,t mm ' + pmm ' z ,v,t collision 
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p I ( z ,v,t) = -(yb + rn ,) p t ( z,V ,t) - t-~rv ( z ,t) p I ( z,v ,t) 
µµ µµ µµ nL-Jl1 µm mµ 
m 
- p (z,v,t)V , ( z ,t) + r ,p , (z,v,t) J L mm' µm mµ ~ µµ mm 
mm ' 
+ Ab ( z , v, t) o , + (p , (z, v, t )) 
11
· . . 
· µµ µµ co ision (2.23b) 
p (z,v,t) 





- "'p (z, v ,t) V ( z ,t)J + (p ( z ,v,t)) 11 .. ~ 11111 11 1m µm co i sion 
µl 
(2 . 23c) 
Here p [Cl/Clt + v(Cl/'dz)]p; the symbols m,m' denote the Zeeman 
sublevels of the upper s t ate a , and µ,µ' den o te the subl e vel s of 
the lower state b . 
V(z,t) is the i nteraction of the optical s i gnal with the 
atom; ya and yb a r e the spontaneous de cay rates for the uppe r a nd 
l owe r l e ve l s ; Y = ~ (y + y ) ab a b i s the n a tura l l inewidth of t he 
transition; w is t h e trans i tion f r e qu e ncy in the absence of a mag n e tic 
field; fl mm' (m-m ' ) S"l , a s-2µµ ' = (µ-µ ') S"l b' r2 µm 
fla and fib denote the Zee~an sub l ev e l fr e que n c y split tings , 
where g i s the g - fac tor of the l eve l , µB i s 




de -µµ ' 
n o t es Lhe S!)On tancous fe e ding of the J oHc r l eve l through spon t an e ous 
decay of t h e upp e r l eve l : 
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(2.24) 
where E. = eE_, and y is the inverse lifetime of the upper state a 
relative to a spontaneous transition to the lower state b. The pump-
ing into states a and b is assumed to be isotropic, hence the 
o-functions in the equations of motion. The similarity between equa--
tions (2.23) and equations (2.20) is evident. Here we have included 
splittings of level degeneracies by an axial mag~~tic field, taken into 
account the velocity of the atoms, and added a term accounting for 
changes in the density matrix by atomic collisions. Equations (2.23) 
are in a fonn similar to the equations of motion found in references 
(21) and (44). 
To connect the macroscopic density matrix with the assume d 




'\..~ ( p (z,v, t)p + p (z,v, t)p ) L-J µm -'-Inµ mµ ·-µm (2.25) 
m,µ 
We a ssume in u s ing equations (2.23) tha t the atomic medium 
is homogen eous and the amplitude and time dependence of the electro-
magne t ic signal (apar t from its explicit sinusoidal space a nd time 
variation) are constant over the regions of space and time covered by 
an interacting atom b efore it decays. This means the pumping rates and 




Since the typical atomi.c decay time is about 10 sec., and the 
typical distance traveled by 
-7 
an atom before it decays is roughly (10 
sec.)·v ~ 10-4 meter, we can test the validity of our assumptions 
thermal 
in particular cases. For a small-signal or linear gain of 80 db/me ter, 
which is exceptionally large for a gas laser, the increase in signal 
intensity in a distance of 10-4 me ter is about .1%, which can be 
neglected. 
A more detailed discussion of the_derivation of equations (2.23) 
from the isolated atom mode l of section 2.2 can be found in reference 
(27). Pressure effects and pumping of the lower laser level through 
spontaneous emission of the upper lase r level are not included however. 
2.5 Collision Processes 
The effects of the other gas atoms and of the electrons and 
ions on an excited atom interact ing with the electromagnetic field are 
numerous and difficult to tr.eat in a theoretical analysis. Although 
Rau tian has discussed e ffect s of electron collisions (39, 40), experi-
\ 
mentally the effects caused by collisions of excited n e on atoms wit~ 
electrons in a He-Ne l aser have not been observed (58). Presumably 
this is clue to the fact that typical electron densities in a He-Ne 
11 -3 16 -3 
laser (10 cm ) are much smaller. tha n the atomic densities (10 cm ) . 
In a He-Ne l aser the most probable collisions are with ground state 
n eon and h elium atoms . The gas pressures are small enough so t hat 
binary collision processes can be considered exclusive ly, i.e. the 
cross sections etre much snwller thet n the square of the mean distance 
between atoms . 
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In collisions with ground state a toms an excited neon atom can 
suffer a phase shift , a change in velocity, or an ine l astic process such 
as decay or magnetic (Zeeman sublevel ) reorientation. A particular 
elastic collision can slightly shift the atomic energy levels, resulting 
in a phase shift 
( liE -liE ) t 
a b c n. --- (2. 26) 
where t is the dura tion of the collision . This adds to the homo-
c 
geneous linewidth or the electric dipole moment decay rate, yab ' A 
collision can a l so change the atomic velocity . Gyorffy et. al. (41) 
performed a complicated analysis of pressure e ff ect s on the intensity 
profile of a gas l aser output by studying effects of velocity changes 
combined with phase shifts in elas ti c collisions , and by adding pressure-
dependent parameters to account for inelastic processes . Level de--
generacy and magnetic field effects were not treated . The results were 
comp ared with some experimental observations, revealing the fact that 
one can account for most pressure effects b y assuming d ecay rates of 
the form : 
( y ) + g p 
a spontaneous a ' 
(2 . 27a) 
(2.27b) 
an atomic " homogeneous" line11idth of th e form : 
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(2.27c) 
and a resonant frequency shift: 
f:J. = kP (2.27d) 
where P is the gasp'.'essure and gab> (ga + gb)/2. Detailed expres-
sions for the elastic collision contributions to these pressure dependent 
terms are given in the paper. 
A theory which:includes magnetic field effects must discuss 
level degeneracies more explicitly. Several simplifying assumptions 
can be made if the homogeneous linewidth is· very small compared with the 
Doppler linewidth. Since the electromagnetic signal is monochromatic, 
only those atoms with velocities along the axial direction such that 
their resonant frequencies are within a homogeneous linewidth of the 
signal frequency will interact with the signal. Let us consider a neon 
atom in an excited state which has a total angular momentum J > 0., 
and suppose it is interacting with the electromagnetic signal. The 
interaction results in a coherence between the two resonant states of 
opposite parity (inter-coherence), which gives the atom an oscillating 
electric dipole moment, and a cohe rence between the Zeeman sublevels 
of each state (intra coherence) due to nonlinear atom-field interactions. 
· A particular collision or atomic interaction process can destroy or 
partially destroy the intercoherence and/or the intracoherence of the 
atom. We shall discuss these effects for various types of collisions 
in which the excited neon atom takes part, pointing out the simplifi-
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cations tha t are possible when only a small portion of the Doppler 
distributed atoms are capable of interacting with the signal. 
Interactions of an excited neon atom with ground state neon 
atoms can account for several distinct processes: a mixing of the ex-
cited state sublevels, which can partially destroy the intracoherence; 
a spontaneous decay to the ground state with the re-absorption of the 
emitted photon by a resonant neon atom in the ground state (radiation 
trapping effect); and a direct excitation transfer. (Resonant inter-
actions are discussed by Byron and Foley (59), and by Happer and 
Saloman (60)). The intercoherence of the original excited atom cannot 
be transferred by way of radiation trapping or exci tation transfer, so 
that if an atom undergoes e i ther of these processes, it h a s bee n 
effectively removed from the lase r interaction. The intra cohe renc e 
can be transferred (44) since the sublevels are of the same p a rity. 
This means that in addition to the isotropic pumping of the neon atoms 
to the excited states of interest, there is an effective coherent or 
anisotropic pumping contribution from thes e processes when saturating 
electromagnetic signals are present. Howeve r since the atom to wh ich 
the excitation is transferred very probably has a d i fferent axial 
velocity component, the atom will not be r e sona nt with the signa l if 
the natural linewidth is much s maller t h an the Doppler linewidth, and 
we can account for these types of collision processes by simply cha nging 
the population d e cay rates. 
Interactions of the excited neon atom with ground state helium 
atoms can also mix the subleve ls. Le ss frequently, if the ex cite d 




state , a collision can occur which 
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results in the n eon being in the ground state and the helium atom being 
in one of the t wo metas t able states, z1s or z3s r espectively (61) . 
This clearly adds to the decay rate of the population of these parti-
cular neon excited states . 
Wang, Tomlinson, and George (44) used the approximation that 




(J '= 1 to J = O) 
l aser transition (15-100 MHz) is much less than the Doppler width 
(460 MHz) to assume that sublevel mixing collisions and all excitation 
transfer collisions affect the system in two different ways, the 
latter essentially r emovin g the atom from the interaction process . Using 
this reasoning they performed experiments on this transition and obtained 
separate relaxation rates due to sublevel mixing collisions and excit-
ation tr ansfer collisions. 
Unfortunately, for the 3.39-µ transitions in the He-Ne laser 
system , which we h ave studie d experimentally, the ratio of the h omo-
g eneous to Doppler linewidths ranges from . 2 to .5, depending on the 
gas pres s ure. So the simplifying assumptions mentioned are only rough 
approximations for these cas es . We will not attempt to measure cross 
sections for specific types of collisions . 
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CHAPTER THREE ----
3.1 Introduc tion 
In this chapter we obtain formal solutions of the atomic 
equations of motion when the electromagnetic signal is of such intensity 
as to b e weakl y saturating . This res triction on signal strength is 
necessary because the polarizat ion of the medium i s expressed in the 
f orm of a truncated p e rturbati on series. If we consider an atom whi ch 
is excited to one of the l aser l eve l s a nd make use of the common pie-
t orial view of the integral form of a time-dependent perturbation pro-
b l em , we can say that the atom has a certain probability for inter-
acting momentari l y with the fie ld (or "scattering"), unde r going a change 
of state, a given number of times before i t decays . The usua l per t ur-
bation theory calcula tions assume the probability for a certa in numb e r 
of scatte rs decreases rapidly as the number of scatters increases; thus 
only the firs t t erm ( Born approximation- single scatter) or the firs~ 









Figure 1. Pictorial View of Perturb a tion Se ries 
+ .. . .. 
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two non- van ishing terms in ou.r calculation of the atomi c polarization; 
in orde r for the results to b e accurate, the strengt h of the p e rturb-
ation (the signal strength) must remain within c e rtain limits. 
We split the electromagnetic signal into circularly polarized 
compone nts arid obtain g a in and phase shift equations for each component. 
Three cases will be discussed in detail: the J = 1 to J = 0 transition, 
the J = 1 to J = 1 transition, and the J = 1 to J = 2 transition. 
Results will be compared wi th previous results obtained in a different 
·manner by Dienes (27,28), who used a theoretical t e chnique which is 
more limited in its ability to account for pressure effects . 
3.2 A Glossary£!_ Pe~inent Te r ms 
3.2.1 Orientation and Alignment 
A variety of d istributions of a toms among the magnetic sub-
l evels of a particula r state c an b e obtained by s ubj ecting a gas o r 
vapor to a constant magnetic field and a beam of l ight of certain 
pola riza tion (62). The two ma in categories are orientation and 
alignment. Orientation d escribes the situation in which the atoms are 
pumped in one direc tion oniy with regard to the sign of mF, the 
angular momentum in the magnetic fi e ld direction. The r esult is a n et 
component of angula r momentum of the sample in the d irect ion of the 
magn e tic field. Alignment d escribes the case in which the atoms are 
pumped into the highest and lowes t mF l evel s s imultaneous l y , giving 
an unequ a l populat ion distribution but no n e t angular momentum component. 
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3.2.2 Hanle Effect 
:Many phenomena which depend on the observation of scattered 
resonance radiation from a dilute gas make possible the determination of 
natural linewidths of levels. A particular Hanle effect experiment is 
described as follows: atoms of a gas in a D.C. magnet ic field are ex-
cited to an upper leve l by light which is traveling at right angles to 
the field and is polarized at right angles to the field, and the scat-
tered radiation is observed in tQe direction of the field. As the 
magnetic field increases from zero, the degree of polarization P of 
the scattered radiation decreases according to the law (63): 
p p 
0 
/ / (y2 + 4si) (3 .1) 
where p is the d egree of polarization when there is no magnetic 
0 
field, and rt is the splitting of the Zeeman sub levels. At very low 
gas pressures y i s the spontaneous decay rate of the upper level. 
Other phenomena , such as double resonance and level crossing, 
give similar resonances . One property conunon to each of these resonances 
is that inc r easing gas pressure first causes the r esonance width to 
narrow, due t o capture of the res o na nce radiation by othe r atoms in 
the groundstate (radia tion trapping) . A further increase in the gas 
pressure causes the resonance width to broa den , due to binary collision s 
of the excited atom with oci1er atoms (64,65,66) . The collisions b e come 
important when the average interparticle separation decreases to the 
point where it is comp:11:ablc t o th e radiation wavelength (66). 
Ti!Q l -L::1nl ~ rc::.: on .:1 nC c-~ \1idth ci.t pr e ssures such that r<:idiat i on 
trapping and collisions are not n eglig ible can d e p end on the polari-
zation of the exciting light b e am. We know that radiation trapping 
and collisions should tend to equalize the sublevel populations and 
partially des troy any cohe rence that exists among the sublevels, and 
this is v e rified both by theory and experiment. It can be s h own by 
diagonalizing the relaxation terms in the equation of motion for the 
dens i ty matrix tha t there are two cha ract e ristic uppe r leve l d e cay 
times which determine the r esonance width: the decay time of the plane 
polarization, or the alignme nt d ecay time, and the d ecay time of the 
circular polarization, or the orientat ion decay time (64, 66). Each 
of these decay times is shorter tha n the decay time of the population 
of the level at the corresponding pressure . 
D'yakonov and Perel' (64 , 66, 21), Omont (67), and Wang and 
Tomli n son (43), have shown tha t in a representation in terms of i rredu c--
ible tensor operators the radi a tion trapping (in the c ase of complete 
c apture ), binary co llision, and spontaneous emission f eeding t e n ns in 
the d ensity matrix equation of motion a r e al l di agon a l and d epend only 
on the tensor order . That is, they are of t he form: 
(3. 2) 
when \ve express th e density opera tor p ( z , v, t ) as 
p ( z , v,t) ).~_:: K ( ) 1,K p z ,v, t q -q ( 3. 3) 
K , q 
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where the quantity is an irreducible tensor operator (see refer-
ences 68 and 69 for a discussion of tensor operators) whose matrix 
element between the states ljm> and jj 1 m1 > is given by 




where the quantity in the spherical bracket is a Wigner 3-j symbol (68). 
Thus we have the transformation: 
<jmlp(z,v,t) Jj'm'> 
where a ,S denote the l evels whose total angular momenta are • •I J 'J . 
By making use of relation (C.15a) of reference 68: 
(3. 6) 
we obtain the inverse trans forma tion: 
= "". (-1)-q+m-j ~+1(j j 1 
L~..J , n1 - m ' 
m,-m 
K) q (j m J p ( z , v , t) J j 'm ') (3 . 7) 
As an example , some of th e transfor ma tio n relation s for a 
l e ve l with j = l are : 
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0 1 
(pll + Poo + P-1-1> Po = V3 
1 1 
(pll - p-1-1) Po = V2 
1 1 
(p0-1 + P10) (3.8) P_l = V7 
2 1 
<P11 - 2Poo + P-1-1> Po = ~ 
2 
p2 = pl-1 
where stands for and pmm' stands for 
<lmlp(z,v,t)ll m'>. We can see from this example that the "orientation" 
and "alignment" of an atomic level are embodied in the quantities 
and 
2 
Po respectively, whereas the off-diagonal or "coherence" terms 
show up in the quantities where q .; o. denotes the total 
population of the level. 
3.4 Assumptions Used in Application to Laser Amplifiers 
The derivations~ D'yakonov and Perel' (64-66) and Omont (67) 
of equation (3.2) as a description of the effects of radiative trapping 
and resonant collisions were based on a model in which all atoms could 
participate in the resonance fluorescence process regardless of their 
velocities. This model is directly applicable to Hanle effect experi-
ments. In this case, if the gas consists of atoms of only one kind, 
neither radiation trapping nor resonant excitation transfer collisions 
contribute to decay of the population (the quantity 
0 
Po) because of 
the inherent conservation of excited atoms in these processes. (The 
"new" excited atom very probably has a velocity different from that of 
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the "old" excited atom, however.) There is a contribution to the decay 
of higher order multipole moments of the excited atom due to sublevel-
mixing resonant collisions in which no excitation transfer occurs, and 
due to sublevel mixing and incomplete transfer of intracoherence when 
the excitation is passed to another atom through radiation trapping or 
excitation transfer. 
"Nonresonant" dipole-dipole collisions, as treated by Wang 
and Tomlinson (43, 44), mix the sublevels of an excited atom but do 
not lead to population decay. These collisions do not appreciably alter 
the velocity of the excited atom. Their effects can be put in the form 
of equation (3.2) also. 
Collisions which alter the velocity significantly, or collisions 
in which the repulsive hard-core interaction becomes important (at very 
close encounters), can be treated as "hard" collisions in which the re is 
no correlation between the state of the atom before and after the impact. 
Thus the decay due to the se impacts is assumed to be isotropic (i.e. the 
K 
quantities y in (3.2) are equal). 
In a He-Ne laser medium excited neon atoms can unde rgo suBlevel 
mixing collisions and excitation tra nsfer collisions with ground state 
helium atoms , and they may interact with ground state n eon atoms via 
radiation trapping , "resonant " a nd "non-resonant" sublevel mixing 
collisions, and "resonant" excitation transfer collisions . (Ref e r e nces 
43 and 46 discuss the "resonant" and "non-resonant" approximations to 
dipolar interac tions ). In addition the excited n eon a toms may suffer 
"hard" collisions of the type discussed in the previou s p a ragraph. 
Thes e phenomena may be taken into a ccount through the use of 
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equ a tion ( 3 . 2), except for the radiation trapping and "resonant" 
excitation transfer collisions . The effects of these two processes 
on a laser signal differ from their effects on depolarization of 
r es onance radiation in a Hanle effect experiment. Since only those 
atoms with resonant frequencies within a natura l linewidth (or homo-
geneous linewidth) of the monochroma tic signal frequency will intera ct 
with the laser signal, both radiation trapping and excitation transfer 
can effectively remove the excite d neon from th e interaction. 
If the ratio of the homogen eous linewidth to th e Doppler 
linewidth is very sma ll, one can treat these processes as isotropic 
decay mechanisms; for they act as "hard" collisions in removing the 
excited, cohe rently interac ting n eon atom from the picture . Wa ng , 
Tomlinson, and George u s ed this approxima tion in the ir study of 
collision-induced anisotropic relaxation in a He -Ne laser oscillating 
at the 1.52-µ (J = 1 + J = O) tra nsition (44). 
If the homogeneous 15.newidth is appreciable when comp a red 
with the Doppler linewidth, there i s a non-negligible possibility that 
the n ewly excited atom in these two processes c an s till inte r a ct with 
the e l ec tromagn e tic s ignal. Since intracohe r e nce can b e tra n s ferre d 
in these processes , they produce an e ff ective coherent pumping r a t e 
which must be taken into account in equations ( 2 . 23). We sha ll n eg l ect 
this attribute of r adiat ion trapp ing and r esonant exci t ation trans fer 
in our formalism , even though the tra n s itions whic h we study experi-
mentally (the 3.39-µ transit ions in the He-Ne system) do h a ve h omo-
gen eous linewidths uh:i.ch a r e appreci alile wh e n compa r ed wi th their 
Doppler wid th . The high r atio of h e lium pressure to n eon press u re 
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commonly used for the l aser medium (about 10:1) tends to make resonant 
excitation transfer an inte raction of minor significance when compared 
with other pressure dependent processes (44). Radiation trapping occurs 
to a l arge extent, however (45); a more comple t e theory should include 
the possibility of coherent pumping due to this process . 
-46- . 
3.5 The Equations of Motion 
Using the transformation relations (3.5) and (3.7), we can 
obtain from equations (2.23) an equation of motion for the quantity 
K. 
p (a,S!z,v,t), where a or S index either the upper level a or 
q 
the lower level b. This requires the use of some relations involving 
the Wigner 3-j and 6-j symbols, which can be found in Appendix C of 
reference 68. The analysis is greatly simplified if we assume the 
g-factors of the two laser levels are equal. This approximation is good 
for most He-Ne laser transitions if we keep the magnetic field strength 
within certain limits. This will be discussed in more detail later. 
We shall now outline the procedure. Applying (3.7) to 
equation (2.23b) and using some of the symmetries and selection rules 
of the 3-j symbols, we obtain the equation: 
Field-Medium Intera.ction Term 
+Spontaneous Emission Feeding Term+ 'o.,./2jb + 1 p (b,b) ~·K ~ q . coll., 
(3.9) 
where 
i'"" ~ q+µ-jb_ r:::::;-:: 
Field-Medium Interaction Term = ~ L..,, L_,,(;l) V2K+l 
lll µ,-µ 
p (E . • .E.) J 
µm - mµJ 
(3.10) 
-µ' 
with .E. = e.E_, and 
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-q+µ-j 




We have assumed an implicit dependence on z,v,t in order to shorten 
the notation. 
Applying the Wigner-Eckart Theorem (68) to the matrix elements 
p n and using relation (C.32) of reference 68, we can write --µm , Lµ Im I , 
the spontaneous emission feeding term as 
S.E.F.T. 
j + jb + K + 1 ja ja 




where the quantity in curvy brackets is a Wigner 6-j symhol (68). 
Now consider the Field-Medium Interaction, first transforming 
the matrix elements of E • .E. by making use of the vector base system 
of (2.4): 
(]. • E) = ~E < µ 




1-j -µ a 






(~ • .E\1µ 1 = 2=EM < m 
M 




p (a , b) . 
If we use (3.5) to transf9rm pmm' 
relation (C.33) of reference 68, we obtain : 
int o 
M 
(3 . 13b ) 
K 
pq · and apply 
• ~ 1 (l K' K ) ·Field-Hedi um Inte raction = * L LA (-1) q \_·.\j(2K+l) (2K ' + l) 
1 
I 1 - M q -q 
K q M . 
1 K ' 1 K' ~ ] (3 . 14) 
Ja ' 
[ K ' 
. r(b,a)pq ' ( a ,b) 
K-K' K ' 
( -1 ) p (a , b ) p , (b , a ) 
q 
where p(b , a ) = < jb 11 .2. ll ja > , p(a,b) = < jafi .2. n jb>, and 
(The conjugation relation is [p(b, a )]>': (-l)jajbp(a ,b); 
this may be deduced from (C. 85) of referer..ce 68 . ) 
Applying the same procedure to equa tions (2 . 23a), ( 2 . 23c), 
and a corresponding equation of motion for 
the equations of motion for 








p ( a ,bJ z ,v,t) r espective l y . The form of these equations can b e 
q 
written in the c ompact notation: 
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· K I p ( a , S z , v,t) q A. ( z, v , t) ~f 2j + 1 a 'V a 
· j + j ( 1 K ' 
+ i (-1 ) a SE >~:(-l) q
1
EM (z,t ) ~(2K+l ) (2K '+l) . 
1 
K'q I M . -M q 
_:) 
. · ·K+K' K' . . 
+ (-1) p , (a , v l z , v ,t)p(v , S) q 
where 
j + jb 




( 3 . 1 5 ) 
( 3 .16) 
In t h e notation fo r p, a and S i ndex either the upper or lower 
level, and µ and v i ndex t h e levels with parity opposite to that 
of a and B respectively. Thus if a= a and S = b , then µ = b 
and v = a. The quantity w is equal to (Ea-ES)/11, where E as a \ /\ 
and E s are the unperturbed energies of the levels a and p. 
The fi rst term on the right-ha nd side of (3 .15) is the 
assumed isotropic external pumping excitation to the lase r l evels, 
where /.. (z,v,t) is the rat e of excitation of atoms into state o. at 
a 
t i me t and position z, with vel ocity v. The second term deno t e s 
the pumping of the lower l evel by the spontaneous decay of the upper 
l evel , where y, as stated previously, i s the inve r se lifetime of the 
upper s ta t e fo r a spont~neous t ransiti on to th e lower s t ate . 
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Taking advantage of the discussion of (3 . 2), we have written 
the third term such that 
K . K+ (Y~)coll . yew. - Ya (3 . 17) 
K K 
t (Y a + Yb) + (y~b) coll: yab Yba - ( 3 .18) 
Here repre sents the tota l spontaneous decay rate for atoms in state 
a. Collision induced r e l axations are represente d as shown . The. 
assumptions implied in applying (3.2) to this situation are discussed 
in Section 3 . 5 . The quantity 
K 
(y ) represents the collision ab coll. 
induced relaxation of th e intercoherence , and for electric dipole 
radiation only the K = 1 case is important. We shall write 
(1) 
Y ab =y ab 
for simplicity. 
The results of this section were also de rive d by Wang, Tomlinson 
and George (44) for use in a description of a laser oscillator operating 
in an axial magne tic field. However our expression for the field-medium 
interaction diffe rs from theirs in that express ion (3.14) contains a 
' (-l)q factor, w11ereas e qua tion ( 9 ) of reference 44 conta ins an extra 
factor. The expressions in r eference 
44 result in a ma croscopic pola ri zation whose sign i s d epend e nt on 
ja - jb, which is not correc t . 
The assumption of e qua l g-factors for the l aser levels i s 
justified if the differe nce in the Zeema n subleve l s plittings (in 
fr equ ency units ) for a certa in v a lue of magnetic fi e ld is much less 
than the smallest d ecay rate involved in the l aser tra nsi tion of inter-
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est, since the 11 leve l width " is, from the uncertainty princip l e , 
AE /t ~ y • This can be written as 
a a 
as was done in reference 44. 
To express the macroscopic polarization in the irreducible 
tensor r epresentation , we u~e equations (2 . 25) and (3 . 5) to obtain 




where c . c. denotes the comp l ex conjugate. We shall see l ater that the 
first term in the brackets is, in the rotating wave approximation , 
equivalent to the second term inside the curvy brackets of equation 
(2.11). Thus we c an obtain t he quantitites P and P directly 
cm sm 
from this term after integrating over the velocity d istribution. In 
th e futur e we shalJ. set th e polarization equal to the first term insid e 
the brackets of (3 . 20), keeping in mind the fact that the physical 
quantity i s obtaine d by t aking the real part of this complex quantity. 
P ( 2 , v , t) 
q l 
Use of the Wigne r-Eckart Theorem (6 8 ) gives : 
K . , . -·~ a 
(
j 
p q ch , a I z , , , t ) • _ ,,-. __ µ 
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P (z, t) 
ql 
J -j 
~ (-1) a b p!
1
(b,alz, v ,t)p(a,b) , 
j -j 
1 (-l) a b v p(a,b) p (b, alz ,v , t)d v . f 1 3 ql 
(3. 22) 
(3. 23) 
In this section we integrate (3.15) in order to obtain an 
expression for the macroscopic polarization E_(z, t) in the form of a 
truncated perturbation series . We note that (3 .15) denotes coupled 
first-ord e r differential equ ations for four types of densi ty operator 
coefficients: pK ( a , a l z,v,t), 
q p K (b 'b I z 'v ' t) , q 
K 
p (b,a l z,v,t), 
q 
and 
pK ( a ,bl z,v,t) . We are interested primarily in obtaining an express i on 
q 
for p1 (b, a lz, v ,t) so that we may use equation (3 . 22) to compute the 
q 
components of ,P_(z, v , t). 
Let us write the differential equation for 
from (3 .15): 
p K (b , a I z , v, t) 
q 
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·K I p (b, a z, v, t) 
q [ J 
j +j ~ I 
- Yab-i(w+qn) p~(b,aJz,v,t) + K (-1) a b~(-l)q 
~EM(z,t) '1c2K+l) (2K'+l)(1 K' 
L=::=r1 -M q I 
M=± 
p(b,a)p 1 (a,aJz,v,t) K~ K' 
-q q . 
K+K' K' 
1 K' 
+ (-1) p(b,a)p , (b,bJz,v,t) 
q 
The integral of equation (3.24) is 
p K (b, a J z, v, t) 
q 
K'q' 
1 K' K 
(3. 24) 
j +j ~~ "'Jt = t c-1) a bL:1c-1)q'l~ at' [yab-i(w+qst)](t'-t) e · E (z-v(t-t'),t') 
M 
K'q' M -oo 
~3(2K '+l) (: :: Klp (b,a) pK:(a, a Jz-v(t-t'),t') 1 K' K q . . . 
-q Ja Jb Ja 
\ 
K+K' 'K ' + (-1) p(b, a ) p ,(b,blz-v (t-t'),t') . q (3.25) 
In a similar manner we obtain 
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K I . p ( a , a z, v ,t) 
q 
>.. (z, v, t)-\/ 2j + 1 a a iL q'L:Jt (yK -iqll)(t '-t) aa e K 
Yaa 
oKOo 0 + h (- 1) dt ' 
q ".d . 
K'q' H - oo 
~(z-v(t-t'),t')~2K+l X2K '+l)(1 K' K"{,(a ,b) p~ : (b, aJ~-v (t-t '), t ') ~ K' K 
-M q' -~' - J a j a jb 
+ (-l)K+K'p(b,a) p~: (a ,bjz-v (t-t '),t')I~ K' ~ 1~ (3. 26) 
· · J a jaJb~ 
pK(b ,bjz,v ,t) 
q 
(y~b-iqli )( t ' -t) K 2~ 
e p (a , a l z-v( t - t '),t') + J;_ 
q 11 ··-:=:~ 
K'q1 
'~~1t <-1)q L =:J dt' 
M - oo 
ebb ~(z -v ( t-t '), t 'h}(2K+l)( 2K '+l) p(b, a ) 
(yK -iqli)( t '-t) ~ K' Kl 
-M q ' - q 
K' \1 •p ,(a ,bl z-v (t-t'), t ') 
q . 
. Jb 
~' ~ j+(--l) K+K 'p(a , b) p~ : (b, a l z-v ( t-t ' ) , t ' ) I~ K' KJ._
8
11 
Jb J a . Jb jb ·~ 
(3. 27) 
.K 
p (a , b lz,v,t) 
q 
s ame a s pK(b , a l z,v , t ), but with b and a i n t e rch anged 
q 
eve r ywhere , cmd wi t h w r ep l aced by - w . ( 3 . 28 ) 
The fi rst t e r ms on the right-hand s ides of equation ( 3 . 26 ) and (3 . 27 ) 
h av e a l r eady b een i ntegrated over t 1 • 
Th e f ollowing prescript ion wi l l now he used to obtain 
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expressions for 1 1· . p (b, a z,v,t) to various orders of the signal amplitude: 
q 
the zero-orde r contributions to pK(a , a lz,v,t) . and 
K 




be substituted into equation (3.25) to obtain an exp res sion for 
p
1
(b,alz,v,t) which is linearly p roportional to the electric fi e ld of 
q 
the signal; then the. expressions (3. 25 ) and (3 . 28) will in turn b e sub-
stituted into equations .(3.26) and (3.27), and the resultant second-
ordeL expressions for and 
K 
p Cb , b I z , v , t) 
q 
will be sub-
stituted into equation (3 . 25) to obtain a third-or~er e xpression.for 
p
1
(b,a l z,v,t). The calculations will terminate with the third-order 
q 
expression, although one can proceed.in this manner to obtain higher -
order t erms. In order for this procedure to give valid res ults, the 
signal amplitude mus t remain within certain bounds. We will see later 
what the intensity restriction is in terms of the atomic parameters. 
First l et u s substitute equations (3.25 ) and (3.28) into 
equation (3.26) to obtain the following integral e quation: 
2 ~ ..J(2K+l) (2K"+l ) (2K ' +l ) _, (1 K' Kxl ~ M q ' - q -M ' 
·L: q'+q" (-1) \ 
(,.....d \ 
K" q" 
K" ~ ') 
j a Jb 
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where we have transfo r med to the new variables t
1 
= t - t' and 
t
2 
= t I - t 11 • The corresponding integral equation for K p (b, b I z , v, t) 
q 
can be obtained from (3. 29) by interchanging a and b everywhere and 
by adding the second term on the right-hand side of (3.27). 
The zero-orde r contribution to pK(a,ajz,v,t) comes from the 
q 
source term on the right-hand side of equation (3.26): 
[ 
K I J (o) pq(a, a z , v ,t) A (z,v,t) a -----
K 
Yaa 
6 6 . 1F2-j +l 
KO qO \f a 
(3. 30) 
(The following simplificat ions in notation will be u sed: K K yaa~ya 
when K # 0, and 0 Yaa~Ya ' where a= a,b .) Substituting (3.30) into 
equation (3.27), we obtain the zero-order contribution to pK(b,bjz,v , t): 
q 
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(3 . 31) 
where we h ave used the relation (C . 37) of reference (68): 
I: :: : l ' +J+ 6 . •I 6JJ' (-1) J g __ l~l~---~(2j+ l ) (2J+l) for lj -Jl::;g< J+ j (3 . 32 ) 
i n obtaining expres sion (3.31 ) . 
These zero-order sol utions describe the situation in which the 
externally pumped atoms do not interac t with the e l ec tromagnetic signa l 
and decay spontaneous ly . This uould correspond to the " no scatter" 
pictorial representation of sectio n 3.1. The se quantities are now sub·-
stituted into (3.25) to obta in th e polarization. 
In the following c a lculations we shall e valua t e several 3-j 
and 6-j symbo l s . Reference (70) contains an extensive tabula t ion of 
these quantities . Equation (3 .32) and other special cases treate d in 
r efer e nce ( 68 ) a r e also useful . 
We now a ssume that the e lectric fi eld of the signal i s clue to a 
single monochroma tic t rave ling wave, so th a t we may use e qua tion ( 2 . 4) 
and (2 . 5) to express the quanti ties 
components of the traveling wave : 
E,
1 
in terms of th e pol a ri zation 
[' 
E (z,v,t) 1:.E i ( kz-vt+qi ) L e-i (kz--v t+¢ +) e - - -E 
2 1 - 2 l + 
( 3 . 33a) 
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1 E i(kz-vt+¢ ) 1 E -i(kz-vt+¢ ) 
2 l+ e + - 2 1- e - (3.33b) 
where El+' E1 _ , ¢+ , and ¢ 
are slowly varying funct i ons of z and 
t. From equations (3 .13a ) and (3.13b) we know tha t the quantities 
E (E+) are proportional to the matrix elements for transitions in 
which the final state h as one l ess (more) unit of · angular momentum along 
the axia l dir ection than the initial state . Acco r ding to time-dependent 
perturbation theory (with the use of the rotating:....~vave approximation) 
the 
-ivt 
e component of the perturbation induces upward transitions, or 
absorptions, and the 
+ivt 
e component induces downward transitions, or 
emissions . Thus from (3.33b) we see tha t the positive helici ty component 
of the trave ling wave induces absorptions in which the a tom gain s a unit 
of angular momentum along the axial dire ction. This is in accord with 
the physic a l argument given in Section 2.3. 
Using equation (3.25) for K = 1, equations (3.22) and (3.33), 
and neglec ting the antiresonant t erm (ro tating wave approximation), we 
obta in the first-order (linear) polarizat i on due to the atoms with 
v e locity v : 
i W(v) I 
6-h No y b-i(t0+qn-v+kv) < b ll 
a 
whe re we have s e t 
).. ( z ,v,t) 
a 
y N° ( z , t) H(v ), 
a a 
P II a > 12 Elq' (3. 34) 
(3. 35) 
and assume the v ariati on wi th z and t is s low enough to b e considered 






is the "excitation density", 
(3.36 ) 
The feeding of the lower sta t e through the spontaneous decay of t h e 
uppe r state r e duces the z ero-order population inv ersion. If the line 
streng th for the p articular l aser t rans ition of interest is l a r ge , this 
should be t aken into account . Often the de c ay r~t.es are not known 
accurately enough for t his effect t o be seen , however , and thus it is 
igno red for simplicity . 
We now use the z e r o -order solutions (3. 30) and (3 . 31) in the 
expression (3 . 29) for pK( a , a lz,v,t) 
q 
and the corresponding expression 
for 
K 
p <b , b I z , v , t) in order to obtain second-order solutions for these 
q 
quantitie s . Then, by sub s tituti ng these solutions into (3.25) a nd using 




j +j \ 1 1 K ' ] (-l) a b ___ l __ 
- '3(2jb+ 1) j j j --VJ\ L..J -a a b 
j +j 
( - l) a b 
(3.37 a ) 
(3.37b) 
( 3 . 37c) 
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eb 
1 K'lr 0 l l j +j 1 l :b l K' l r = (-l) a b (3.37d) jb j a jb ja jbl '13 (2jb + l) jb Ja 
/- ..J 2j +l 
A = a a (3.38a) 
Ya 
\ ..J2jb+l y(2j +l) /-
B + a 
a 
(3.38b) 
Yb '12jb +.i Ya Yb 
we obtain the cumbersome l ooking third-order contribution to the macro-
scopic polarization due to the atoms with velocity v: 
[ 1 (3) Pq (z,v ,t) q=± 
1 K') 
-M" -q' 
-(yab-i(w+qrl ))t1 e 
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EM, ( t-t1 - t 2 , z-v( t 1 +t2)) EM" ( t-t1-t2-t3 , z- V Ct1 +t2+t3)) [pA-rB] l 
+ (-l)ja+jb y(2ja+l{ a ja :·1 r K' lllloodt1Joodt2Joodt3foodt4 
Jb Jb Jb J a Jb o o o o 
-(y ab -i (lu+qrl )) t 1 -· (y~ 
1 
- i q ' Q) t 2 
·e e 
K'+lJoo Joo loo Joo +(-1) dtl dt2 dt3 dt4 
0 0 0 0 




( 3 . 39) 
3.7.2 The Gene r a l la 1.2. .:Jb Tra nsition -------
We notice that there are six integral t ernlS in expression 
(3.39), each b e ing third-order in the electric field . For certain values 
of the summation indices , a ll s i x terms will contribute to the third-
orde r polar ization; for other values some or a ll of the terms will b e 
zero, depending on whe t her or n ot c e rtain 3-j and 6-j symbols are zero . 
We can determine which v a lues for the summation ind ices contribute to 
the third-order ma croscopic pola riza tion by r eviewing the sel ection 
rul es f or the 3-j symbo l s and 6-j symb o l s 










- j 2 J < J < jl + j 2 ("tri angular inequalities" ) 




-\ J2 J3 
In orde r for this symbol t o b e non zero , i t i s necessar y tha t 
the element s of each of the tri a d s 
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(i) Satisfy the triangula r inequa lities ; 
(ii) have an integral sum. 
Using these sel ection rules we can de t e rmine from the two 
3-j symbol s multiplying the entire square bracke t e d quantity in (3. 39) 
tha t for [P+(z,v,t)] 
(3) 
the f o llowing values f o r the summation in-
dices contribute n onzero terms : 
(a) K' 0, q ' 0, M -1, M' = 1, H" --1 
(b) K' 0, q ' 0, M -1 , M' =-1, M" 1 
(c) K' 1, q' o, M -1, M' = 1, M" -1 
(d) K' 1, q ' 0, M -1, M' =-1, M" l 
(e) K' 2, q ' 0, M -1 , M' = 1, M" - 1 
(f) K' 2, q' 0, M -1, M' =-1, M" 1 
(g) K' 2, q ' 2, M 1 , M' =-1, M" -1 
By substituting into (3. 39) the appropriate expressions fo r 
the EM fac tors for each set of s ummat ion indices liste d, and 
n egl ecting antiresonant 
after a r e-arrangement , 
thi r d-order 
[P (v ) ) ( 3 ) 
+ 
macroscopic 
t e rms ( rotating-wave approximation), we 
the following integrated exp r ession for 
po l ar i zation du e t o atoms ~vi th velocity 
+ :~ 2)~ li(Y -----i (~:~S"l -v+kv))
2 
y y II ab 





+ - 1 





. 1 l 






l+ J_- y~-i(2Q ) 
1 
y~-i(2Q ) y ab -i (w+rl-v+kv) 
[P (v )]C
3
) is given by the corresponding expression with 
interchanged in the e l ectric fi eld subscripts . The quant ities 
(3. 40) 
and + 
A ( z , v ,t) 
a 
h ave b e en facto r e d into spa ce-time and vel ocity d e pende nt terms accord-
ing to (3 . 35), and N 
0 




0 ~ ~ 
h 
j + i , +l rj· ( - l) a · n (? . ·'-1) - J a . -· . 
l jb 
1 ~ ]2 
jb J a 
j " :'Jr 
l 
c. 
jb j a J b 
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The values of these. quantitite s for the transitions J =l to J=O , 
J =l to J=l, and J=l to J=2 are given in Tab l e 1. 
0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 
ao al a2 a o al a 2 a o al ('1 2 
J =l -+ J=O 
1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 0 -
3 9 9 9 3 
J=l -+ J =l 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -
9 36 36 9 36 36 9 72 72 
J=l ->- J;:2 
1 1 7 1 1 1 1 1 7 - - c--- -- - --
15 20 300 9 · 36 900 15 40 3000 
Table 1 
Values of the coe ffici ents for thre e trans itions of 
interest . 
In a g a s l aser the v e l o city dis tribution of excite d a t oms 
active in the laser process is usua lly Maxwe llia n. This is t h e case 






r e l a ted to ku: 
1 
v'Tf u 
2 2 - v /u 
e (3. 4 2 ) 
The h a l f -inten s i t y width of the Dopp l e r line i s 
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It is important to note tha t all frequency and decay r a te 
symbols used thus far denot e circular frequ e ncies; this also includes 
ku. Whe n numerica l values are given for these quantities, e . g. 1000 MHz, 
we are using ordinary frequency units; thus the quantities used in the 
analysis should be divided by 2n before giving them numerica l values. 
In some publications this is implicitly understood, and the 2n factor 
is not written. 
Using (3 . 42) we can integrate (3 . 34) arid (3~40) over the 
velocity distribution . The d e tails of the integrations for the velocity-
dependent functions which are found in these expressions will not b e 
given in this work. The de tails for functions of this type can b e found 
in reference 27 . The r esults a r e expressed in terms of the error 
function of complex argument , defined by 
00 
w ( z) exp (-z
2
)erfc(-iz) (2/yGi) exp (-z 2 )~ 2 exp(-t )dt (3 . 44) 









and a u s eful prope rty of w(z ) i s 
w(-x + iy) \·: '" (x + iy) 
(Im z > o) (3.45) 
(3 . 46) 
Th e defini t i on , m:i t h en.:itic .:i l propcr t i.cs , 2nd t ab l es of this func t :ion c C? n 
b e found in r e f ereu ce 71 . Flots o f th e r ea l and imagino. ry p:irts of 
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w ( z ) fo r v a rious v a lues of its complex argume nt are given in Figure 2 . 
The results of the integration over velocities a r e : 
_v_[P J (1)+( 3) 











I ( 2 ) ( 2 )] El+ El-iaE _ w(x+y+ia) -b(y)-- - c(y) --11- o ZE2 2E2 0 0 (3.47) 
(3.48a ) 
(3.48b) 
( 3 . 49 a ) 
£
2 
(y ) = [-2~-- (\v( x --y+ L :i ) - 1·1 (x +y+ i a )) + -2 ( ___ J ___ ) (w ( x + y-l-i a )+1·:* (x - y+i a ) )l , y o o a - J.y o o · 'J 
( 3 . !~% ) 
-3 -2 - I 0 
y 
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2 .3 . 
l~ 





__ .t_ _ ::. __ J~6 -'----'--




Th e Linea r Po l arization f unction w(y + i a ) 
( a ) Real Part (b) I mag inary Par t 
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f3(y) [~- 2(a-i(x +y)) w (x +y+ia) + - 1-:- (w(x +y+ia)+w(x -y-Ha))l. ~TI 0 0 2(a-iy) 0 O J 
(3.49c) 
The following limiti ng case is necessary: 
lim 
2
i (w (x +y+ia) - w (x -y+ia )) 
y~o y o o 
_ ~ - 2 (a-ix )w(x +ia) 
V TI 0 0 
(3.49d) 
The definitions of the n ew symbols are: 
vN. Vn l<b11p11 a> J2/6c helm, the small signal. gain parameter; 0 0 . a = 




G = y/2ku, the normalize d decay rates; 
x (w-v)/ku, the normalized deviation of the frequency from line 
0 
c en ter; y = S1/ku, the normal ized Zeeman splitting. The corresponding 
expression for [P ] (l)+(3) can be obtained by interchanging + and -
in all the subscripts and by replacing y by -y. 
3.7.4 Discussion of the Nonlinear Effects 
The l eading term in (3. 4 7) is the l inear contribution , while 
the remaining t erms show the l owest-order nonlinear effects . We shall 




















of r efer ence 27 , for the case of a single frequency 
uave. They differ in t:1rn resp ects: (1) by multiplicative constants, 
a nd (2) through the sign of th e ir imaginary parts . 
We slwl l be concerne d 1.;ith t hc c as e F h e n the signa l frequency 
i s tunc~d to t: ltE~ line Cf':nt t:::r ) i . c . x = o. 
Cl 








are symme tric about y = 0, and their i maginary parts 
are antisymme tric about y = 0 . 
The function f 1 describes the sel f satura t ion of the polar-
i zation component. We can r epresent this pictorially by drawing the 
Doppl er gain curves of the t wo circularly polarized trans itions , as 
s hown in Figure 3. The gain curve f or each pol ari zation indicat es the 
popula tion invers i on density of the atoms which are r esonant with tha t 
polarization component of the s i gnal . When the rate of stimulated 
emission and absorption b ecomes comp a rable wi th the rates of the pro-
cesses which establish the unperturb ed population i nversion , th e 
populations of the two l evels tend t o equa l ize . Thus a "hole" is burned 
in the r egion where the atoms h ave the proper velocities for inte raction 
with the signal. This picture presupposes a Doppler width (inhomogene ous 
l inewidth) larger than the inter action width o f the s ing l e atoms (homo-
geneous linewidth). Figure 3 shows "ho l es" b eing burned in t he gain 
curves b y the signal . ( The g a in curve for the negative p o l arization 




with y h as a width roughly equ a l to the Dopp l e r \ 
width . 
The func tion £
2 
de scrib e s cross s a tura tion - due to the fa ct 
that the t wo t ypes of tr ansit i ons h av e some c onunon l evels, each po l a r-
ization componen t burns a hole not onl y in its own Doppl e r gain p rofile, 
but a l so in tha t of i t s counte r part, at the corresponding po int in its 
v e locity space . Thus the add itional hole s s h own in Figure 3 a r e due 
to th is type of i n teraction . The s i ze of f 
2 
depe n ds mo r e c ri t i c ally 



















_____ l__U __ . -----
FREQ UEf\l CY 
------:--- - - -{---
V R + V=O VF<-
---~:-.~ 
--:----- --:------:------ :.::.~- -:~ 
V=O 
!\""fO f' /i I c \' f--:- I ror..1 -- y 1-. \1 , ;._t __ \..,.I 
Figure 3 
Hole Bu r ning in th e Doppler Broadened Gain Curves . 
V is t h e reson~nt v e locity for i nteraction with R± .. 
th e ± polai:i.zcit:i.on c o;:1pom;nt of a signal of 
fr c.quL')ncy \>. 
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this type of interaction rapidly decreases in strength. In Figure 3 
the Zeeman splitting :is l arger than the homogeneous linewidth; thus the 
effects on the signal of the holes burned through interaction are 
negligible . 
The las t term in (3.48b) describes a different sort of inter-
action . This term comes from the set of summation indices for which 
K = 2, q = 2 . This me ans it originates from the existence of an intra-
coherence, or a coherence among the Zeeman sublevels, whereas the other 
nonl inear terms do not depend on the existence of intracoherence: The 
multiplicative factor in square brackets predominantly determines the 
d ependence of this type of coupling on the Zeeman sp1itting . We see 
that the sublevel coherence drops off if the sublevel splitting becomes 
l arger than the l evel widths, given by and 
Since the maximum values of b(y) and c(y) are of t he 
order of unity, we see tha t the perturbation approach is valid only 
when the signal intensity is much less than the saturation signal 
intensity . 
The expression (3.47) for the polarization corresponds to the 
t erm l.(p -iP ) * 
2 cm sm 
ins ide the curvy bracke ts of (2.11). 
By e quating real and imaginary~rts and applying the r esult to the self-
consistency equations for a l aser amp lifier i n steady s t ate operat ion, 







_ ·_v_ P 
2s c c± ' 
0 
\) 





we obtain the following expressions for a signal tuned to line center: 
El+ . ( 2) 
b(±y) 2E~ - (3. 51) 
dz 
(3.52) 
For a linearly polarized signal E+ = E_ = E/VI, and we can write the 
equation for the amplificat ion, or gain , as 
dE 
d z 





since the real p a rts of th e functions w, b, c are symme tric with 
respec t to y. The Faraday rotation angle i s given by 
( <[; - ¢ )/2 
+ 









Since Imw(y+ia) is a linear function of y for small values of y, 
the Faraday rotation in the linear approximation is directly proportional 
to the applied ma gnetic field for values of the field such that the 
Zeeman splitting is much smaller than the Doppler width. For larger values 
of magnetic field .the Faraday rotation ceases to be linearly proportional. 
to the field. Note that this is true only for weak signals. If the 
signal strength appro a ches saturation intensity the rotation is a func-
tion of signal strength, its value at each value of magnetic field being 
less than the unsaturated rotation value. Since the signal strength 
depends on z, we must integrate (3.53} before we can evaluate t as 
a function of z. 
In a typical gas laser, such as the He-Ne laser, the homo-
geneous linewidth is much sma lle r than the Doppler width. Thus it can 
be concluded,after looking at the dep endenc e of the functions w(y)" 
\ 
b(y), a n d c(y) on y , that the th i rd-orde r c ontributi ons to t h e gain 
(equation (3.53)) and Farad ay rot a t i on ( equation (3 . 55)) would b e most 
noticeable for s mall v alues of magn e t i c f ield; sin ce, a s the field i n-
crease s, c(y) r eache s its ma ximum f a r soone r tha n the "linear" 
function w(y ). Particularly if the qua ntity in the f 3 
t e rm ( see 
expression (3.48b)) wer e larg e , the nonlinear contribution would b e 
qui t e n o t iceab l e a t small v a lues of magn e t ic f ield. Thi s i s du e t o the 
f act that fo r most ga s l aser transi t i ons th e u p per l eve l d ecay r a t es 
(1\K) a r e sma lle r t h an th e l m,"e r l evel de c ay r ates ( HK); thus t h e term 
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with "width" equal to A
2 
would reach its peak v alue at a value of y 
for which w (y) would be quite small. In this case t he curves for gain 
and Faraday r o t at i on versus applied magnetic fi e ld would t ake forms 
similar to those pictu r e d in Figure 4. 




d epends on the J 
values of the l evels invol ved in the transition. Die'nes ( 2 7, 28 ) 
analyzed the gain and Faraday r otation of a linearly polarized signal, 
using the weak-s i gnal perturbation method , for the i sotropic d e cay 
limit 
K 
( ya = ya for all K), a ssuming y ab 
1 c + ) He made a 2 Ya Yb • 
detai l ed study o f the J = 1 t o J = 0 case , which is the mos t favorable 
tran sition for obs ervance of tl1e n onlinear "dips " shown in Figure 4, and 
h e p redicted that these effe c t s should b e easi l y obse r vabl e if a reason-
ably high gain J = 1 to J = 0 t ransi ti9n cou l d be found . The exis-
tence of a traveling wave dip for strongl y Doppler broa dened transitions 
h a d previously b een shown by Hee r and Graft (1 6). I t has b een discussed 
more r ecently by Sargent, Lamb , and Fork ( 26) in the ir theor y of Zeeman 
l aser oscillators . Th e i sotropic decay limit was used for the~e 
ana l ys es a l so . 
We shall discuss in d e tail the de p endence of these nonl inear 
characteristics upon the J v a lues of th e e n ergy l evels for th e th r ee 
cases lis t e d in Table 1 . High gain J '= 1 to J = 2 and J = 1 to J = 1 
trans itions exi s t in the He-1-!e l ase r medium - thus it i s pertinent t o 
discuss thes e t r a ns itions if one d es ires t o study these nonlinear ef f ec t s 
experime ntally . We s h a ll also discuss the effec t s of gas p ressur e on 
the n onl inear "clips " in the gciin and Fa r aday r otat -Lon curves . 
Equa t ion (3.53 ) c a n h e wr itten as 
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E2 /E2 OUT 0 
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.___,_ __ J __ __J __ l,_ _ ____._ _ __L __ _L ___ ~_L __ 
-fl -·.3 --.2 -.I 0 .I .2 .3 .4 
y 
F i ~ u :~ c L1 
\ 
Ga in and Fara d a y Ro t a ti o n f or a L i ne a r l y Po l ari z ed Si g n~ l . 
J = 1 to J = 0 trans iti on; Iin = . 15 , a= .2, A = . 03, B= .17 
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( 3. 56) 
where 
1 
F (y) = 4[b(y) + c (y )]. (We a re exp l icitly s h owing only t h e 
d epende n ce on y f or c onvenien ce .) This h as tl1e f o rm of Bern o ulli's 
equa tion and c an be integr a t e d b y making the 
substitution g = l/ f , t h e r e s ul t b e ing a l inear fi r st-orde r differential 
. e.quation f or g . · The r esult of this proce dure i.s · 
I ( z ) 
I ex p [ 2aRe w(y ) z ] 
0 
1 + [ I
0
Re F(y )/Re w( y )] [ exp(2aRe w (y ) z ) -1 ] 




and I = I(z = 0). Th e numera t o r exhib its the 
0 0 
( 3 . 5 7 ) 
fami l i a r " linear" gain , whi l e the d enomina t or s h ows the effects of 
satura t ion . Now we can integrat e (3.55 ) , us i ng ( 3 .57), t o obtain the 
Fara d ay r otation as a func t i on of z . After some a l gebra i c manipul a t ion 
we obta in 
<(z) a /rm w(y) z - [Im F(y) /Re F (y) ] [Re w(y ) z +to ln 
II
0
Re F(y)/Re w(y) + (1 - 1
0
Re F (y) /Re u (y)) exp (-2oRew (y) z l l il (3. 58) 
Thus if we know t h e values of w (y ) and F(y) for cer tain v a lues of y , 
the Faraday rotat ion can b e comput ed from this expression , k eeping in 
w l. nd Lh(: f'1.ct that U:is i s ,- ~:li.d onlv for 1·:22kly saturat i ns f i e l ds . 
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Figure 4 is the result of a computation based on these results. The 
expressions (3.57) and (3.58) differ from those derived by Dienes (27) 
in the same manner. His expressions are incorrect due to an improper 
statement of the initial condition at z = 0. 
3.9 Circular Component Coupling 
The gain equations (3.52) for the c~rcular components are 





• For this case if the intensities are unequal 
at z = 0 the gain of the weaker signal is reduced to a larger extent 
than that of the stronger one by the nonlinear terms, the results being 
that the amplification of the stronger signal is greater than that of 
the weaker signal. Thus an elliptically polarized signal would t end to 
become circularly polarized when passing through a medium with strong 
coupling. "Weak coupling" occurs when [Re c (y)] 
2 
< [Re b (y)) 2 • In 
this case the weaker signal amplification is greater than that of the 
stronger signal. An elliptically polarized signal would tend toward 
linear polarization in this type of medium. "Neutral coupling" is the 
designation for the case 
2 2 
[Re c(y)) = [Re b(y)) • In this case the 
saturated gains of the two components are equal regardless of their 
relative sizes. 
Since the magnitudes of b(y) and c(y) depend on the a-
coefficients given by (3.41), one would suspect that the degree of 
coupling depends on the values of J for the energy levels involved in 
the transition. This is indeed the case, and we shall discuss this 
dependence in the following section. 
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In addition the coupling strength depends on the rate of 
sublevel mixing collisions - these collisions affect the sizes of the 
decay rates ~ and BK for K > O. Tomlinson and Fork (30) noticed 
in their experiments with He-Ne laser oscillators that the observed 
coupling was stronger than that predicted by the isotropic decay theory 
for both J = 1 to J = 2 and J = 1 to J = 0 transitions. They 
postulated that sublevel mixing collisions were the cause of these dis-
crepancies. It is evident that this type of collision process tends to 
equalize the populations of the sublevels; thus the coupling would be 
0 
driven closer to neutral. Fork and Tumlinson' s 6328-A (J = 1 to J = 2) 
observations agreed wi_th this argument; however the 1.52-µ (J = 1 to 
J . = O) transition should have been n e utral to begin .with, according to the 
isotropic de c a y theory; yet the coupling was strong. It is less clear 
that sublevel mixing collisions could cause this effect. The tentative 
explanation given for this observation was that for the J = 1 to J = 0 
transition the sublevel mixing collisions are more effective in causing 
j6ml = 2 transitions (decay of orientation) than l6ml = 1 transitions 
(decay of alignment) (29). If we cons ider a J = 1 to J = 0 transition 
in zero field, the degenerate sublevels can be represented in diffe rent 
ways. If we quantize along the axia l direction (direction of k - vector 
of the signal), it is convenient to break up an elliptically polari zed 
signal into circular components, each operating on one of the l6ml = 1 
transitions. If we quantize along a transverse direction, it is con-
venient to use as a basis two perpendicular linear polarizations, one 
being parallel to the quanti z a tion axis and operating on the 6m = 0 
transition, and the other operating on both of the I~~/ = 1 trans itions. 
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Now l6ml = 1 collisions would assist each of the circular components 
and each of the linear components, but l6ml = 2 collisions would assist 
a particular circular component while having no effect on the linear 
components. This physical argument is rather tenuous, but the idea 
received support when it was found that a theory which allowed for 
anisotropic decay could account for the J = 1 to J = 0 observations 
by allowing the orientation decay rate to be greate~ than the alignment 
decay rate (42). 
Another mechanism which is probably responsible for the ten-
dency toward strong coupling in these He-Ne laser transitions is trap-
ping of resonance radiation by ground state neon atoms. If a neon atom 
in the upper laser level decays to the ground state, there is a large 
~robability that the emitted radiation will be trapped and excite ano th-
er neon atom to the upper laser level. If the initially excited atom 
were in a coherent mixture of substates, the re is a chance that this 
intra-coherence would be p assed on to the second atom. Since the coherence 
of the atom is a result of its nonlinear interactions with both polar-
ization components of the signal, only those excited atoms within a 
natural linewidth of the signal frequency will originally develop an 
intra-coherence. Assuming no transfer of intra-cohe rence to other atoms, 
the velocity depe ndence of the elements of the macroscopic density ma trix 
which reflect this coherence is a product of a Lorentzian distribution, 
centered at the signal frequency with width yab' and the overall 
Doppler distribution. The inclusion of the radiation trapping process 
would add a Doppler-width velocity distribution term to the intra-
coherency elements. This would add to the function c(y) in (3.47), 
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resulting in a stronge r amount of coupling . When the Doppler width is 
much large r than th e n a tural l inewidth, one can assume f o r purposes of 
simplicity that the ground state a tom which tra ps the resona nce radiation 
h as a veloci ty such tha t it i s outside the region of interaction. Thus 
the radi a tion trapping process i s ignored. However for th e 1.52-µ 
transition used b y Tomlinson and Fork (30), the ratid of the homogeneous 
linewidth to the Dopple r l inewidth is about .2 at the pre s s ure indicated. 
The question whether or not the intra- cohere nce transfer due to radiation 
trapping can be i gnore d for this c a se requires further inve stigation. 
3.10.1 Introduction - -- -~-------
Isotropic de c ay implie s equal decay r a t es for the v arious 
multipole moments of an energy leve l, i.e . for all K. Thus 
far the theoretica l stud i e s of the g a s laser os c i lla tor an d amplifier 
h ave a s sumed i sotropic d e cay, with the excep tion s of r e f e r en ces (tf2) and 
(44), which deal with a He-Ne l aser oscilla ting on the 1. 52-µ (J = 1 
to J = 0) tr a n s ition. We sh a ll d escribe th e weak-s ignal n onlinear 
effec t s in t h i s limi t in orde r to per ceive the r egions of applic ab il i t y 
of this the ory whe n it i s compared with ex p erimental da t a f or v a rious 
ranges o f gas pressur e . Chrono l ogically , the e.x p erimenta l infor ma tion 
we ob tained from a stu dy of the 3 . 39- µ tra n s itions in the He-Ne s ystem 
was f irs t compar e d with th e i sotropic d e c ay theory , a nd not un t i l then 
did the n eed f o r a more general theo r y f o r a l aser amp l ifier b ecome 
evi dent . This p arallels t he ch ronol ogi ca l d eve l opment of an ani sotropic 
d ecay t h eory in order to exp l ain r esults obta i.ned f r om t h e 1 . 52-p l aser 
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oscillator, as related in references (30) and (42)-(44). The results 
of our investigati ons showed that certain nonlinear phenomena could be 
matched quite well using the isotropic decay theory if the gas pressure 
remained within certain bounds, while the anisotropic theory provided 
good fits to the experimental data over a wider range of pressures. The 
pressure range for which the isotropic decay the~ry is adequate depends 
.. 
on the particular phenome non under investigation. The se results will be 
discussed in the succeeding chapters . 
In the isotropic d e cay limit we can use (3.40) to write 
[P (v)JC3 ) for the J = 1 to J = 0 transition in the form: + 
1 + ~~~~~~~~ 
yab-i(w+Sl-\l+kv) • y +i (w! Sl -\l-1-kv)J ab 
Wh e n the integration ove r v e loc itie s is p e rforme d, the r esult i s 
\) (l+ 3) . \ . --[P J ~~ iaE w (x +y-l-1.a ) -
E: c. + l + 0 
0 
(E2 ) ("'2 ) l ~l+ J~J -b(y ) -~2 - c (y ) ---:-2 








fl(y) .(3. 6la) = B - - G) 3 
c(y) (A - ..£ G) f2 (y) AB (3.6lb) = +-;;--:--- f3 (y) 3 -iy 
If we neglect G and apply the condition a = A+ B, then b(y) and 
c(y) respectively become equal to Dienes' functions H1 (y) and H6(y) 
+ H7(y) for the case of a single frequency input signal (28). 
We can apply these ralations for the J = 1 to J = 0 tran-
sition to more complicated transitions by treating the sublevel structure 
as a composition of J = 1 to J = 0 substructures. To help picture 
this construction, Figure 5 shows the three transit~ons with which we 
are primarily concerned. The J = 1 to J = 1 transition can be split 
into two independent basic sublevel structures, a J = 1 to J = 0 
substructure and a J = 0 to J = 1 substructure. The J = 1 to J 2 
transition can be split into four basic sublevel structures: three J 0 
to J 1 substructures, two of which have a common level as shown, and 
one J = 1 to J = 0 substructure. In each case the relative component 
strengths for the left and right circular polarizations are given in 
the figure, in uni ts of I <bll pll a> 1
2
/3. (A component of a line results 
from a radiative transition between two sta tes of an atom; a line 
results from the totality of transitions between two levels. Component 
strength is the absolute square of the ma trix element for that tran-
sition (72).) 
Since we assume incoherent pumpi ng to each of the levels of 






























































result of the atom inte racting once with the signal during its inter-
action period; and the third order contribution to the polarization is 
a result of three interactions with the signal during the atom ' s inter-
action period. The contributions to f 1 (H1
) res ult from multiple 







) result from transitions involving three 
sublevels. With this in mind , using (3.60) as our b as ic expression 
for a J = 1 to J = 0 building block, we can write down by inspection 
the corresponding expressions for the J = 1 to J = 1 and J = 1 to J = 2 
transitions . Al lowing for differen t g-values in this case by calling 
the upper level splitting ya and the l ower level sp l itting yb y - 6, a 
we obtain f or a line-centered signal operating on the J = 1 to J = 1 
trans ition: 
_v_ P (3) 
£ c + 
0 
or on the J 
-~- p (1) 
£ c + 
0 
1 to J 2 t ransition : 
E2 












+ 2E2 [. olc(ya) + .09c ' (yb) + .06c ' (yb)jx =o + 
0 0 
where the symbol Ix =o 
means to evaluate the 
0 
instead of x =0. Here CI (y) is obtained by 
0 
in c (y) . (b (y) i s invariant wi i:h · r espect · to 
. 06c 1 (yb) I _ Jj , (3. 63b) 
x --o 
. 0 
func tion at x =cS 
0 
interchanging A and B 
this int~rchange .) This 
interch ange is necessary because these functions r esult from the 11in-
verted" J = 0 to J = 1 substructures . 
These results can a lso b e obtaine d fr om (3.4), u s ing the values 
for the a ' s listing in Table 1, if we assume ya = yb in the express-
ions (3. 62) and (3. 63). The difference in g-factors for the t wo l evel s 
of a general transi tion can be t aken into account much more eas ily in 
the i so t rop i c decay the ory. 
3 . 10.2 \ 
We are now in a pos i tion to determine the size of the function 
F(y) (d e fin e d following equation (3 . 56) ), which deter mi nes the entire 
third-orde r contribut i on to th e pola rization for a linearly po l ar i zed 
signa l, for thes e thr ee transitions . Figures 6 through 11 d ep ict the 
rea l and i maginary pa rts of the nonlinear pol arization f u nc tion F(y) in 
compar i son wi th th e l ine ar function w (y) , .for each of th e three tran-
sitions . It i s evid ent that t h e r e l a tive size of F (y) decreases as 
we go from t h e J = 1 to J 0 trans ition to the J = 1 to J = 1 
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transition and finally to the J = 1 to J = 2 transition. 
The function c(y ) contains a term Hith a linewidth equal 
a 
to A, as shown in (3.6l b) . It was stated previously that this 
function peaks most sharp l y at low values of magnetic field, since A 
i s the smallest of the decay rates involved in the trans ition. If the 
coefficient of c(y ) is large , one wou ld expect 11 d ips 11 to appear 
a 
in the gain and Faraday rotation curves for ma gnetic field n e ar zero. 
For the J = 1 to J 
unity; for the J 
0 transition, the coefficient of c(y ) 
a 




is .25; and for the J = 1 to J = 2 transition, thi coefficient is 
.01. These marked difference s are clearly portrayed in the sma ll field 
regions of Figures 6 through 11. 
Thus for a J = 1 to J = 1 transition we would expect a small, 
narrow dip in the rota tion curve at low magne tic fi e ld v a lues (whe re 
y ~A). If the signal s tre ngth increa ses beyond the reg ion of validity 
for the weakly satura ting sign a l theory, the d i p should increase , a l-
though not a s much as predicte d by (3.57) and (3.58), and a r eversal of 
the rotation might a ctua lly o ccur . A de tectable dip in the gain a t z ero 
magn e tic field should a l s o o ccur . 
For a J = 1 t o J = 2 tra n s ition the effect of the c (y ) 
a 
t e rm is s o s ma ll tha t He do n o t expec t to obs e rve a d i p in the Far a d a y 
rotation, and for ana logous r easons we woul d not expe ct to see the v ery 
s mall d i p i n the gain curve . However th e other nonlinear t e r ms contr ibute 
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Fig ure 6 
The Line a r and Nonlinear Polarization Functions for 
J ~ 1 to J = 0 : (1) a= . 3, A= .05, B = .25 
( 2 ) a= .5, A= . 1, B = .4 
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The Linear and 1,:0111.inc <.: r Po1.a ri/.'. <.1tion Functi ons for 
J :..: 1 to J = 0 ; ( l) n =- • 3 , A = . 0 5 , B = • 2 5 
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Figure 10 
The Linear ~~d Nonlinear Polarization Fu.~c~ions for J = 1 to J = 2 : 
ya= 1. 094y
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Figure 1 1 
0.4 0.6 
The Linear and Nonlinear Polarization ?Unctions for J = 1 to J = 2 : 
ya= 1.094yb ; (1) a= . 3, A= .05, B = . 25 , (2) a= .5, A= .1, B = . 4 
Circular compone nt coupling h as b een discussed by Diene s (27)-
(29), by Sargent, Lamb and Fork ( 26 ), and b y Tomlinson and Fork (30). 
The i sotropic d eca y theor i es used by these a uthors predict tha t at zero 
magneti c field the coupling strength depends onl y on the J values of 
the transition: for tJ.J = ±1 trans i tions the coupling is weak, and 
for t;. J = 0 transitions the coupling i s strong , excepting the cases 
J = 1 t o J = 0 and J 1 to J = 1, f or which the coupling is n eutra l. 
Le t us write the express ion f o r the positive component of the 
induced polarization for the gene ral Ja to Jb transition , assuming the 
signal is a t line c e nter : 
~ p(l)+(3) 
E: c + 
0 













- (M-·l) · \ M- 2 
E_ ~ a 
2 t(J --L.&9 
2E~ ·M H 
J b \ 2 c (y +Ho) l 
1 -er- 1)/ b j 
1 
, J . ")2 \ b 
-(M+l ) 
If we examine the values of the 3- j symb o l s fo r th e v arious sublev e l 
trans itions b e t we0n l evel s , Pe find t hat for a 6 J = ±1 tr~rns ition 
the o u ter sub l evel t ransit i ons ( i . e . M 
a 
± J ->- H 
a b 




strong and the inne r transitions (e.g. 11 
a J a+~ = Jb -
2) are weaker . 
The J 1 to J = 2 trans ition picture d in Figure 5 is a good example 
of this . As we can see from(3 . 63) , this r esults in weak coupling f or 
J = 1 to J = 2, and with the h e lp o f (3.64) we can reason t hat this wil l 
b e the case for a ll 6J = ± 1 tra n sitions . For th e J = 2 to J = 2 
and highe r 6J = 0 trans itions , the s ublevel transitions are of more 
e qua l streng ths, and t he outer tra n sitions a r e not the strongest. For 
these cases the coeff i cie n ts of c' and c add up to a l a rger value tha n 
the coefficient of b, r esulting in s trong coupling. 
Since the nonl i near terms in the polariza t ion a re r e s ponsible 
for the coupling, the change in the ellipticity of the signal as i t 
pass e s through the amplif i e r i s calle d nonline a r ity -induced aniso tropy . 
Heer and cowor k e r s invoke d this phenomenon in an attempt to describe the 
po l ar i z a tion and r e l a tive intensity properti e s of the cos mic OH r adi-
a tion l ines (17)-(19). 
Lamb ' s t heory f o r nond e ge n e r ate e n ergy l evel s (3) c a n i nclude 
the e ff ec t s of "ha rd" c o l l i s ions whi c h cause the a tom to d e cay o r lose 
memory o f its prev ious i nt e r ac tion wi t h the signa l. Th e se c o l l i sion s 
cause and t o b e come pre ssur e d e p ende n t , 
b~t no fu rthe r chnnges a r e ne cessary . 
One o f t h e e a r lies t mo dif i c a t ions of La mb ' s theor y t o account 
f o r othe r E'ff ect:; of a t omic inte r a ct:i.ons \ ·l<i S a r e l axation o f the c o ncli·-
t i cn 
1 
y a',·, '~ -? ( ,,. + y, ) . 
- · I ~:- D 
On e cxa~p l e i s t h e work o f F o r k a nd Pol l a ck 
i n f i t ting expe r ime nta l r esul t s on mo de c o mp e t:L t i o11 to Lm11b ' s th e o r y 
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(36). This allows for effects of "soft" collisions which slightly 
perturb the energy levels of the atom that is interacting with the 
signal. The result is a time varying shift in the atomic resonant 
frequency, which broadens the natural linewidth of the atomic resonance. 
Gyorffy, Borenstein, and Lamb (41) discuss in detail this type of 
pressure effect on the spectral profile of the output intensity versus 
cavity tuning curve for a single mode _ laser oscillator. 
The "hard" collisions evidently increase the: saturation 
signal intensity, E~, by increasing the level decay rates. The "soft" 
collisions make the value of a= yab/ku larger; and this makes the 
gain of a signal of given input intensity saturate to a greater extent 
as it passes through the amplifying medium. The reason for this lies 
in the fact that Re w(o+ia) decreases faster with increasing a 
than the sum of the nonlinear polarizations functions Re b(y=O) and 
Re c(y=O), assuming the other decay rates are kept constant. Since 
these two types of collisions seem to have opposite effects on the gain 
saturation of a signal, it is not clear what the overall effect will be 
unless an experimental study is made. 
Increasing yab' ya and yb will broaden the "dips" in 
the gain and rotation versus magnetic field curves for a linearly 
polarized signal. The effects on the size, or depth, of these dips are 
strongly dependent on the relative sizes of ya and yb, and this will 
not be affected a great deal by varying the gas pressure. Changing 
the value s of Y ab' Ya and yb will have no effect on the nonlinearity-
induced anisotropy of an elliptically polarized signal. 
The collision-induced anisotropic de cay of degenerate levels 
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has a marke d effect on th e zero fi eld c ircu l ar component coupling for 
the J = 1 to J = 2 trans ition. In the expressions fo r b(y ) and c(y) 
given in (3.48), the s ign of the a l term is positive in the coeffi-
cient of fl (y) bu t n e gative in the c oeff icient of f 2 (y) . If AK 
and BK for K # 0 are allowed t o become Jarger tha n A and B 0 0 
res pe ctive ly, in order to account f or sublevel mixing collisions , the 
size of the func tion b(y=O) d ecreases , wh i l e the size of the first 
t erm of c(y=O) inc r eases . The second term in the expression fo r 
c(y=O) d ecr ease s a l so ; h owever the overall effec t i s an increase in tlie 
r atio of c(y =O)/b(y=O), wi th a r esultant i ncrease i n t he streng th of 
the coupling . This effect implies a pressur e d epend ence of the non-
linearity i nduced aniso tropy of an e llip t ical ly polar ized signal. 
The zero field coupling for the J = 1 t o J = 0 and J = 1 
to J = 1 trans i tions is neutral in the isotropic decay limit . If the 
decay rates for orientation and a l ignment are e qua l but large r than 
the d e cay of the population, the coupling r emains n e utral. I f, however , 
th e orient ation de cay ra t e is l a rge r than th e a lignmen t decay rate , t h e 
coupling b e comes strong ; if t he opposite i s true , the coupli n s becomes 
weak . These res ults are obta ine d from expressions (3 . lf0) or (3 . 48), 
setting Sl and w-v equa l to z e ro , and u s ing Tab l e 1. Henc e the ove r-
all e f fec t of anisotropi c d ecay on zero-fie ld coup l ing strength is n o t 
like ly t o be as l arge for these two trans itions as it is for the J = 1 • 
t o J = 2 t r a nsi t i on. 
The width of the nonlinear dips i n the curves f o r Faraday 
rota tion and gain versus ma gne ti c fi eld is equal to A
2
, the quad-
rupole morc1e nt (a lignme nt:) d ecay r ate of the upp e r l e vel, s ince th e 
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dominant nonlinear t erm for small values of field is the first term in 
the coefficient of f
3
(y), given by (3.~8b). Thus the dip width is 
influenced not only by "hard" co llisions but also by sublevel mixing 
collisions, and it should show a marked dependence on gas pressure , al-
though at higher pressures the dip would not b e as noticeable . 
The analysis presented in section -3.7 c an be extended to the 
case of two monochromatic signals of arbitrary polarization passing 
through the amplifying medium. The equations corresponding to (3.33a,b) 
would each include two more terms, and these would be substituted into 
the appropriate integral expressions in order to obtain the macroscopic 
polarization . Functions in addition to f would be obtained in 
. 1,2,3 
the third-order expression for the polarization. These functions would 
be the same as the H-func tions in Dienes' work (28) with respect to their 
dependence on the sublevel splitting and the signal frequencies. The 
coefficients of the functions , which involve the decay rates, would be 
different . Combination tones would be generated from th e third--order 
pola rization expiession. 
The theory presented h ere i s 1110re comprehensive than the 
theory develope d by Dienes in that it includes the effects of spontaneous 
feeding of the l ower l evel by the upper l evel in addition to the effects 
of anisotropic decay . HoHever its use is restricted to transitions in 
which the g-factors of th e leve l s are nearly t he same . 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
SOLUTIONS OF THE ATOMIC EQUA]IONS OF MOTION FOR STRONG SIGNALS 
4.1 Introduction 
The l ow-pressure equations of mo t ion for the densi ty matrix , 
name l y equat ions ( 2 . 23) wi thout th e collision t erms , c an b e integrated 
exactly for s imple transitions which cons i st of noninteracting 3-level 
· s·ubsys t ems , such as the J = 1 to J = 1 tran~ i ti on pictured . in Fig~re 
5. For each 3-leve l subsystem one h as three equations with . three un-
knowns , and these equations c an b e so l ved in principle, the solutions 
b e i ng valid for all v a lues of signal s trength. Die n es (2 7 , 29) has 
carried out this procedure and has found that tractable solutions can 
b e obtaine d only for special c ases . For our purposes these special 
c ases a r e : (1) zero magnetic fi e ld, and (2) l arge values of magnetic 
f ield, such tha t the Zeeman splitti ng is much l a rger tha n the power 
broadened natural lin ewidth for th e t r ans ition . 
Dienes ( 29 ) has found tha t strong signal so lutions can a l so 
b e obtain e d for more complicated tra nsi tions in these special cases , by 
rel ying on the process of induct ion . These result s a r e u seful fo r a 
study of gain saturation and its dependence on s i gnal pola riza tion , 
and nonlineari ty-induced anisotropy (1), i f th e gas pressure i s low 
enough such that th e n eglect o f collis i on cont r ibutions i s jus tifiable. 
In this ch apte r some of these theore tical r esults for strong 
s i g n a l s will be d evclopeJ in order to apply them t o the experimental 
r.~sults oh t.ained fo r t:h0 3 . 39 - p tr;.rns i lions in H.:>·-Ne . Expressions 
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will be presented which describe gain saturation, nonlinearity-induced 
anisotropy, and Faraday rotation . 
The equations (2.23), excluding the c o llision terms, can b e 
written in the following manner for a simple J = 1 to J = 0 transition: 
p y p + i. (Vb_P-:b - v _bPb- ) + A ( 4. la) a -- h a 
p++ 
i 
- V+bPb+) (4. lb) -y p + h(Vb+P+b + A a ++ a 
pbb 
i ) ~(Vb+P+b V+bPb+)+ Ab -ybpbb - h(Vb_P _b v_bPb-
(4.lc) 
(4. ld) 
p - (y ab + i(w-~)) p_b + Kv-b(p __ - pbb) + f;_v+bP-+ (4. le) -b 
\ 
\ 
(yab + i(w+~ ))p+b +~v+b(p-H- - Pbb) i (4.1£) P+b + hV-bp+-
where 
1 
Y = -(y + yb)' ab 2 a and where each element of the densi t y matr i x 
is a function of z,v,t. These equations can be integrated to form a 
set of integral equations . Defining the quantities 
r'\T '-b 




we can substitute the integrated expressions for p_b and into 
the integrated expressions for N-b' N+b' and After performing 
the integrations and manipulating, we obtain the following (assuming 
a monochromatic signal at frequency v =was the per turbation): 
N 
0 
+ p~_*(yab + i (w-Q-v+kv))-1J} (4. 3) 
N_b = same as N+b with the + and - subscripts interchanged , and 
with Q replaced by -Q . 
-1 + N_b(y ab - i(w-Q-v+kv)) J 
(4. 5) 
Using the int egrat ed forms for (4 . l e ) and (4.l f ), we can writ e the 






[Y ab - i (w+Q- v+kv)]-l} 
\) 
P (v) = same as (4 . 6) with subscripts 
E: c 
0 
. r epl aced b y - Q, and p ' ~·: · r ep l aced by 
+-
+ and - inte rcha nge d, 
p ' ·wher e 
+-
(4. 6) 
p~- = P+_exp[i(cp+- cp_)], and C+b' C_b are the normalized . component 
streng ths for the subleve l transitions . The same e qua tions describe 
a J = 0 to J 1 structure if the subscripts ±b are replaced by 
a±, and if and are interchanged . When there is more than 
one of these 3-level structures, their contributions add . 
These expressions are equivalent to equations (1) to (3) in 
r eference 29 when \) =\) =\) + - in tha t paper . Differences in 
notation exist, however ; the expressions written in this sect ion are 
in accord with the notation used in Chap ter 2, and our expressions for 
P (v) 
± 
are equa l i n the rota ting wave approximation t o ~ (P - iP )* 
cm sm 
in express i on (2.11). This is the complex conjugat e of the quantities 
defined in equations (3a,b) of refere nce 29. I n addition Dienes ' 
vecto r base system for the components of E and P is obtained by 
interch anging the + and - subscripts in our system . Our system is in 
accord ~.;rith the ph ys i cal convention that a t raveling wave uith positive 
h e l icit:y polar i zcit.ion carries pos itive angu lar momentum in its direction 
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When st 0, the results, after integration over velocities, 
are: 
2-- p 









[(a+b)w(O+ib) + (a-b)w*(O+ib)) 
and w(z) is the error function for complex argument, define d in 
(4. 7) 
(4. 8) 
reference 71 and discussed in Chapt er 3. We s ee that the homogene ous 





Applying the se results to the J = 1 to J 1 transition, 
{ 
2 2 2 2 -~ } 
2aE~L .5[ 1 + .5(E /E-) + .S(E /E )) 2 Re w(O+ib) 
T + 0 - 0 (4. 9) 
\. 
dE /dz = same as (4.9) with + and - s ubscripts interchange d, and 
I , I I + I , 
+ and r = (E_-E+)/(E_+E-l_), we 
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can write the equa tions for gain and change of ellipticity of a l ine-
centered signal passing through the amp l i fier . These are 
dI/dz 
dr/dz 
2aI{(l + .SI)~ Re w(O + ib)} 
2E+(dE_/dz) - 2E_(dE+/dz) 




a[l + .SI ] 2 (4.10) 
(4.11) 
Thus for a J = 1 to J = 1 transition the gain saturation does not 
depend on the ellipticity of the signal, and the ellipticity does n ot 
change . This agrees with the i sotr opic decay theory for weakl y saturat-
ing signals discusse d in Chapte r 3, where the zero field coupling was 
found to b e neutral f or a J = 1 t o J = 1 tra nsition . 
When and such that 
Y ,...., k v ab 2 'b' the contribution o f the 
p I 
+- term to the macroscopic 
polarization (4 . 6) is negligible; and t he integration over v e locities 
can be carried out. The resulting expressions for the gain and Faraday 
rotation of a linearly polarized s i gnal (I+ = I = I/2) interacting 
with a J = 1 to J = 1 transi tion are 
- 1 
I (dI / dz ) 
{ 
1~ 
2a . 5(1 + 0.251)--2 Re w (y + i b) 
a 
1~ } + .5(1 + 0 . 251)--2 Re w(yb + i b) , 
d4i/dz a { 5 Im w (ya + i b) + . 5 Im w (y b + ib)} , 
wh e r e b ~ a [l + .251) . 
(/L 1 2) 
(4.13) 
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These expre ssions for the J = 1 to J = 1 transition will be 
compared with experimental r e sults in the appropriate regions of validity. 
4.3 Solutions for the J = 1 ~ J = 2 Transition 
The more complicated transitions prove to be exceedingly 
difficult to handle. The special case of degene rate levels (zero · 
magnetic field) and an arbitrarily polarized signal tuned to line center 
has been treated by integrating the density matrix equations of motion 
to obtain exact solutions for increasingly complicated transitions. 
The general result is the n found by induction (29). Dienes has developed 
a clever physical interpretation of the resulting expressions, which are 
written in the form of continued fractions (see reference 29). Only 
the final results for the J = 1 to J = 2 transition gai n equations 
will be written here. These are 
(4.14) 
[ 2] .12 I 1 ' Re w(O dr/dz 1-r + ibl) = -ar l+r2 c2-cl (l+c
1
r) °2 









2 ]}~ 1-r 
l+r2 ' 
.3 
The values of for r = 0 (l i near polarization) and r = 1 
( c ircular polariza tion) a re: 
r = 0: .4 
r = 1: .1, c
2 
= . 6 
Using these values fo r r = 1 .in (4.14) r esults in an 
expression s imilar to that f or the J 1 t o J = 1 case (4.10). The 
r epresentation of t he (dege n e rate ) en e rgy sub l evels given in Figure 5 
gives the prope r noninteracting sub l evel transitions for a circular 
polariza tion, along with th e i r relative component strength s ; and these 
match the values for the c . coefficients given here . 
l 
In this cas~ 
the circularly po l a ri zed signal saturates each of i t s a llowed sub l evel 
trans itions independently; sin ce the r e i s only one po l arization component , 
the re is no interaction. 
The f orm f or ( Lf .14) wh en r = 0 can be understood by consider-
i ng the norma1ized s t rength s for the sublevel trans itions -1 -~ -1, 
0 + 0, 1 + 1 in the J = 1 t o J = 2 scheme . These component strength s 
are . 3, . Lf, • 3 r e s pectively . In this case :i.f we pick the quantiza tion 
axis i n the direction of the polariza tion of the signa1, tlwn th e 
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a llowed trans itions would be these three , and each would satura te 
according to ( 4 . 14) for r = 0. 
A similar picture can b e given f or a linearl y polarize d signal 
interacting wi th a J = 1 to J = 1 transition. In this case the 
component str engths for the -1 -+ -1, 0 -+ 0., a nd 1 ->- 1 s ubleve l 
transi t ions are .5, 0, and .5. So for linea r po l ar ization we would 
expect the same form for the gain equation as for circular polarization. 
Actually equation ( 4 .10) i s v a l id for polarization of arbitra ry 
elliptic ity , wh e r e as the form of (4.14) depend s on r. 
The preceeding results for the J = 1 t o J = 2 transition 
can b e found in r e f erence 1. Note that equation (4.15) predicts a 
negat i ve valu e for dr/dz , which agrees with the weak coupling r esults 
of Chapt e r 3. 
A look at the J = 1 to J = 2 transition in Figure 5 shows 
tha t the component strengths for the sublevel transitions ±1 + 0 
are quite small. Based on thi s fact , we ca n approximately de scribe t h e 
transition as a sum of three inde p e nd ent J = 0 to J = 1 subst ructures 
by i gnoring the ±1 + 0 sublevel t ransitions . 
\ 
Use can t h en b e made 
of the formu l at ion outlined in section 4. 2 for simpl e trans itions . By 
making the approximation y >> y 
b a 
(i.e. the 
contribution to the expression (4. 6 ) f o r the polarization can h e i gnored . 
Summi n g t he res ults for three 3-level substructures , we obtain: 
I-l dI/dz + 2i d~/dz 
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. 2 2 2 
c.[a-i(y+~)][a +(y-~) ] exp(-~) d~ 
l. 
2 2 2 2 42 
[a (l+O.Sc1I)+(y+~) ][a (l+o.Sd.I)+(y-~) ]+0.25c.d.a I . l. l. l. 
where c = 0.6, 0.1, and 0.3 
1,2,3 
d 1,2,3 0.1, 0.6, and 0.3 (4.18) 
In this approximation the left and right circular components interact 
via the upper sublevels only. Expression (4.18) was first developed 
by Dienes during a joint discussion; we have made use of a numerical 
integration of (4.18) in order to compare strong-signal Faraday 
rotation results for the 3.39-µ J = 1 to J = 2 laser transition with 
the strong signal theory. 
In the region where there is no interaction between the 
opposite circular components (n >> yab (1 +I±)' an extension of 
the equations of type (4.12) and (4.13) to more complicated transitions 
can be made by the process of induction (28). In this case each sub-
level transition saturates independently of the others. We can write 
for the general Ja to Jb transition 
~p 





are the power broadened l ine\·lidth parameters, and 
(Ja 1 Jb )2 
3
~ -1 -M ' 
are the normalized line s trengths for the sublevel transitions . Then 
:for a linearly polarized signal, we can write th~ .· gai~ ~nd Faraday 
rotation equations as follows : 
1 dl 
I dz 
2-k: J + O.SICH,M-l) 2 Re w(y + ibH) , 
d<I:> -- = 
dz 
whe re 
al:cM,H-~ I m w (y + ibN) 
M 








a [ 1 + . 31 ] , b 
2 
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( 4 . 23) 
h 
a [ l + . 151] 2 , b
3 
These expressions for the J = 1 to J = 2 t ransition will 
be utilized in Chapters 6 and 7, where experimental r e sults are 
discuss e d. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
AN EXPERIHENTAL TEST : THE 3. 39 MICRON TRANSITIONS IN THE HE--NE SYST E.1'1 -- --- --- - --
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we first discuss some of the salient char-
acteristics of the He-Ne medium when it i s used for lase r purposes. 
0 
Me thods for enhancement. of pm·1e r output at 63 28-A wavelength will be 
dea lt with . We shall then focu s attention on two high gain transitions 
at 3.39--µ in the infrared; these prove to be suitable for the study 
of saturation effects in a gas l aser amplifier. Since these t wo tran-
s i tions h a ve a c ommon upper l evel and eas ily saturate the popul ation 
inversion, they compe te with each other inside a l ase r c avity. We 
sha ll discuss the use of methane as a sel ective absorber of the s tronger 
of the two lines , thereby p roviding a means of eliminating the oscilla-
tion of the stronger line in the l aser cavity . 
Finally we describ e the experimental f acility, including the 
b as ic setup and a pp ar tus n ecessary to perform studies of Faraday \ 
r otation , gain , and nonlinearity-induced anisotropy . Results of t h e use 
o f a s ing l e - mode 3 .39-µ l aser to p r obe a methane vibration-rotat i on 
absorpt i on line will complete the cha pter . 
Figure 1 2 shows the energy l evels of neon which a r e involved 
in the common visible and near infrared l aser t ransitions, Also shown 
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citation of the upper l aser leve l s . Tables of the h e lium and neon 
energy l evels, along wi th their designations and electron configurat ions , 
are found in reference 73. Paschen notation will be used in our dis-
cussions of the neon l eve l s , and values for wavelengths in air will b e 
used in discussing the transitions. 
In a typical He-Ne laser tube the pressure ratio of He-Ne i s 
about 10:1. The electrons of the gas discharge collide inelastically 
with helium ground state atoms and popul ate the helium metastable level s . 
Then excitation transfer collisions between the metastable helium atoms 
and ground state neon atoms populate some of the 2s and 3s leve l s of 
n eon . The levels 3s 2 a nd 2s2 , 3 , 4 , 5 are particul arly populated as a 
result, and population inversion is created between these levels and the 
3p and 2p l evel s . 
The s tronges t emission line of the first He-Ne laser was the 
1.1523-µ radiation from the 2s 2 + 2p4 
transition; laser oscillation 
was obtained on other 2s + 2p transitions at t he same t ime (74). 
Visib l e red output can also b e obtained; the most common line is at 
0 




t ransition. The trans i tion with 





at 3 . 3913-µ . This trans ition and the simila r high gain 3s 2 
+ 3p . 2 
transition at 3.3903-µ are eas ily saturat ed, h owever . These propert i es 
make t he 3 . 39-µ lines usefu l for studi es of satura tion effects in a 
laser amp l ifier . 
I f we dis r egard satu ration effec t s for the present , we can 
;ni t e th e ;;2i_n ec1ui1t ior: f or sig n 2l int en s ity in the form 
-llf~- . 
dI/d z 2aI 
which results in the common exponential gain b ehavior 
I ( z ) I exp (2az) 
0 
I exp ( 2aRe w (O+ia ) z) 
0 
We defined the linear gain parame t er a in Chapter 3, following 
(3 . 49); we write it again for convenience : 
a = vN VTI I <bu p ll a> j 2 / 6t. h cku 
0 0 
( 5 . 1) 
(5 . 2) 
(5 . 3) 
The only parame t ers in this expression t hat depend on the part icu l ar 
transition are : N - the population inversion, j<bllplla>j
2 
- the line 
0 
strength, v - t he frequency , and ku - t he Doppler width . Since t he 
Doppler width i s proportional to the frequency of the r adi at ion, the 
l atter t wo quantities cance l each other , and we are l eft with two 
quantities which depend on the transition: the population inversion and 
the l ine strength . 
The experi mental l y d e t ermine d gain parameters for the three 
transitions mentioned previous ly are 
2;; (3 . 3913-µ) 6 - 1 111 
2c; (1.15 23-µ) .1 2 -1 rn 
2a ( .6238-p) . 06 - 1 m 
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when the discha rge current is 10 ma ., which is near the optimum current 
value for the 6328-l oscillation ~1en our l ab processed tubes are used . 
( The gain value for the 1 . 1523-µ transition was obtained from reference 
75; the other values were determine d in the l ab using a l aser tube with 
gas pressure of 1 To rr and a r atio He:Ne = 10:1.) To obtain corresponding 
values for a , we must know the value f o r a = yab /ku for each 
transition . From our measurements, the value for the 3.3913-µ trans ition 
is a = 0.3 at the gas pressure given above . Comparing our measurements 
of the d ecay rates (describ e d in the following chapters) with those of 
Decomps and Dumont (45), we conclude tha t the decay rate of the 3p
4 
l evel 
is about twice as l arge as that of the 2p 
4 
leve l. Thus the value of 
0 . 
a= yab/ku for the 6328-A line should be about .03. The correspondi ng 
value of a for the 1.1523-µ transi t ion ehould be about 0.1, according 
to the d ecay rate r esults :in (45). We can now compute values for 
Re w(O + i a ) and obta in the following values for a : 
a(3. 3913-µ ) ~ 4; 0 
a(l .15 23--µ) ~. 07 
a( . 6328-µ) ~ . 03 
Fa ust and NcFarlane (75) discussed th e r e l a t ive gains of these 
three tra n s itions and cal culated th e ir line s tr en gths, b ased on the j-1 
coupling sch eme of Racah (76) and th e Coulomb approx imation me tho d of 




( 3 . 3913- µ) 




(1.15 23-p) line 
l i n e . Th e reasons l ny in t h e fact s that the spatia l over l ap for tran-
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sitions b e t ween states with the same principal quantum number is much 
larger , resulting in l arger values for the overlap integrals; and 
that the larger spatial extent of the higher excited l evel s leads to 
larger values for these overlap integrals . 
On the basis of these line strength calculations we conclude 
from looking at equation (5.3) th~t the measured values for a at 
0 
3 . 3913-µ and at 6328-A are much different mainly b ecaus e the line 
~trengths for the two transitions are much diffe~ent . Since the ratio 
of the measured values is 4.0/.03 ~ 130, the calculated line strengths 
do not quite account for the entire difference . Poss i bly the line 
strength calculations are slightly inaccurate, or possibly the remainder 
is due to differences in population inversion, N 
0 
The l a tter reason 
is possib l e since the 3p
4 
level decay rate is l arger than tha t of the 
level, meaning the steady-state population of the leve l could 
b e significantly less than that of the 2p 
4 
level. 
Faust and Mcfarlane did not allow for a non-negligible value 
of yab/ku when making comparisons of gain measurements with line 
strengths; i . e., they set a = a , using our not a tion. Thus their con-
clusions are not comp l ete ly correct . 
These res ults are in accord with the observations tha t th e 
saturation signal intensity, 
2 o o I 
1
2 3h yayb/ <b11p11a> , 
a s d e fine d following (3. !f9), i s ab out 
2 50 rri.w / c rn for the 3.3913-µ lin e 
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2 0 
and a few wat t s / cm for the 6328-A l ine (7 8) . ( We should note here that 
0 
the discuss ion of gain constants for the 3 .3913-µ and 6328-A transitions 
in the introduc t ion t o reference 7 is misleading . The authors sta t ed 
that one reason for th e l arger gain parameter at the longer wavelength 
transition was due to the smaller Doppler width; this i s incorrect .) 
5.3-=1_ Ef.lect of ]_!..39-µ Os<;_illation -2..!!. Visible Output 
Probably the mos t popular l a ser in the pas t decad e has b een 
0 
the 6328-A He-Ne l as e r . Since t h e 3 . 39-µ and visib l e transitions , 
s uch as the 6328-A transition, h ave a common uppe r l evel , a He-Ne l aser 
0 
which is designed t o oscillate a t the 6328- A wave l ength wi ll suffer due 
to the pre sence of 3.39-µ oscillation, since this tends to d e plete the 
upper l evel population. Oscillation occurs at 3.39-µ eve n though the 
mirrors (which are die l e ctric coa t e d for very high refl ectance at 
6328-A) may r e fl ec t only 20% of the 3 . 39--µ r a dia tion; the gain of t his 
particular transi t ion is high enough to overcome these large cavi t y 
l oss es . \ 
Various me tho ds of e limina ting this 3.39-µ o scilla tion h a v e 
b e en d evi sed . One me th od of imp eding 3.39-µ o scilla tion a n d s i mul-
0 
t a n e ous l y enh a ncing the 6328-A o u tpu t invo l ves the use of magn e ti c 
fields . Expe riments on this sub j ec t we r e f i r s t r epor t e d b y Be ll a nd 
Bloom (79), and as a r esult of t hese observa tions many commer i ca l 
0 
6328-A l a ser s n ow h ave small a lni co magn e ts place d n ear the d is cha r ge 
t ub e t o e nhance the output . 
A He - Ne l aser tub e wi th Br c,,,·s t e r a ng l e windm·rs a llows one 
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linear polarization component to pass through the window with no re-
flection losses, while the orthogonal component suffers fairly large 
reflection losses; hence the laser radiation is linearly polarized. 
This type of configuration is especially important for the visible 
output, since the low gain transition demands a low loss cavity in 
order to oscillate . Experience with laser tubes processed in the 
laboratory has shown that those tubes with ftrewster angle windows 
which are slightly misaligned will allow the 3.39-µ line to oscillate 
0 
more strongly, at the expense of the 6328-A oscillation, due to the 
fact that the low gain transition is affected to a much greater degree 
by slight cavity losses. 
When axial magnetic fields exist in the region of a laser 
discharge tube with Brewster angle windows, the 3.39-µ oscillation is 
selectively impeded due to two characteristics: th~ Doppler width at 
3.39-µ is 5.5 times smaller than at 6328-A, leading to a much more 
pronounced splitting of the gain curves for the circular polarization 
components; and the much higher gain of the 3.39-µ line means corres-
ponding larger Faraday rotation of a linearly polarized signal. It has 
been shown theoretically (20, 35) that if a linearly polarized mode is 
oscillating at line center in a cavity with x-y anisotr0pies (due to the 
Brewster angle windows in our case), it will r emain linearly polarized 
for values cf applied axial magnetic field up to a certain critical value. 
(For larger fields this mode will split into circularly polarized 
components at slightly different frequencies.) However the polarization 
direction rotates as the field increases; the angle between the polar-
ization direction at the critical field value and the original low-loss 
-119...: 
polarizat ion direction will be between 45° and 90°, depe nding on the 
amount of anisotropy in the cavity (35). Thi s rotation occurs because 
the opposite effects of Faraday rotation and rotation at the anisotropy 
surf aces must balance each other in orde r for the condition of r esonance 
to be met . As a consequence of this rotation , the cavity losses rise 
due to reflections at the Brewster angle windows. The polarization 
0 
rotation of a 3.39-µ mode is much greater than that of a 6328-A mode at 
a given value of axial field because Faraday rota tion is proportional 
to a and is a monotonically increasing function of y (~ /ku) for these 
transitions (see equation (3.55) and the following discuss ion). Hence 
the losses for the 3 .39-µ mode are correspondin81Y larger than those of 
0 
the 6328-A mode . Bell and Bloom found tha t th ese loss effects on the 
6328-l radiation are more than offset by the beneficial effects of 
eliminating the 3.39-µ competition (79). If the magnetic field is 
larger than the critical value for the 3.39-µ mode but much l ower than 
0 
the critical value for the 6328-A mode, t he circular polariza tions of 
the 3 . 39-µ radiation will suffer l arge los ses at the Brewster angle 
windows , and the r esult will again be enhancement of the visible radia-
tion . These ideas s hould remain valid for modes which are disp l a ced 
slightly from l ine center becaus e Faraday rotation is inse n sitive· to 
this type of devia tion. 
For short l aser cavities, such t hat th e s pacing of the cavity 
resona n ces is about th e same as the 3.39-p Dopp l er wid t h, transverse 
magnet ic fields c a n also be effective in redu c ing the effe c t of 3.39-p 
compc:~tition on th e vis ible output. If ,,.e c a ll t:he dir e ction of the 
magnetic field the y--direction , the n the Bre1·1ste.r angl e wi.ndm.1s should 
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b e set to pass x - polarized r adiation with no r eflection losses . The 
gain curves for the 3.39-µ x-pol arization will split as the magnetic 
fi e ld increases , and the t otal gain for a cavity r esonance n ear line 
0 
c en t e r will decrease . Since the Doppler width for the 63 28-A tran-
sition is much larger , the Zeeman splitting will have a n insignificant 
effe ct on its gain . Labora tory experiments with a 55 cm . l aser cavity 
have shm·m that the use of small alnico magnets arranged to give in-
h omogeneou s transve r se and axial fields will r educe the amount of 
3.39-µ power output to a grea t e r extent if the Brewster a ngle windows 
are set to p ass x-polarization wi th no losses , as described above , 
r athe r than being set to pass y-pola rization with no losses. 
0 
Another method of eliminatin g 3 . 39-µ oscilla tion in a 6328-A 
laser involves the use of methane gas in the c a v i t y. The peak of th e 
P
7 
b ranch of t he v
3 
vibration- rotation ab sorption b a nd of methane 
-1 




transi tion (81, 82). This 
coincide n ce a llows one to use a meth ane absorp tion cell of short 
l ength (1 cm . ) in the lase r cavity to comp l e t e l y e liminate 3.39-µ 
oscillation. If the absorption c e ll is ma de wi th Brewster ang l e win-
0 
<lows , it will pass the 6328-A radiat i on with no signif i cant l osses ; 
h ence t he overall effect i s an e nha ncement of the visib l e output . A 
mo r e deta iled discussion of this methane absorption line wi ll be g i ven 
in section 5 . 5. 
Optii;;ul'\ pm·7er out put C\t 3. 39-p calls for :-i. pair of mirrors 
\dth i:c .'.: l ec l. ancc product equa l to a bout . 5 - higher th c-m the re.fle et-
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ances that the mirrors which are dielectric coated for use at 6328-l 
0 
happen to give , yet much lower than the required r efl ectances for 6328-A 
oscillation . When methane gas is introduced into thii typ e of cavity, 
the 3s 2 -+ 3p4 
oscillation is quenched, as expected; h owever Moore (80) 





l ine at 3.3903-µ, about 1 cm.-l higher than the dominan t 
3.3913-µ line . The linear gain p arameter , a, for this transition was 




transition (80). This is 
· quit e high compare d with other t ransi tions , but ·not high enough to 
oscillate in the usua l visible laser cavity with mirrors coated for 
high reflectance at the red waveleng ths. 




line is allowed to oscillate, it 
saturates the transition quit e easily, reducing th e 3s
2 
l eve l population 




level populations (the l atter effect is due 
to collis ions - t he extent of this collision induced tr ansfer is not 




transition. The use 
of higher reflectance mirrors would require l ess gain a t the 3.3903-µ 
l ine in order for i t to oscilla te, but this also would c aus e the 3.3913-µ 
oscillation to saturate the transi t ion to a g reater ex tent, and the re-
sult is the same - no 3.3903-µ oscillation. Only the introduction of 
the selective absorber meth ane ch anges the picture . 
We have studied this 3.39--µ competi t ion effect by placing a 
1 cm. methane absorption c e ll in a He-Ne laser c avity with mirror 
reflectances a t 3.39-µ of 99 % and 50%, and d i scharge tub e meas urements 
of 50 cm. l eng th and 2.6 mm . diamet e r . The total pressure in ci1 e tube 
through a Siwx spectrometer with a resol ution of . 2 cm-l in orde r to 
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ob serve - the relative intensities of the two 3.39- µ lines for various 
press ures of methane in the absorption cell. The intensities of the 
two . lines were almost equal when the pressure was about 7 Torr, and 
above 10 Torr the 3 . 3913-µ line was e liminated , leaving only the 
3.3903-µ line . The results were substantially the same for pressures 
ranging from just above 10 Torr to about . 5 atmosph er'e . At atmospheric 
pressure the 3 . 3903-µ poHer output was slightly l ower, due most likely 
to pressure broadening of the methane absorption peak . 
5.4 The Experimental Facility 
The experimental apparatus for the study of saturation effects 
in a 3.39-µ l aser amplifier was assembled on a heavy steel table whos e 
surface dimensions are 260 cm. by 120 cm. This t able rests on a con-
crete slab in a sub-ba seme nt l aboratory . Most of the apparatus was 
bolted t o the table for long-term stability . Power supplies for the 
apparatus resided in a rack beside the table . 
Figure 13 depicts schematically the basic setup for the mea -
sur.e me nts of gain, Fa r a da y rotation, and nonlinearity- induced a n isotrop y . 
The abbrevi a tions in the Figure are 
A - ana lyze r 
BS - b eam splitt e r 
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The leng th of the He -Ne laser oscillator cavity was 55 cm., 
which produced a longitudinal cavity resonance spac ing of about 275 HHz. 
This was sufficient spacing to obtain single Till-~ mode output at 
ooq 
eithe r of the 3.39-µ wavelengths . The spherical mirror which was con-
nected to the PZT had a r e flec tance of nearly 100%, while the r ef l ect-
ance of the flat output mirror was 50% . This r e flectance was low 
enough such th at only the 3s 2 + 3p4 
line at 3. 3913-µ could oscilla t e 
unde r normal conditions. By placing a 1 cm. l ength methane absorption 
cell in the cavity, with methane pressure above 10 Torr, we could 
quench the 3s
2 





line at 3.3903-µ. The He-Ne discharge tube use d in the l aser 
cavity was 45 cm . l ong with a bore diamet e r of 2. 6 imn., and it had 
Brewster ang l e windows . 
The l aser oscillator output was passed through a variable 
attenuator consisting of t wo calcite polarizers and given the d es ire d 
polar iza tion ellipticity with the quar t e r wave pla t e . (The measurements 
of gain and rotation versus magne tic field for a linearly polar ized 
signa l we r e conduc ted wi t hout t h e qua r t e r wa v e pla t e .) Th e b eam was 
collima t e d with a qua rtz lens and the n pa ssed through a He-Ne amp l ifier 
tub e with a dis charge l e n g th o f 50 cm. and a b o r e d iame t e r of 3.8 mm. 
The b eam d iame t e r was slightly g r eat e r than 2 mm . thr oughout the l eng th 
o f the tub e . Th e ampl ifie r tube was first fil l e d to a pre s s ur e of 1.0 
. 3 20 
Torr with a 9:1 mixture of He and Ne and s e a l ed off. For l ater mea-
s ure me nt s i t was c onnect e d to a v acuum s t a tion s o that the press ures 
0 f t ll ., i 1 ,~ 3 " i• c' '-1 "' 2 O " » L\ 1 cl b "' v" 1- ·i c· c1 I.:. .:..._ c:.. , l L • \. 1.. l. ... . l . , <-·i . • • Tiw t ub e P a s c e nt e r e d i n a ma g-
n e ti c f i eld so l 2110:i ,1 wh ich covt', 1:·Lcl t h e en tj_re s e c ti.on o f the d :l.scha r ge 
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that took part in the l aser process. The normals to the plane windows 
of the amplifier tube were tilted about 2° from the axial direction in 
order to reduce reflection instabilities. 
The amplifier output beam was choppe d at a frequency of 
220 Hz; and then it passed through an iris, which blocked almost all 
of the axially directed spontaneous emission from the amplifier. In 
later experiments the chopper was placed in front of the amplifier 
tube, the result being that only the chopped la.ser signal could be 
detected by the AC detection system. This method is more effective in 
eliminating spontaneous emission "noise"; however , for our experiments 
both methods proved to be adequate. 
The b eam was then split by a silicon flat whose normal was 
placed at a small angle with respect to the beam direction. The trans-
mitted portion was ana lyzed with a calcite analyzer and detected with 
an indium arsenide photodiode. The reflection channel was focused 
directly onto another In.As photodiode. The photodiode signal outputs 
were fed into separate detector meters, each having a DC output pro-
portional to i ts meter deflection . (The PAR phase-lock dete ctor is 
superio r in sensi t ivity t o the signal, since it can reduce the nois e 
bandwidth to a few hertz or l ess. It was used a lone when making gain 
saturation measureme nts.) 
For most of the measu reme nts the DC outputs of the AC 
detection channels were each connected to a Y channel of an XY two-
channel recorder . \·JiH::n the magnetic fie ld was a variable , the x-axis 
clw nnel \·12s con nec ted as shmvn in Figure 1 3, so that the x-axis de-
fJ.ec L:i on P2.S proportional to t h e a x.ia l rnagn2tic field. When the rnca-
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surement s of zero-f i e ld nonlinearity- induced anisotropy were made, the 
x-axis was swept at a low r ate of 50 sec.fin . by an i n terna l sawtooth 
signa l. Hore detai l ed accounts of the detection methods p ert inent to 
each expe riment will b e give n in the following chapters . 
In order t o tune the signal from the l aser oscillator to line 
center, the signal was attenuated and passed through the a mpl if i er tube 
in the pr esence of an axial magnetic fi e ld of approximately 60 gauss. 
Then the PZT voltage was v a ried (this changes the mirror separation, 
or cavity l e n g th, over a dista nce of a few microns) to tune the oscilla -
tor signal to the point at which t he e llip ti c i ty of the amplifier output 
d ec r eased t o zero . Since the amp lifie r input signal was linearly 
\ 
pola rized, it would r emain linearl y polarized under these conditions 
only if it were at line c e nte r. The high gains of the 3 . 39-µ signals 
make this me thod of tuning to line center quite effective . The maxi-
mum drif t encountered during the observat i on periods was about ±2 MHz . 
These r esult s were obtained when the mirror connected to t he PZT unit 
was shielded from air currents, due mainly t o the ch opper . The shiel d-
I 
ing was effec ted by placing a glass s lide or the absorption cell dikect-
l y in front of t h e mi rror holder , or by placing a cylindrical plexiglass 
s h eath between the mirro r holder and the d ischarge tub e . 
Magne tic fi e ld meas ur ements were made using a Bell Model 1 20 
Gaussme t er with an axial probe . Effects of the steel t ab l e on the mag-
n e tic fi e l d produced at the p os ition of th e amplifier tube we re found 
to be n et;l:lgibl e . The axial component of the ear t h ' s fi e ld could be 
b a l anced out b v the so l enoid, l eaving a residua l t ransv e r se magn etic 
fie l d of . 38 g auss . Th e effec. ts of this resid un l t rcrnsverse fie1d CJ.nd 
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the ef f e cts of the s light inhomogeneities in the a x ial fi e ld produced 
by the sol enoid will b e discussed i n chapter 8. 
5. 5 !::._ Study of the Methane Absorpt_ion Line at 3 . 3913-µ 
By placing an absorption cell of 15 cm . l e ngth in the p a th 
of t he r e flect e d b eam of Figure 1 3 , we were ab l e t o s ·can the absorption 
profile ·of the P 
7 
branch of the v
3 
absorption b a nd of methane at 
3. 3913-µ . A short (32 cm . l eng th) l aser tube was placed i n a cavity of 
40 cm. l e n g th for u se as a s i ngle-mode laser oscill ator, tuneable ove~ a 
300 MHz r egion . The discharge current of the l aser oscillator tube was 





line and the consequent mode pulling e ffect . 
The PZT voltage was varied over a finely controlled range by a He l ipot , 
and the voltage was moriitored wi th a Da r cy 440 Vol tmeter , so that volt age 
preci sion of one p a rt in 500 could b e a ttained - the limit was se t by 
the output fluctuations of the Hewl e tt-Packard Model 71 2A voltage supply . 
The volt age precis i on meant a 1 Milz frequency t uning precision capability 
for the l as e r oscillator. 
The line c e n ter was firs t d etermine d b y th e method dis cus s e d 
in the previous section . Using the 3.3913- µ line , we we r e ab l e to 
determine line cent er t o within ±1 NHz in this ma nner. Following this 
d e t e rmina tion the amplifier t ub e was turne d off, a nd a c~libration p l ot 
o f the channel sensitivit i es was t a k en. Th e n the me thane was introduced 
into the ab s orp t ion cell , and t h e l aser tuning v o ltRge \·JBS varie d in 
ord e r to scan the me tha n e ab s orption peak. Aft e r each run at a p~ r t icular 
pressure of me tha ne , a l i ne center determina t ion was made i n orde r t o 
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take s low drifts i nto account. 
- -1 
Due t o the high gai.n of the 3 .39- µ l aser (a ~ 1 . 0 m for 
the l ow values of discharge current u sed), the re was appreciab l e mode 
pulling toward line cent e r. Ca lculations b ased on Bennett's anal ysis 
( 6) show t hat the mode pulling fo r this case is about 6% of the 
separation from line c enter f or a fr equency s eparation between cavity 
resonance a nd line center of l ess than .5 times the Doppler width. The 
. meth a n e p eak occurs barely within this interva l .•. . and we h ave. cor r ected . 
our r esults to account for this effect. This ~ode pulling phenomenon 
reduces o ur accuracy , t h ou gh; our calcu l a t ed d is t ance of the methane 




l ine center could b e off by a f ew MHz. 
For this r eason we h ave rounded off the r esul t t o the n ear es t 5 MHz . 
Our r esults f o r three pressures of methane are shown in 
Figure 1 4 . The absorption p eak is d isp l aced 125 MHz high er than the 
-1 
l ine center, which is a t 2947 . 902 cm . (73). The line 
h a l f-width inc r eases at higher press ures due t o pressure broade ning. 
The l ow pressure h alf - width i s 1 3 0 MHz , which corresponds very we ll 
with the Dopp l er h a lf-·wi d th a t h a l f-max imum inte n s ity of 1 30 MHz for 
meth a n e at 2 9 0° K. Th e values for the p e ak ab s orption a t the t hr e e 
pre s s u r es c o r r e spond to a n a b sorptio n c o effi c i e n t of abou t 0 . 1 2 ·cm~ 1 
-1 
Torr . This v a lue is cons i s t e nt with our experime nta l studies invol v-
ing th e u se of th e 1 cm. l e n g th intracav i ty ab sorption cel l, dis cussed 
i n section 5 . 3 . 
The 3.39-µ l aser h As been us e d t o scan this metha n e a b sorp tion 
line in a diff8r~.1t ffi~na~r by Gerri tsen and He l l er ( 82) , and b y Gol<lrin g 
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much larger range by applying an axial magnetic field and eliminating 
one polarization component. They assumed that the spectral output of 
the laser could be approximated by a continuous Doppler lineshape 
whose center frequency was tuned by the magnetic field. Aside from the 
ques tionable accuracy of this approximation , this puts a limitation 
on the "slitwidth" of the laser spectrometer of about 100 MHz (82), 
which is about four orders of magnitude large r than the resolution ob-
tained through the use of a single-mode output scan. This method also 
suffers from mode pulling effects, which would weight the cente r of 
the assumed "Doppler lineshape" more than the wings. The mode pulling 
effects probably do not play as significant a part as they do in the 
sing le-mode method, however . The main advantage of the method of 
Gerritsen and Hell er is the capability of a larger tuning range. 
A clever means of studying the "phase-memory" linewid th of 
this methane line involves the saturation of its absorption by the 
intr acavity 3.39-p laser signal (84). This is similar to the study of 
the homogeneous linewidth 'Of a laser transition by observing the "Lamb 
\ 
dip' 1 • Both methods succeed in bei ng ab l e to study pressure broadening 
of the natural l inewidth even though the pressure broadening is much 
smaller than th e Dopple r broadening. 
Gerritse n and Hel l er ( 82) concluded that t he peak of the 
methane line was about 120 MHz blue of the neon 3s
2 
->- 3p Lf line center, 
which agrees fairly well with our results . The ir est i mated value for 
the absorption coeffic i en t, based on measureme nts t aken at a methane 
-] -1 
pressure of 0 . 7 Torr , was 0 .18 cm · Torr . This i s quj_ t e a bit h :Lgl1er 
, r O ] ? -1 'I' -1 t han our va.Lue 01: . -·- c1n .ar r . 
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Now let u s consider the amount of pressure broadening which 
we observed . References 82 and 84 r eport a pressure broadening half-
width coefficient of about 8 HHz/Torr for pure self-broadening . Using 
this value, we would exp ect to observe a slight broadening of the 
Doppler lineshape at the wings of the line when the methane pressure 
is 1 t o 2 Torr. The lineshapes would b e broadened in' a manner similar 
to those shown in Figure 2. The lineshape for low pressures corresponds 
to a = 0, and the lineshape for 2 . 0 Torr pressure would correspond to 
a value of a= .125. (This is based on a Dopp l er h alfwid th of 130 HHz.) 
Our experimental lineshape for a methane pressure of 2.0 Torr corres-
ponds to a value of a~ . 25, hm-rever . This discrepancy is probably due 




APPLICATION OF LOW PRESSURE THEORIES TO ~ 
3.39 MICRON TRANSITIONS OF He-Ne 
6.1 Introduction 
Our first experimental studies of saturation effects were 
performed with an amplifier tube which was filled to a pressure of 1.0 
Torr, with a 10:1 ratio of He:Ne·. The tube was sealed off, so there 
was no way of varying the gas pressure and observing effects on the 
amplifier characteristics. The experimental data were compared with the 
existing low pressure theories: the weak signal isotropic decay theory 
of Chapter 3 and the strong signal theory of Chapter 4. It was felt at 
the time that the gas pressure for this tube was low enough so that 
these theories would be applicable. 
The results of these experiments are presented in this chapter. 
The gain and Faraday rotation data for a linearly polarized input signal 
correspond quite well with theoretical curves, assuming certain values 
for the decay rates and linewidths. The nonlinear "dips" for low values 
of magnetic field are observable for the (J = 1 to J = 1) 3.3903-µ 
line but not for the (J = 1 to J = 2) 3.3913-µ line. The rionlinearity-
induced anisotropy data for an elliptically polarized input signal 
operating on the J = 1 to J = 2 transition deviate from the theoretical 
predictions, however. The deviation is slight, so that one could 
logically blame this on some sort of systematic error. However we shall 
see in the following chapter that this type of deviation should be ex-
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pected when pressure effects are considered. 
6.2 Linearly Polarized Input Signal: Gain and Faraday Rotation 
The basic setup for the gain and Faraday rotation measurements 
is described in Section 5.4 and pictured in Figure 13. The quarter 
wave plate shown in Figure 13 was not used for these experiments, so 
that the input signal to the amplifier was linearly polarized. 
First the magnetic field was set at zero while the gain was 
measured for input signals of various intensities. Care was t aken to 
keep the signal at line center by monitoring the signal in the manner 
described in Section 5.4. It was also important to wait until the 
amplifier tube was warmed up before taking gain measurements. The 
experimental results for each of the 3.39-~ signals are shown in Figures 
15 and 16, along with theoretical curves which are based on the strong 
signal equations (4.10) and (4.14), for r = O. These data demons trate 










(J = 1 to J = 1) transi tion. The degree of gain 
s aturation at high signal strengths depends on. the value of the normal-
ized homogeneous l inewidth , a. For a given value of the parameter a , 
the saturated gain remains relative ly constant even though the s mall 
signal gain varies over a certain range; this is demonstrated in Figure 
· 16 by the t wo gain curves for a = 0.3. The data for both transitions 
fit the gain satura tion curves when a= 0.3. Further me asurement s of 
gain sa turation yielded value s for a which were consistently between 
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calculations ci1at the decay rates of the 3p2 and 3p4 
levels are equal, 
and that the homogeneous linewidths were 0.3 times the Doppler width 
parameter, ku. 
Measurements of Faraday rotation and gain versus axial mag-
netic field were then taken , making use of the two-channe l XY recorder 
shown in Figure 13. Th e x-axi s de flection was arranged to b e proper-
tiona l t o the axial field. Then the analyzer A in the transmission 
channe l (channel 1) was set at 45° with respect to the pla ne of polar-
ization of the signal when the magnetic field was zero. If we call 
the output signal intensity at ze r o magnetic field I , and the output 
0 
signal intensity at a non-zero v a lue of magnetic field I(y), then the 
two recorder plots simultaneou s ly yielded the quantities 
2 2 
I(y)cos B/I cos (n/4) and I(y)/I . Thus the gain variation with mag-
o 0 
netic fi e l d was obta ine d directly, and the Faraday rotation ang le, 
<I>= 8- (n/4), was obtaine d through simple calculations . Four plots were 
t aken for each value of input s i gna l intensity, and the process was 
repea t e d for various values of input signal intens ity. 
The results of these meas urements are s h own in Figures 17 
through 20. In these fig u res each exp e riment a l p oint r epresents an 
average from four successive measurements t aken under the same conditions . 
The e rr o r b racke ts r epresent p lus and minus one standard deviation base d 
on ci1ese measu remen ts . With t he values of a = l. 76 m-l and a = 0.3, 
d e t ermin e d from the gain satu rat ion data , and with n /2n=l.82 MHz /gauss , 
a 
rib/2 ·11=, l. 9 7: mz / gauss, good fits t o the experimental points of Figures 17 
through 19 wen?. ob t ainecl for A = 0. 05, B = 0 . 25, a nd Ku = 165 MHz . The 
dischar~:; c cun:cnt ,.,-as 1 2 ma . during th e course of these meas urements . 
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- Figure 17 
Gain ve rsus Axial Ha unctic F i e ld for Var i ous 3.3903-µ 
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Figure 20 
Faraday Rotation for Va r iO\JS 3 . 3913-·JJ (J = 1 to J = 2 ) 
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Figure 17 shows the trave ling wave gain dip at small values 
of magnetic field f or the J = 1 to J = 1 signal. The solid lines 
were obtaine d from equation (3.57), using the isotropic decay limit. 
According to this theory the dip width depends on the value of A, since 
it occurs because of the effects of coherence existing among the upper 
subleve ls. This gives a good me thod of determining the upper level 
decay constant . 
Figure 18 shows the Fa r a day rotation for the J = 1 to J = 1 
signal, and Figure 19 is a more detailed view of the low magnetic field 
region of Figure 18 . It is obvious that a dip in the Faraday rotation 
occurs at small values of magnetic field for sufficiently strong signal 
intensities. The long dashed curve is the unsatura t e d Farada y rotation 
obtained by assuming the polarization of the med i um to b e line arly de-
p enden t on signal s trength: 
¢i l o:z Im H (y) (6.1) 
whe re 
W(y) 2:2 CH, H-1 w(yb + Ho + i a ) 
H 
. 5 w (y b + i a ) + . 5 w (ya + ia) (6 . 2 ) 
The solid curves in Figures 18 and 1 9 are theoretical curves 
obtRined by us ing eq u~ t ion ( 3 . 5 8), as suming i s otropic de c a y . We see 
points i n its r egi on of v 2l:i ch ty . He observe a rP.Vl.?_Tsa :J:. of the Farmlay 
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rotation at small magnetic fields when I. = 1.2, 
in 
as predicted in 
Chapter 3, although the weak signal theory ceases to be ~uantitatively 
v a lid for such signal strengths . (The dotted curve is merel y a line 
joini ng the experimental points. ) Presumably l ar·ger signals would 
produ ce a l arger d ip in the rotation; thus our theoret ical predictions 
are qualitatively accurate for strong sign als . 
The short dashed line in Figure 1 8 is a theore tical curve 
using equations (4.12) and (4 . 13) . Since the value of ya at 50 gauss 
i s 0.55, the condition of validity of (4.12) and (4.13) is not qui te 
satisfied for magne tic fields of this size . The effects of the coherent 
interac tions are not quite n egligible in this region, as is assumed in 
the derivation of (4.12) and (4.13); thus we expect the experiment a l 
points to be a little lower tha n the dashed curve. 
Figure 20 shows the Faraday r otation fo r the J = 1 to J = 2 
signal. Th e d isch arge current was 14 ma during the course of these 
measurements . The long dashed curve is once again the unsaturated or 
linear rota tion, for a value of 
- 1 
a= 4.96 m and for Qb/2TI=l.67 MHz/ 
gauss. Compari son of Figure s 18 and 20 supports our argument .tha t the 
effects of the coheren t interact ion t erms are much stronger for a J = 1 
to J = 1 transition than for a ,J = 1 to J = 2 transition . There are 
no dips in the curves sho~n in Figure 20, even for large val ues of in-
put signal s trength . 
The weak signa l the ory p r esented in Chapter 3 was not very 
useful when appl:i.ecl to this transition. For signa l strcngtl1 s which 
a r e lm·; enough s u ch that the pertu rba tiona l r esults <He valid, the 
d egree o f saturation is so small that the dif fe r e nce bet1·:een u ns<J.tura l ccl 
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and saturated Faraday rotations is within the error limits for the 
experimental points. The gain for the case I . = 0.07 in Figure 20 
in 
was 26, which means that near the output end of the amplifier the signal 
strength was too large for the weak signal theory to be applicable; 
and the results for this case indicate only a slight decrease in Faraday 
rotation from that predicted by the linear theory. 
The short dashed lines in Figure 20 were obtained from 
equations (4.22) and (4.23). These equations assume the circular 
component interactions are negligible, and the comments made for the 
short d ashed line in Figure 18 hold here also. 
Equation (4.18) was used to obtain the solid lines of Figure 
20. (This involved an extensive numerical integration first over 
velocities and second over the axial distance z . Thanks go to A. Dienes 
and 11. Sargent III of Bell Telephone Labs for developing the computer 
programs and perfonning this nume rical integration.) In deriving 
equation (4.18) we assumed the left and right circular components 
interact via the upper sublevels only, and that B = a= 0.3. Actually 
B is s mall e r th a n this value ; s i n c e th e n onlinear inte rac tion t e r ms 
are proportional to B, this prob ably r e sults in predicting too much 
saturation. We s ee tha t the ex p e riment a l points are slightly high e r 
th a n th e s olid curves , b u t the over a ll fit i s g ood. 
In genera l, good a g r eement between exp e riment and th e pre -
dictions of the low pr e s s ure th e orie s was found. Although there was 
re3son to b e Jj eve th a l the assu"1pt :i.on ya +· y b 2y 1_ , which these ao 
tl1eor i. e~~ cont::tin , was not strict ly valid f o r a gas pressure of 1 . 0 Tor r 
(30 ), t lle rc l <-1:-:.:ation of thj s condi t:Lon w;Js not necE· s~rnry for th e ga i n 
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and Faraday rotation experiment s presented in this section . The experi-
me ntal points for the J = 1 to J = 1 signal were found also to agree 
with weak signal theoretica l predictions (a t signal strengths for which 
the we ak signal theory was valid) assuming 2y ab > ya + yb and iso-
tropic d ecay . The values of the homogeneous linewidth parameter for 
which good fits were mad e were 0. 3::; a ~ 0. 35, and the correspond ing 
r a nge for the lowe r l evel d ecay rate p a rameter was .25 2: B 2: .20 . The 
value of the upper l evel decay rat e parameter, which i s . given by the 
dip width, r e ma ined at A= .05 . The values A = 0 . 5, B = .20, a = .35 
are prob ably closer to the actual d ecay rates . Thus these experiments 
yie lde d an accurate v a lue for A but only approx imate values fo r B 
and a. 
6.3 Elliptically Polarized Input Signal : .!i_onlinearlli-Induce d 
Anis o t_:i:2QY 
For meas urement s of zero field nonlinearity-induced anisotropy , 
or ~he change in e llipticity of a s i gnal as i t passes t hrough the 
amplifier when no axial magnetic fie ld i s applie d , the arrangement in 
Figure 1 3 was used , with the exception tha t the x-axi s of the XY r e -
corder was dis connected from the magnetic field so l enoid and a llowed 
to sweep at a s l ow ( 5 0 s ec .fin .) r ate . The s i gnal was tuned to l ine 
center while the quar t er ,,1;.w e plate (QFP) was removed; th e n t h e QWP 
was placed in its position , and measurements of intensity and e ll i pticity 
of th e output s i gn a l were made for var ious values of input signal in-
t e nsi ty . Channe l 2 in Figure 1 3 meas u r e d the inte n s ity , ,._,h :Lle th e 
analyzer in channel 1 wa s rota t ed manual l y to r ead th e maxi1num a nd 
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minimum of the signal polarization ellipse. The slowly sweeping re-
corder pens plotted this information. In this manner slight fluctuations 
in output signal intensity could be taken into account when computing 
the e llipticity of the signal, because the two pieces of information 
were recorded simultaneously on paper. The accuracy necessary to detect 
the nonlinearity-induced anisotropy with reasonable error limits re-
quired the use of this me thod of measurement. 
When the measurements were complete, the amplifier tub e was 
turned off, and measurements o f the ellipticity and the intensity a t 
the same settings of the attenuator were then made. This information 
was enough to detennin e gain saturation and e llipticity change at 
various input signal strengths, which were given in terms of the sat-
ura tion intensity parameter, 
The results for the J = 1 to J = 2 signal at 3.3913-µ are 
shown i n Figure 21. The small signal gain constant for these results 
was a 3 .1 (~=a Re w (O + i.3)), which corresponds to a linear 
gain o f 22 . The amplifier tube discharge current was 12ma. The input 





was set at . 600 ± . 002. The r eading error for the e llipticity mea-
surements was b et t er tha n ± . 002. This kind of accuracy neces sitates 
c a l ibrations of t he nonlinearities of the d e t e ction equipme nt r esponses . 
These c a librat ions we r e p e r forr:k'.d , and more detai l ed comi;1ent:: s a b out t h em 
are in Ch a pter 8. 
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The solid curve in Figure 21 was obtained using equations 
(4.14) and (4.15), and the d ashed curve was obtained from the gain 
equations resulting from (3 . 63) and its counterpart for the n egat ive 
helicity component . The a tomic p arameters u sed for these theoretical 
curves were a= 0. 3 , A= 0.05 , B = 0.25, 'Ku = 165 MHz , Qb/2TI=l.67 MH~ / 
gauss. The figure shows that the weak signal theory predicts too mu ch 
ell ipticity chan ge when the sign a l s trength goes beyond its limits of 
v a lidity. This ty pe of b eh avior was first n o ticed b y Dienes (1). 
Howeve r even the s trong signal theory s eems t o p redict too much e llip-
ticity change in t his case. Since both of these theori es are v a lid 
only f or very low pressur es , this deviation i s most like ly due to 
pressure effects . 
Experiment s studying a l aser excited Hanle effect in a He-Ne 
discharge h a d shown that the decay of the common l aser l evel s was 
slightly aniso tropic at the pressures used in our amp l ifie r tube (4 5 ). 
Toml inson and Fork (30 , 42) first noted tha t anisotrop i c d ecay woul d 
influence the coupling st r en gth of the trans i t i on , and this , of course, 
di rectly affects the nonlinearity induced anisotropy (see the pertinent 
discuss i on in Chapter 3 ). Our r esults with the seal ed-off tube with a 
·gas pressure of 1. 0 Torr did n ot dispel doubts tha t th is d evi at ion 
could b e asc ribed to pressure effects - i t was plaus i b l e to a r gue th a t 
some systemat i c er ro r coul d h ave been the source of our smal l d is-
crepancy . However further experi ments at other gas pressures are pre-
sented i n t h e n~xt chapter , and they clearly show the influe n c e of gas 
pressure on n onlinearity-induced anisotropy . 
Sinc e , accordini:; to the low pres sure theories , the J l to 
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J = 1 transition is a "neutral coupling" transition, there should be 
no nonlinearity-induced anisotropy for the 3.3903-µ (J = 1 to J = 1) 
signal. Measurements taken with this signal did not show any evidence 
of deviation from this theoretical prediction. The small gain of this 
line, when compared with the gain of the 3.3913-µ line, wou~d reduce 
the effect of any deviation due to gas pressure to a point such that it 
would be swamped by the random error brackets. Thus we cannot draw 
any conclusions based on these results. 
6.4 Spontaneous ~-~ Effects 
The preceeding analysis in this chapter neglects the effects 
of spontaneous feeding of the lower laser level. Let us return to 
equations (3.47) through (3.49) in order to evaluate the accuracy of 
this approximation. The theoretical line strengths for the transitions 
3s 2 ~ 3p4 
and 3s
2 
~ 3p2 give values for (y/2n) of 2.8 MHz and 
1.1 MHz, respectively (85). If we assume that the zero-pressure value 
for (y /2n) is 10 MHz (45) and that yb = Sy a' then we can calcu,late 
the effects of the spontaneous feeding terms in (3.48) at the low 
pressure limit. At higher pressures the effects should be less due 
to the increases in the value of ~· BK. 
Assuming the zero pressure values for G, A, and B (zero 
pressure decay is isotropic), and using Table 1, we calculate a 2% to 





the J = 1 to J = 2 transition; and we calculate a 1% decrease in the 
corresponding coefficients for the J = 1 to J = t transition. The 
effects on the f
3
(y) coefficients are even less. We have bee n pri-
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mari ly interested in the nonlinear dips at small magnetic field values, 
which is mainly due to the contribution of the first t erm inside the 
square bracke ts multiplying f
3
(y) in (3.48b). For the J = 1 to J = 2 
trans ition this term is negligibly smal l to begin with, and the spon-
taneous emission feeding term decreases its contribution by about 10% 
in the small magnetic field region. For the J = 1 to J = 1 transition 
the dip size is decreased about .5% by the spontaneous emission feeding 
term. In addition , in the isotropic decay limit there is no effect of 
the spontaneous emission feeding terms on the zero-field coupling 
strengths of the transitions . Thus we can safely neglect these terms 




PRESSURE _!'.:FF~C_J_~ ON TH~ l.:__39 MICRON TRANSITIONS 
7 .1 Introduction 
By attaching the laser amplifier tube to a gas-handling 
station, we were able to study saturation effe cts for various gas 
pressures . This chapter discusses . the results of · these measurem~nts; 
namely, the de pendence on the amplifier gas pressure of gain saturation, 
nonlineari ty induced anisotropy, and gain and Faraday rota tion versus 
axial magnetic field .. 
The experimental gain saturation curves fit strong-s ignal 
theoretica l curves quite well when the homogeneous line·width p a rameter, 
a= Yab /ku, and the saturation signal intensity, 2 2 I 1
2 E = 3h y yb / <bllpll a> o a 
are allowed to b ecome monotonically increasing functions of pressure. 
The use of thes e curves , along with uns aturated Faraday rotation curves 
for various pressures , allows the determination of the pressure -depe nde nt 
homogeneous linewid t h s for both 3.39-µ transi tions . The r esults of these 
measurements are present e d. Another useful r esult of these.measurements 
is the d e t e r minat ion of the r a tio of t he small sign a l gain cons t a n ts f or 
the two trans itions . Thi s value is quite close to the theoretical ratio 
of the line strength s . 
The dip width in the gain and Faraday rotation vers u s axial 
fie ld curves for th e 3 . 3903-µ (J = 1 to J = 1) signal i s observed to 
increase with increas ing g2s pressu re , as p r e dict e d . Resulting v a lues 
for the n eon J s
2 
l evel quadrupol e moment decay r a t e are given for a 
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l imited r ange of pressures. 
The nonlinearity-induced anisotropy measurements s trongly 
indicated the presence of anisotropic decay at h igh gas p ressures. The 
coupling strength of the J = 1 to J = 2 trans ition increases with 
increasing pressure , whi le n o detectable change in the coupling str ength 
of the J = 1 to J = 1 transition is observe d. 
7.2 Gain Saturation 
When the gas pressure in the l aser amplifier tub e is increased, 
the gain saturation curves for the t wo 3.39-µ signal s are affected in 
two ways . First, the form of the s a turation curve changes - the gain 
decreases faster for increasing signal inte nsity at higher pressures . 
This characteristic i s cons istent with a . l arger v a l ue of the h omogeneous 
linewidth parameter (a= yab / ku) at high e r pre ssures . As the gain l ine 
becomes more homogeneous ly broadened (a + 00), the gain s a turates as 
-1 
(1 + I) , whereas for small v a l ues of a ( a ->- 0 i s call ed inhomoge n e ous 
broa dening ) the gain saturates as (1 + I) -~ (Discussions of these 
I 
I 
gain satu ration charac t eri st i cs can be found in r e ferences 7,8 a nd 82.) 
Second, the saturation signa l intens ity increases with increasing 
pressure . According t o the strong s i gnal theory of Chapter L1, the 
saturation signal i n tensity i s E
2 
and it i s proportional to the product o' 
of the monopole (popul a ti on) decay r a tes of the t wo l evels of the 
tra n si tion. These d ecay rates do increase with increasing pressure . 
Howeve r the weak signal theol'.'Y of Ch a pter 3, which is mo re c 2.pable of 
h andling pressure effects , d emon s tra tes t h at the increase of the h igher 
moment l evel de cay ra t es and the dipole moment decay rntc a l so inf lu2nce 
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the saturation process ; and even if the monopole decay rates i ncrease 
only very slightly with pressure, the sa turation (or the size of the 
n onlinear contribution t o the gain) will become s i gnificantly smaller Rt 
a give n signal streng th i f the other decay r a t es increase subs t antia l ly . 
Since t hese d ecay rates are influenced to a much greater ext ent by " soft" 
collis ions , the y should play a greater role in causing the saturation 
signal intensity t o inc r ease with increasing pressure . 
Regardless of t he s i zes of the l evel d~cay .r a t es , t he .s h ape 
of the gain saturation curve depen ds almost exclus i ve l y on t he h omogeneo us 
linewidth (dipo l e moment decay rate). Experimental curves were obtained 
for five t otal gas pressures , each h a ving a He :Ne r atio of 1 0:1 . ( For 
al l of our pressure measurements the ratio of He :Ne was k ept at 10:1.) 
Each curve could b e fitted quit e well with a theor etical curve b ased on 
equation (4 .14). Figure 22 depicts the fit s for t he J = 1 t o J = 2 
trans itions , for the l owest a nd highest values o f total p ressure . The 
v a lue of E
2 
was a llowed t o i ncrease with increasing pressure in order 
0 
to obtain the best fits . The value of E~ f or PT= 2 . 2 To r r is a lmost 
t wice the value of E~ for PT= 0 . 6 Torr. The homogen e ous linewid th 
increases from 0.25 to 0 . 5 over this pressure interval, according to 
these fits . 
Th e gain satu ration plots in Figure 22 were obtained with a 
lin e arl y pola rize d s igna l. Gain satura tion varies with the e lliptic ity 
of the signal ; accordi n g t o equations (4 . 14) and (4 .15 ) a c irc ular l y 
polarized s i gn a l saturates more than a linear l y po l ar i zed s i gnal. Re-
fer e nc:e l d iscusses this phenomenon an d c ontains an exper i mcnt;::.l 
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Press ure Dependence of Gain Sa turation for 3 .39 13-µ 
(J = 1 to J = 2) Input Signal s. 
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r = 0.6, which was also used for a study of nonlinearity-induced 
anisotropy . The small signal gains were too low for us to observe this 
polarizat ion effect unambiguously, however. 
Gain saturation curves were also plotted for the J = 1 to 
J = 1 transition. The signal input intensities were not as large, 
though; only intensi t ies which wer e about equal to 
2 
E were obtained, 
0 
due to less power output from the l aser oscillator and the greater 
absolute value of E
2 
for this transition . This causes some difficulty 
0 
in assigning proper values of a, the homogeneous linewidth, to the 
various saturation curves. (Another method, b ased on Faraday rotation, 
was used to obtain these v a lues with greater accuracy. This will be 
discuss ed in the following section.) 
From the gain data for the two 3.39-µ transitions , we obtain-
ed the ratio of the two linear gain parameters for various values of 
discha r ge current and gas pressure. The ratio did not seem to d epend 
on eithe r gas pressure or discharge current for the ranges in which we 
operated (PT= 0.6 Torr to 2.2 Torr, i = 10 ma to 20 ma); any pressure 
or discharge current dependence would be within our accuracy limits . 
Our res ults are 
Cl. ( 3 . 3913-1.!l_ 
Cl.(3.3903-µ) 
2.6 ± .1 (7 .1) 
This i s very close to the theo retical ratio of line s trengths , which 
is 2. 55 ( 85 ). Since a d ep e nds on the pumpins <'JIHl cl ec:ay rates for 
e ach l,~vel 0f the transi ti o,1 ( ::QC. th~ d c finiton follm..ring Equa tion (3 . Lf9c1)), 









popula t i o ns wh en the amplifying medium is uns aturated and in a steady-
state situation. Concomitant with this assump tion we can attest to the 
accuracy of the theoretical calculations in Reference 85 . 
7 . 3 Linear:J:.y_ Po1-ari zed -9.igpal:..£. Gain and Faraday Rotation 
Small signal or " linear" Faraday rotation is u sefu l in deter-
mining relative sizes of homogeneous linewidths at various pressures . 
These measurements must be u sed in conjunction wi th gain saturation 
measurement s in order t o es t ablish an absol ute scale for the linewidths . 
It is difficu l t to d e termine the v a lue of the homoge n e ous 
linewidth o f a transi t ion from gain saturation data . In the first 
place the strong signal the ory, which is us ed to give gain saturation 
curves for comparison with experi mental observations , has been d erived 
assuming ya+ yb = 2yab ; and this i s not t r u e f or the interme diate 
and high pressure r e gions in He-Ne . It was stated previous l y, h owever , 
that the shape o f t he experimental gain saturati on curves seemingly 
depe nds only on the homogeneous linewidth and not on the l evel decay 
rates, r egardless of wh e ther or not the condition ya + yb = 2y ab is 
valid. A more troub l esome ch aracteristic cf gain saturation i s the 
r e l ative insensitivity of th e shape of the curve to changes in t h e 
v a lue of a in the region of interes t , i. e . 0. 2 < a < 0. 6 . This can 
be observe d i n Figure 22 ; the sha p es of the curves for a= 0. 25 and 
for a = 0 . .5 are not: rnuc:h different, a lthou3h it i s n o ticeab l e . Thi s 
charnc t cr i stic nwki:.s :i.t ch ffieult for us t o deter mine values for the 
h 01;1oi_;c;10ou s l ir:.:_'.c:id th , a , '>!hi c h an~ accur <lte to l c~ss tlw n :!:O. 0 .5 . It 
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would probably help matters to have a longer amplifier tube and/or 
larger input signal strengths available. However added problems with 
reflection and other instabilities are inherent in this regime. 
A novel method of determining relative linewidths involves 
the unsaturated, or "linear" Faraday rotation of a linearly polarized 
input signal. Our apparatus was designed to detect this phenomenon 
with high accuracy. If a signal has a given unsaturated gain as it 
passes through the tube, its Faraday rotation angle will depend on the 
ho~ogeneous linewidth of the transition. Recall the appropriate 
expressions for unsaturated gain and Faraday rotation from Chapter 3 






2a Re w(y + ia) 
I(O) exp [2azRe w(y + ia)] 
a Im w(y + ia) 





These equations are true regardless of the sizes of the level decay 
rates; hence they are strictly valid over the entire pressure range of 
interest. Now if the quantity 2az Re w(O + ia) is a known number 
(known from a gain measurement), the value of the quantity az Im w(y+ia) 
for a particular value of y will depend on the size of a (=yab/ku) 
used. For example, the Faraday rotation for a linewidth a = 0.2 is 
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about 6% higher than the rotation for a linewidth a = 0.3 in the r ange 
0 < y < . 5, given the same l inear gains . Of course the value of ku 
mus t b e known in orde r t o determine abs olute values f or y and a . 
Using t he J 1 to J = 2 transition gain saturation res ults 
for P = 0. 6 Torr , shown in Figure 22, we determined an absolute scale 
for a. Comparis on with the unsaturated Faraday rota tion r esults at 
the same pressure yielded a value of (ku/2w) = 1 65 MHz . Unsaturated 
Fara day rotation curves fo r various v a lues of discharge current in t h e 
. : . 
r a nge 10 to 20 ma . were studied to de t e rmine a current-dependent.chan~~ 
in the value of ku. No v ariation of ku was observe d . Then similar 
Faraday rotation curves were plotted for v a rious pressures a nd fo r both 
3.3913-µ (J = 1 to J = 2) and 3 . 3903-µ (J = 1 to J = 1) signals . These 
measur ements yielded homogeneou s l inewidth values for b o th trans itions . 
The results a r e shown in Figure 23 . These r esults indicate that the 
z e ro-pressure limiting values of y ab for the t wo trans iti_ons are 
28 MHz 
21. 5 MHz (7 . 4) 
Since in the 1 01:-1 p r essure l imi t, 2y = y + y 
ab a b ' 
we concl ude that the 
2p
2 
l evel decay rat e is l ower than the 2p 4 level de cay rate . As 
stat e d previously , the accuracy of the numerical values i s l imited b y 
the gain saturation r esults . 
According t o the weak signa l t h eory in Chapte r 3, the dip 
width in the Faraday r otati o n ~nd gain versus axial magn e tic field 
::i 
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curves i s given by A2 , the quadrupole moment or alignment decay r ate 
of the upper (neon 3s 2) l evel. The dip can be observed only when using 
the 3.3903-µ (J = 1 to J = 1) signal, and only for intermediate pressures 
is the gain of the signal high enough so tha t a reasonably accurate 
measurement of the width can be made. Curves similar to those shown in 
Figure 17 were obtained for three total gas pressures : 1.0 Torr , 1.3 
Torr, and 1.6 Torr. The unsaturated gain for each case was fixed at 
- -1 
4.25 (a= 1.45 m ) . The r esults of the dip width measurements are: 
2 
(PT 1. 0 Torr) y /2n 15 ± 2 . 5 MHz a 
2 
(PT 1.3 Torr) (7. 5) y /21r 16 ± 2 . 5 MHz a 
2 
(PT 1. 6 Torr) y /2 ir 17 ± 2.5 MHz a 
These values are about 40 % higher than those reported by Decamps and 
Dumont, who utilize d a laser excited Hanle effec t expe riment in order 
I 
to dete rmine popu1ation and a lignment decay rates for certain excit~d 
1eve1s of neon (45) . 
Their results were extrapo l a tions to zero discharge current, 
and they stated t hat the observed d ecay r ates increased with increasing 
discharge current . Since our values for A
2 
were determined in the 
current range of 18-20 ma ., this migh t account for part of the difference . 
We attempted similar dip width measurements at 101ver discharge current 
v a lues ; 11 owever the accompanying gai n decrease preclud e d an accurat e 
d e t ermination of the dependence of A2 on dis charge current . \·:e. con-· 
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elude that although this effect probably exists, it is not large enough 
to fully account for the much larger values for A
2 
that we obtained. 
Further investigations would be helpful in clearing up this matter. 
We obtained a good fit to the gain versus axial field curve for 
PT= 1.6 Torr with the use of the anisotropic decay theory, assuming 
certain values for the pressure dependent decay rates. This anisotropic 
decay model will be discusse~ in the next section. 
7.4 EllipticaJly Polarized Signal: Non~Jneaxity-Induced Anisotrop_y_ 
Simultaneous measurements of· gain and change in ellipticity 
were taken for a 3.3913-µ (J = 1 to J = 2) signal which was tuned to 
line center, with r. = 0.6. 
in 
These measurements were repeated for 
various gas pressures. Gain saturation plots similar to those in 
Figure 22 were obtained, and fits to these points were made with the 
use of the strong signal theory. The strong signal theory was the n 
applied to the nonlinearity-induc ed anisotropy results. Figure 24 
shows the results for three gas pressures: (a) PT = 0. 6 Torr , (b) 
PT = 1. 0 Torr, (c) PT= 2.2 Torr . The linear gains for each case 
were s e t at 17.5, or 12.5 db. The accuracy limits due to r a ndom 
fluctuations in signal intensity are about the same size as the circles 
ma rking the experimental points. The pre d ictions of strong s ign a l theory 
a re the solid lines ; we note that a t low pr essures the fit is good, 
but at high pressures the experi me nt a l points show much l ess chang e in 
ellipticity than tha t prech cted by theory. Note th a t t he three scales 
fo r input i nt ensi t y are not equivalent; a cer t a in inpu t signal inte nsi t y 
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Nonlinearity-Induced Anisotropy for 3. 3913-JJ (J = 1 to J = 2) 
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for the PT= 2. 2 To rr case . Each scal e is given in 
t erms of its own saturation signal intensity ; these are obtained from 
the g ain saturation curves. 
The observed departure from s t rong s ignal the oretical pre-
dictions for high pressures suggests the ex istence of anisotrop ic d ecay . 
From t he discussion i n Chapter 3 we know that for a 'J = 1 to J 2 
t ransition , anisotropic decay tends to mak e the coupl ing c loser to 
n e utral . This i s what is ob served in Figure 24. To d e mons t ra t e this 
we have constructed the oretical c urves vali d for weakl y s a turating 
signals - the long das h ed curves in Figur e 24 are the predictions of 
weak s i gnal theory assuming isotropic decay, and the short dashe d 
curves are the predictions of weak signal t h eory assuming ani sotropic 
d ecay . The values for the decay rate parameters used fo r these two 
cases are given in Tables 2 and 3. The linewidths assumed are those 
obtaine d from Figure 23. The zero pressure decay rates are as s umed to 
b e a= . 175 (yab /2 rr = 29 MHz), 
( yb /2TI = 46 MHz) . 
A= .035 ( y / 2rr = 11 MHz ), 
a 
B = . 14 
The level d e cay r a tes for the i so tropi c d ecay case were ob-
tained by assuming B = 4A, and fixing the val u es o f A and B such 
that the magnitudes of the saturation terms correspond with the 
rel a tive saturat ion s igna l inte nsi t ies obtained from the gain saturation 
curves . For a gas press ure P, t h e smaller the v a l ues c:is::> umed for A 
and B, g iven a certain value for a , the l ess satura tion occurs a t a 
given s i gnal in t en si t y , according to equ a ti o ns ( 3 . 48) and ( 3 . 61 ). 
Thi s corresponds with l a r ger values for saturation signal intens ities 
(E~)p . At a pressure of 2 . 2 Tor r , th e saturation signal intens ity, 
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2 . 
(E ) i s sligh tly more than twice t h e zero- pressure saturation 
o 2 . 2 Torr 
signal intensi t y , Thismeans that A+B.<~ a for PT =2 . 2Torr. 
The l eve l decay rates in Tab l e 3, exhibi t ing anisotropic d ecay , 
were chosen on the basis of sever al other resul t s . The neon 3s 2 l evel 
de cay rates of popul ation and alignmen t have bee n studied by Decamps and 
Dumont ( 45), while we have studied the pressure d ependence of the 
a l ignment decay r a te over a limi ted r ange of pressure. We have assumed 
a much l arger pressure dep e ndence for the popul a t i pn decay rate (A ) 
0 
t han that assumed in Reference 45 . Our values for this quant ity are 
more consis t ent with t h e r esults of Bennett and Kindlmann ( 86) , who 









) and (B1 - B0 )/ (B 2 - B0 ) are roughl y the same as 
t he t h eoretical values derived in Reference 43 , namely 5 / 3 and . 88 
respectively . 
PT = 0 . 6 Torr PT = 1. 0 Torr PT = 2 . 2 Torr 
a = . 27 a = . 34 a = . 55 







Transition I sotropic Decay Rates for 
Various Total Gas Pressures , PT . (P
1
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PT = 0.6 Torr PT = 1. 0 Torr PT = 2 . 2 Torr 
a = . 27 a = . 34 a = .55 
A = .036 , B = . 15 A = . 037 , B =.16 A = .04, B = .18 
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Transition Aniso t ropic Decay Rates for 
Va rious Total Gas Pressures , PT. (PHe:PNe = 10:1 in 
all cases .). 
The l evel structure of the J ~ 1 to J = 2 transition is too 
complex for us to individually determine t h e various l eve l decay rates 
with much accuracy . The primary consideration h e re is the fact tha t 
exper imentally obs erved nonlinearity-induced anisotropy strongly 
Su ggests the existence of anisotropic decay at high pressure . It is 
obvious from Figure 24 that the weak s i gnal theory i s valid orily for a 
l imited range of signal s treng ths; yet this theory does account f or the 
pressure effects which we have observed uhcn it is valid , and it gives 
a qualitative indica tion of these phenomena when higher signal s t rengths 
are used . The combina tion of the gene ralized weak signal theory and the 
lou pressure strong signal theory can b e used to predict saturation 
phenomena over a wide range o f conditions . 
S i.m i.Jar exper i ments \,Tere p0r formc d on th e 3 . 3903-µ ( J = 1 to 
J 1) signal. The st ron~ a nd weak s i gnal isotropic decay theo ries 
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predict no change in ellipticity of a J = 1 to J = 1 signal which is 
tuned to line center when it passes through the amplifying medium. 
According to the generalized weak signal theory, the coupling will 
\ 
remain neutral if the decay rates for orientation and alignment remain 
equal to each other while becoming larger than the population decay 
rate. However if the orientation and alignment decay rates for each 
level become unequal, the coupling will become either strong or weak, 
depending on which of the decay rates is larger. The observation of 
strong coupling in a 1.52-µ (J = 1 to J = 0) He-Ne laser led Tomlinson 
and Fork to postulate the existence of a larger cross section for 
j6mj = 2 transitions (orientation decay transitions) than forl6ml = 1 
transitions (alignment decay transitions) in order to account for this 
effect (30, 42). More recently Wang and Tomlinson developed theoretical 
expressions for collision induced anisotropic relaxation in gases 
which verified this postulate for a J = 1 level (43). 
The results of our measurements on the 3.3903-µ (J = 1 to 
J = 1) signal for two gas pressures are shown in Figure 25. The linear 
gains for each case were set at 3.65, or 5.6 db. Along with the 
strong signal predictions shown in Figure 25, we have demonstrated the 
prediction of the generalized weak signal theory in which the decay 
rate parameters are thos_e given in Table 4. In keeping with the 














) ~ 5/3. This changes the coupling for 
the transition from neutral to strong at high pressures. Our experimen-
tal results do not indicate unambiguously any departure from neutral 
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No nlinearity -Induced Ani so trooy f or 3 . 3903-µ (J = l to J 1) 
I n pu t Signal s . r. = .60; & ~ 1 . 30 ; ( a ) P,r = 0.6 Torr , 
( , ) " -- 2 2 'J' i n o .T - .. . orr . 
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induced anisotropy exists for this transition . Since the weak signal 
theory loses validity for input signals stronger than I. = 0.1, we 
in 
would not expect the experimental points to follow the short-dashed 
line p ast th is point in any case . A longer amplif i er tube would be 
necessary in orde r to detect the existence of strong coupling unambig-
uous l y . 
PT = 2 . 2 Torr 
a = . 45 
A = . 0Lf, B = .12 
0 0 
Al = .07, Bl = .18 






Transition Anisotropic Decay 
Rates for PT= 2 . 2 Torr . (PHe:PNe = 10 :1). 
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. CHAPTER EIGHT 
DISCUSSION OF SOURCES OF SYSTEMATIC ERROR ---
8.1 Introduc tion 
In this ch apter we discuss the effects of iystematic departure 
from theoretical perfec tion on our experimen t a l results. Four systematic 
error sources are discussed h e r e : residual and inhomogeneous magnetic 
fields, deviations of the 3.39- µ signals from the ir respective line 
center~ no nlinearity of photodetector r esponse , and possible inaccuracies 
in pressure gauge readings . The effects of the first three of these 
sources of sys t ematic error are well und e rstood for our experiments, 
and we will show that they either have negligible effects on our results 
or are t aken into account in a satisfactory manner. The pressure gauge 
readings represent an unknmn1 sour ce of error, since the Pirani type 
gauge tube which we used has not been recently calibrated agains t a 
standard gauge; but there i s reason to believe that the possible gauge 
inaccuracies are sma ll and do not a ffec t our overal l res u l t s . 
8 . 2 Res idua l Fields and Inhomogen e ities --------- ------ --- -----'------·--
Magne tic fi e ld meas urement s we re ma d e us ing a Be l l 120 Guuss-
meter with an axial probe, which was c a pable of measu ring fi e l d s as 
small a s . 01 gauss . The prob e was made o f InAs , and i t s ope ration was 
b a s ed on the }fall e ffect . A z e ro-gauss ch rnnhe r, capable of r e ducing 
-4 the amb i e nt magn e tic fj e l d b y a f ac t o r of 1 0 , wns used i n orde r to 
c orrec tly es t ablish th e zero fi e ld v a lue fo r the prob e ;md meter . 
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Effects of the steel t able on the magnet ic fi e ld produced at 
the p osition of the amplif ier tub e were found t o b e n e gligible . The 
earth ' s magn e tic fie l d produced an axial (horizont a l) component of . 25 
gauss and a transverse (ve rtical) component of nearly . . 4 gauss. The 
axial component could be b a lanced by the solenoid; the r emaining trans -
verse component i s a r esidu a i f ield, whose effects we must consider. 
When the tota l axial fi e ld is zero, we can conside r the effect 
of the transverse fi e ld on Faraday rotation as follows . The po l ariza tion 
of the linearly polarized input signal lies in the horizonta l plane, due 
to the orientation of the laser oscillator tub e a nd the attenuator 
po l arizers . We shall state that the input signal is pola rized in the 
x-direction. We know tha t the transverse field is in the ver tica l, or 
y-direction. Then the x -polarize d signal operates fr om hm = ± 1 tran-
sitions only . Assumin g the s ign a l to be tuned to line center, wh e n the 
Doppler gain curves for the ~m = ± 1 transit ions are s plit due to the 
fi e ld, the total g a in of the signal i s reduced s lightly. This could 
cause a s light error in the de t erminati on of the linear gain cons t ant . 
\ 
We can write the linear gains of the x and y polariza tions of a s ig~al 
(assuming the g-factors ga ' gb are e qual) a s 
dE 




-- = • Sa Re[w(-y + i a ) + w (y + i a )] . 
cl z 
I f the t ransverse f ie ld equa l s 0 . 4 gauss , y Q/ku 
(8 . l a ) 
(8 . l b ) 
. 004. A look at 
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t h e real parts of the complex error functions (71) for various v a lues 
of a = yab/ku will d emonstra t e that the d ifference in gains in this 
case is about .1% of t h e total gain of either component. This is much 
smalle r t han our experimental accuracy. 
The effect on n onlineari ty- induced anisotropy is also negli-
gib l y small. I f the difference in gains of the x and y polarization 
components is only . 1%, the change i n r (rout - rin) due to this 
residual field would be much l ess than the experimental accuracy limits . 
Likewise for t h e phase shifts ifi the x and y po l arization components . 
When the axial fi e ld is not zero , we can treat the tota l 
fiel d (axial plus transverse r es idu a l component) as being s l ightly 
mis a ligned . Borrowing some notation from the paper by Sargent, Lamb, 
and Fork (26), we define the laser coordinate system as (_i, i, ,1), and 
the magneti c field (or atomic) basis as (_i, i ' , ~· ), as shown in 
Figure 26 . 
. ' /,\J 




Th e Coordinate Sys t ems for a Mis a l igne d ~.\agnetic Fi e ld 
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I f we write the e l ectric field of the signal in terms of the 
vec tor basis (i_, i, _t), as in equat i on (2.4) we can defin e "direc tion 
cosines" f (m), given by 
g 
f± ( m) 
-- + e 
m 







m ~ · z (8. 2) 




Re a lJ ·'c lJ 2 (w a ' b '-w ) E1. fl< (i)' fk(i) o , C w ---- + ia , a ,b'+k a ' b ' ku 
k a ' ,b' 
(8. 3) 
whe r e a ' , b' denote the sub l evel s of l eve l s a , b, w a , b, =(Ea , -Eb,) /h, 
and w = line center fre que n cy . For a posit ive h e l ici ty c.omponent and 
a J 1 to J = 0 tra n s ition, 
Re aE+{tci + cose )
2 
w(y + ia) + %c1 - cose ) 2 w(-y + ia) 
1 . 2 } + ~ sin 8 w (O + i a ) 
The coefficie nts o f the "undes i rab le" nonl i near (third-order ) t erms are 
like 
4 
(1 - cosO ) , . 48 sin , 
2 2 . 2 . 2 
(1 + cos6 ) (1 - cos El ) , ( 1 + cosO ) sin 8 , 
a s compared with t he " desired" coeffic i en t s , 
(1 + cosEi ) 4 
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The experimental points at small values of axial magnetic field 
were taken in order to observe the nonlinear "dips", which have a half-
width of y = A. The axial magnetic field strengths used to observe 
these dips ranged from about 2.5 gauss to 10 gauss. For an axial field 
2 2 -4 
of 2 gauss, tane = .2, sin e ,_, .04, (1 - cose) ._ 4 x 10 • Thus the 
largest of the undesirable terms are only a few percent of the normal 
terms, so that we are not being led astray by ignoring these terms. 
The axial magnetic field produced by the solenoid was slightly 
inhomogeneous. The field at the input end of the ClfllPlifier was about 
25% low and rose to the average field value at z::::: 2.5 cm. The in-
homogeneity along the rest of the axial distance was only about 5% of 
the average field value. These slight inhomogeneities produced an 
error which was quite small compared with experimental accuracy limits 
due to random instabilities. This was determined by numerically inte-
grating equations (3.55) and (3.56) for the J = 1 to J = 1 transition, 
using appropriate sets of input and atomic parameters, and letting the 
magentic field strength vary with distance in the axial direction . to 
closely correspond with the inhomogeneous axial field. The results 
were compared with corresponding results obtained by assuming a uniform 
average value of field along the axial direction, an assumption we have 
made for all our theoretical fits. The correspondence was very close. 
8.3 Deviations From Line Center 
The unsaturated Faraday rotation is not critically dependent 
on the signal being tuned to line center. It can be seen by looking 
at the dispersion curve in Figure 2, that for y . < ku the dispersion 
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curve is nearly linear; hence when the signal is not on line center, 
the unsaturated Faraday rotation, 
dz t a{Im w(x0 + y + ia) - Im w(x0 - y + ia)}, (8.5) d4> -= 
does not change much for small values of y until x = (v-w)/ku 
0 
is 
near ly equal to unity . The output signal wi l l be elliptically polarized 
with i t s major axis direction at an angle <ti with respect to the ori-
ginal input signal pol arization direction . 
The third- o r der polarization functions b and c, defined in 
Chapter 3 , become asymmetric about y = 0 when x f. 0, 
0 
and t he 
inter action function c becomes smaller for all values of y. Accord-
ing t o the weak sign a l t heory , t he Faraday r otation for a J = 1 to 
J = 1 signal i s 





) [ .25(b(x +y) - b(x -y) 
o o a o a 
(8 . 6) 
for values of x which are small enough such that (E+) ~ (E ) . 
o out - out 
In our experiments the magnitude of the deviations of the 
signal frequency from line center was about ± 3 MHz. This gives a 
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value for x of x ::::: .02. For this value of x the sizes of the 
0 0 0 
nonlinear polarization functions are less than .5% smaller than at 
x = O. (Tnis was determined by computer-calculating the sizes of these 
0 
functions for various values of x .) Thus the saturated Faraday 
0 
rotation is hardly affected. 
The nonlinearity-induced anisotropy experiments were performed 
at zero axial magnetic field. Slight deviations from line center will 
not affect the ellipticity of the signal if just the linear polariza tion 
terms are included. The overall gain of the signal will decrease, but 
this will be less than a 1% decrease if x = .02. When the third 
0 
order terms are included, the ellipticity will change depending on the 
ratio of the sizes of the self-saturation and interaction terms. Each 
of these terms decreases slightly in magnitude when x 
0 
.02, so that 
the ratio changes by less than a few tenths of a percent. Compared with 
pressure-induced changes in this ratio of from 25% to 50% for the J = 1 
J = 2 transition, the deviations from line center produce a n egligible 
effect on nonlinearity-induced anisotropy. 
8.4 Nonlinearity .9..f Detector Response 
The InAs p-n junction type photodiodes do not r espond 
linearly to 3.39-µ signal strengths o f the order of a milliwatt. Below 
this region of signal strengths the response is linear; however the 
photodiode output voltage is only 2 mv. or less at this point. It is 
difficult in our experimental setup (see Figure 13} to cover a wide 
range of signal strengths without entering the nonlinear r egion, unless 
two phase-lock detectors are used to ex tend the lower limit of detection. 
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Then a f ixed at t enuator could be p l aced in front of each photodetector 
in order to reduce the incoming signal strengths , and a wide range of 
signal strengths could still be d etected . Attenuators other than pairs 
of calcite polarizers are n ot very reliable at 3 . 4 - µ , however. 
Due to the lack of this addit iona l equipment , we calibrated 
the nonlinearity of each photodiode response . The nonlinearity c urves 
we r e found to depend someuhat on the diode bias voltage; for this 
r egion it was necessary to take a ll readings at the proper b ias voltage . 
We placed a c a lcite analyzer in front of the photodiode in order to 
obtain the nonlineari ty r esponse curves , taking readings of I and 
0 
2 
I cos 6, at a particu l a r value of e , for various values of signal 
0 
strength I . 
0 
Departures from the correct ratio for these two 
quantities at high signal s t rengths could be ascrib e d to the n onlinear 
photodiode r esponse . 
The diode nonlinearity c u rves obtained are most sus cep tible 
to error at large values of signal strength . For this r eason possible 
errors in the gain saturation and nonlinearity-induced anisotropy 
curves could result . HoHevc r these curves seem to agree quite well 
with theore tical predictions at h igh signal strengths and low gas 
pressures, \cl1e r e the s trong-signal theory is applicable . 
The press ure r eadings He re taken with a C. V.C . Autovac gauge , 
u s ing a Pirani-type gauge. tube. The Pirani gnuge uorks well in the 
--3 
r egion of pre~sures 1 0 To rr to 2 Torr for ci1 e common gases . At 
h i£",l1Qr p r eflsurcs th e scnsltivl.ty to press ure vdriat :i.ons :i.s l o·:., . 
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The gauge which we used was ori g i nally calibrated at the 
factory . It can be partially calibrated by setting the meter deflection 
-4 
appropriately at l ow pressures (less than 10 Torr) and at atmospheric 
pressure . However aging might have a slight e ffect on the r esponse at 
intermediate pressures . 
The gauge has been used in processing He-Ne l aser tubes , and 
the pressure dependences on output power agree quite well with those 
reported in the literature . There is no r eason to b e lieve tha t the 
rea dings are grossly inaccurate . In any case , for most of the pressure 
effects which we studied , only qualitative comparisons b e tween theory 
and experiment were made. Due to other sources of error or uncertainty 
in the gain saturation , Faraday rotation and gain versus axial field 
da ta, the uncert a inties involved in the de t erm;i.na tions of pressure 
d ependent de cay rates a r e substant ial . If these othe r sour ces of un-
certainty could b e redu ced , then i t would be n'ecessary to calibrate the 
p r essu re gauge c a r e fully in order to obtain v a lid numerical r esults . 
The absorption coefficient of the metha ne line at 3. 3913--µ should be 
measure d again with a care fully c a l i b rat e d gauge ; our me thod o f mea-
sur ement has very high inhe r ent a ccu rac y , a nd our r esults are quite 
d i fferent from the result s obta ine d b y Ge rr i t sen and He lle r (8 2 ) with 
anothe r t ech n ique . 
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. CHAPTER NINE 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have investigated the interaction between a gas laser 
amplifier and a monochromatic resonant traveling wave, including 
effects which occur because the intensity of the wave is strong enough 
to saturate the population inversion of the amplifying medium. When 
this occurs, we view the problem as a classical electromagnetic wave 
interacting with a . nonlinear medium . The application of an external 
axial magne tic field splits the degenerate energy levels of the gas 
atoms and allows us to obtain more information about the characte ristics 
of the nonlinear interactions. 
A considerable amount of theoretica l effort has been devoted 
to this topic by many authors; yet a theory which satisfactorily describes 
the effects of nonlinear interactions for arbitrarily strong electro--
magnetic signals, and the influences of gas pressure on these interactions, 
does not exist at p resent . Experiments which carefully t est the validity 
of the existing theo ries in t heir regions of applicability are gene rally 
complex; most of the work h as b een done on He-Ne l aser oscillators, which 
n ecessita t es the inclusion of cavity effec t s in the theor e tica l treatments . 
The study of a resonant traveling wave passing th rough a l aser amp l ifier 
is l ess complicated and portrays the int~raction of the signal with the 
atomic me dium without the presence of cavity ef fects . We have caref ully 
performe d some s traightforward amplifie r experDne nts which exhibit 
some effects of the complex non l inear interactions and we have develope d 
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a theory which explains the results quite well for weakly saturating 
signals . 
The nonlinear phenomena which we h ave studied both thee-
retically and experimentally are gain saturation, the coupling b e tween 
circularly polarized components of a signal, nonlinear Faraday rotation 
and gain as a function of axial magnetic field for a linearly polarized 
signal, and the nonlinearity-induced anisotropy of the medium when it 
is amplifying an e;tliptically polariz~cl signal. The results of this 
study give increased understanding to the effects of a saturated medium 
on an interacting laser signal. 
The character of the nonlinear effects has been observed to 
be critica lly dep endent on the total angular momenta (J values) of the 
atomic l aser l evels . For exampl e the importance of double quantum 
interactions, which establish coherence between sublevels involved in 
the l aser process, decreases markedly as one passes from cons ideration of 
a J = 1 to J = 0 trans ition to a J = 1 to J = 1 transition and then 
to a J = 1 to J = 2 transition. This h as been observed in the Faraday 
\ 
\ 
rotation and correspo~ding gain of linearly polarized 3.39-µ signals 




(J = 1 to J = 2) and 3s
2 
~ 3p2 (J = 1 to J = 1) transitions . For the 
J = 1 t o J = 1 signa l, the doubl e qua ntum interactions produce s i zeable 
nonlinear dips in the rotation and gain for small values of axia l field. 
The size of the dip is large enough in this region to produce a r~~I~l. 
of Farad ay rot ation from the dire ction norma lly expected , if the incom-
ing signal strength is high . For the J = 1 t o J = 2 signal, the corres-
ponding dj ps are f'O smal l tha t. they are unobservabl e . Anothe r examp l e 
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involves the nonlinearity-induced anisotropy of the medium. The 
ellipticity of an elliptically polarized J 
affected much differently from that of a J 
pass through a saturated amplifying medium. 
1 to J 
1 to J 
2 signal is 
1 signal as they 
We have demonstrated that a theory which analyzes nonlinear 
effects in a gas laser amplifier , such as the He-Ne exampl e , must pay 
attention to possible influences of gas pressure on the interaction of 
the light with the medium . The theories which assµme Ya . + Yb = 2yab' 
where are the laser l evel decay rates and i s the homo-
geneous l inewidth of the transition , and do not include pressure 
effects which cause this relation to become invalid or which cause 
sublevel mixing, are adequate in predicting saturation phenomena only 
at low gas pressures. For higher pressure9, such as the press ures at 
which He-Ne lasers u s ually operate, a more generalized theory is needed 
to account for observed phenome1i.a . We have deve loped a generalized 
theory which is applicable to weakly saturating signals passing through 
an amplifier in which the gas pressure effects are significant . It h as 
proven to be successful, especially in predicting non linea rity- induced 
anisotropy, in its range of validity . The combination of this theory 
and the low pressure strong sign a l theory previous ly deve loped by 
A. Die n es c an qualitati ve l y expla in all the exp e rimentally observe d 
phenomen a discus sed in this work. Presumably othe r effects, such as 
combina tion tone gene ration, c an be explained as well. 
On the b as is of a firme r unde rstand ing of the pressure ef f ec t s 
on various gas l as e r trc:~nsi tions , furth e r expcrimcn ta ti on shou l d yiel d 
absblute values for qua ntities such as the low pressure sa tu~ a tion 
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signal intensity, E~, which depends on the matrix element I <all pub> j 2 
and the spontaneous decay rates, and It should also be 
possible to determine various cross sections for excitation and decay 
of the atoms involved in laser processes. This has already been done 
in certain cases; however there is certainly much more work to be done, 
even with the He-Ne laser discharge, which has received the greatest 
amount of attention thus far. 
Additional improvement·s in the gas laser theories would be 
valuable. The most glaring weaknesses in the present theories are: 
(1) the inability to treat arbitrarily strong signals in a theory 
which includes the nonlinear coherence effects and also allows for 
pressure effects; (2) the approximate manner in which radiation trapping 
is taken into account in a laser interaction model. Advance s in these 
areas would allow theory and observation to be compared quantitatively 
for a wider range of experimental conditions. 
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